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INTRODUCTION

This book is the third in the series of CNIS publications devoted 
to a comparative perspective on the identity, policy and relations 
of the two Turkic states that share a common border and are 
located at the crossroads of Europe and Asia.

-
cal developments in these two states into a historical perspec-
tive – the period of state and democracy-building which resulted 
in creation of democratic parliamentary republics in the early 
20th century - the second focused on the post-Cold-War search 
for identity in Turkey and Azerbaijan. This new volume focuses 
mainly on the interconnection between domestic developments 
and relations between the two states.

the result of a series of conferences devoted to the anniversary 

(1918-1920) which brought together scholars and experts from 
Azerbaijan and Turkey. These conferences took place in Baku 
and various regions of Azerbaijan, including Ganja, Shaki, La-
hic and Masalli and covered the following topics: “Testing the 

the Most eliable Way to esolve C
-

book are purely academic. In fact, some are policy papers or 
essays. While the Turkish articles are written by academics cur-
rently teaching in universities, most of the authors from Azerbai-

and journalists.

 The views presented in this book are very different and diverse, 
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-
versity of opinion in the two states regarding current and possible 
future developments in these countries. Whether written by theo-
reticians or practitioners, these articles suggest alternative views 
on many of the acute problems faced by Turkey and Azerbaijan 
during the period of transition. 

-
tion in the late 19th and early 20th centuries cemented relations be-
tween two countries which were ethnically close, but very different 
in statehood terms. Indeed, in 1918 Azerbaijan had just emerged 

Turkey was emerging from what had once been a most powerful 

of European nation states, implementing the visions of enlight-
ened political leaders. The following century deprived Turkey of 
its political ties with its closest neighbour due to the restrictions 
placed on communication by the Cold-War Iron Curtain. Post-
Cold-War Azerbaijan was inspired both by its own history and by 
the strong and democratic state of Turkey next door - a member 
of NATO which was pursuing integration into Europe. 

This volume, which is the concluding one in the series, proves 
once again that ethnic and linguistic closeness is not enough to 
ensure fraternal relations between the two Turkic states. In fact, 
it is state interests which determine the degree of closeness and 
the nature of these relations, primarily in the sense of political 
and security interests. In the early 20th century, it was the nature 
of the modernization process which united the two states, cou-
pled with common security concerns. These in turn were closely 
related to politics.

-
key and Azerbaijan, except for a brief period during 1992-1993, 
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can be c aracterized by a lack of communication bet een t e in
tellectual and political elites  civil society or t e broader commu
nity  unlike t e situation in t e early t  century  n fact  t e e
tremely centralized and personalized overnment of Azerbaijan 
establis ed close economic relations it  Turkey ile t e latter 

ments it  t e aut oritarian leader re ardin  t e uninterrupted 

But t ese are precisely t e societies ic  stimulate debate  
movement and c an e  especially en leaders are ary of po
litical involvement in t e domestic affairs of a nei bour  

Elkhan Mehdiyev  analyzin  Turkis Azerbaijani relations over 
t e last  years  concludes t at despite a reements on alliance 
and calls for brot er ood bet een t e t o countries  t e rela

ar ues t at bilateral relations ave been mainly based on per
sonalities  so aps appear in t ese relations en t e persona
lities in uestion disappear from t e political sta e  oreover  
personal contacts create many problems in inter state relations 
because nobody is prepared to risk discussin  any problems t at 
may emer e for fear of armin  t ese personal relations  

clear stance on t e Armenian occupation and a lack of kno l

Azerbaijan  pointin  out t at t is as clearly demonstrated by t e 

Turkey  t e aut or ar ues t at t e core of t is policy emanates 
from t e interests of t e rulin  circles in Azerbaijan  T ey ave 
accumulated enormous ealt  t rou  corruption and conse
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uently fear t e spread of Turkis  democracy to Azerbaijan  

ism ave also taken t eir toll on relations bet een Ankara and 
Baku

n is article  Mehmet Erol
bet een Azerbaijan and Turkey  and notes t at from t e per
spective of t eir survival  interests and future  it is vital for t ese 

interests of bot  countries to coordinate t eir efforts and dem
onstrate a common ill and attitude vis vis t e problems of 
t e re ion  

T e aut or analyzes t e eopolitical c an es ic  ave taken 
place in t e aucasus since t e fall of t e oviet nion  evalu

s ape  and emp asizes t e role of t e aucasus and Azerbaijan 

operation bet een Azerbaijan and Turkey is e tremely important 
in t e current istorical conte t  

nei bours  as a step t at ill ultimately serve t e interests of 
Azerbaijan  Accordin ly  e e plains t e coolness bet een An
kara and Baku as a misunderstandin  of t is strate ic line

inally  t e aut or proposes establis in  mec anisms to 
stren t en Turkis Azerbaijani relations and immediately solve 

puttin  for ard measures eared to ards deepenin  relations 

Azerbaijani leaders ip to take into consideration t e democratic 
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c an es t at ave come about as a result of t e Arab prin  
ic  enjoy Turkis  support  

Tashansu Turker stresses t at t e start of reforms in t e t
toman mpire as linked it  t e collapse of t is mpire and 
e plains t at t eir aim 

nor sc olars of t e time and t at in fact  measures to protect 
t e state and resist esterners actually lay at t e basis of t e 

esternization reforms  rom t e t  century on ards  t e ab
solute supremacy of esterners as accepted and reforms ere 
a ain undertaken it  t e purpose of preservin  t e state

T e aut or e plains t at t e ttoman state as based on t e 
system of millat  composed of different et nic and reli ious 

t  century on ards  en nationalist ideas started to emer e 
and spread amon  t ese roups  t e entre lost control over 
t em and t is resulted in t e disinte ration of t e ttoman m
pire  n t is period  ttoman sc olars also put for ard ideolo ies 
for preservin  t e mpire  T e ideolo y of ttomanism  ic  
tried to create an ttoman nation on t e basis of t e principles 
of loyalty and justice  as one suc  ideolo y  But as a result of 
t e economic eakenin  of t e state in t e t  century  it as 

a fall in t e number of non uslims in t e ttoman mpire  slam 

sessment of slamism from t is perspective is very interestin  s
lamic identity as a ainst nationalism  but conse uently  it  t e 
rise of Arab and Albanian nationalism  t e ideolo y of Turkism 
came into t e picture as ell  
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T e aut or furt er notes t at unlike t e ttoman mpire  reforms 

administrative terms  T is led to t e development of education  
science and culture in t is country  t as t ese reforms t at 

anti estern inclinations and imperial identities in bot  empires  
As a result of t e comparison  e concludes t at ile t e re
forms ere more pra matic in t e ttoman mpire  t ey ere 

tendencies ere more radical in t e latter  ationalist elements 

imperial identity  T erefore  en t e ttoman mpire collapsed  

still maintains its anti estern attitude  

Anot er issue discussed ere indirectly are t e prospects for ap
plication of t e Turkis  model in t e re ion  and t e pros and
cons

ear ast  rom t is vie point  an analysis of t e reforms under

better understand t e reform process oin  on in Turkey today

Alt ou  istorically some of t e key c allen es of moderniza
tion in states it  a uslim population ave been successfully 
resolved in Turkey  for e ample t e foundation of a multiparty 
system  free and fair elections  division of po ers  an indepen
dent judiciary and secularism  analysis of recent political devel
opments in t e country s o s t e current c allen es facin  t e 
process of buildin  democracy  n fact  Turkey and Azerbaijan 
are ood case studies to test t e se uencin  approac  to t e 
development of democracy  Dr. Ali Resul Usul focuses is ar
ticle on t e approac es t at e plain t e conditions for t e devel
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after t e old ar  it as believed t at democracy could be de
veloped by t e political elites it out t e necessary institutional 
infrastructure  ater on  o ever  as t e transition to democracy 

violations of uman ri ts and nationalism  suc  ideas started 

as put for ard  Accordin  to t is approac  it is claimed t at 
iven t e potential risky outcomes of t e transition to democracy  

it s ould not be undertaken urriedly and is only really possible 
after consolidation of t e necessary institutions re uired for its 
development  T e aut or c allen es t is approac  from political 
and moral perspectives and tries to e plain is position usin  t e 
e ample of Turkey  

spective because  as t e main purpose of aut oritarian re imes 
is to preserve t e re ime  it is impossible to ensure t e rule of la  
and establis  democratic institutions in suc  re imes  T erefore  
it is unlikely t at t e foundation of democratic institutions can be 
laid under suc  re imes  n t e ot er and  from a moral vie

emp asizes t at t is t eory did not prove correct in t e case of 
Turkey

T e aut or stresses t at e perience of democratic processes 
and democratic political culture are t e t o main conditions for 
t e establis ment of democracy  n talkin  about t e democratic 
process  e considers free elections  freedom of opinion  t e ef
fective functionin  of parliament  and respect for election results  

is irreversible  but t ere are problems concernin  intra party de
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t er notes t at a democratic political culture forms from it in t e 
democratic process  

Alt ou  a multi party system  free and fair elections  t e sepa
ration of po ers  t e independence of t e judiciary and secu
larism all e ist as positive elements distin uis in  Turkey from 
ot er uslim populated countries  analysis of recent political de

democracy  rom t is point of vie  Turkey and Azerbaijan can 
be considered as t o ood cases for testin  t e se uencin  ap
proac  to democratic development  

T is vie  t at t e se uencin  approac  is inapplicable in e plain
in  democratization in Turkey coincided it  ideas e pressed at 
t e  conference on t e post oviet development of Azerbai
jan  ic  as eld in anja

Takin  t e opposite vie  in is criti ue  t e journalist Zardusht
Alizade

jani people barely passed t rou  t e sta es of modernization 
and remained indifferent to t e calls for modernization comin  
from t

modernization process durin  t e oviet period and emp asizes
t at t e rulin  circles ere not ready for t is eit er in terms of 
t eir istorical vision or from t e vie point of t e values t at uid
ed t em  T e aut or seeks to prove t at t e political forces actin  
as representatives of bot  t e rulin  circles and t e rassroots did 
not o in for dialo ue  national reconciliation and cooperation  As 
a conse uence  at as establis ed as a system uninterested 

family clan interests rat er t an a system based on rule of la  
and evolution  ookin  at t e environment follo in  t e fall of t e 

oviet nion and t e opportunities t at ere missed  e stress
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re ardin  modernization and concludes t at modernization  i e  
t e creation of democratic institutions  ould be suicide for t e 
e istin  re ime  

T e aut or tries to clarify t e ar uments about possible moderni
zation from it in t e rulin  elite  ile e plainin  t at Azerbai

impossible  e ar ues t at t e current situation cannot continue 
like t is eit er  inally  e presents ensurin  t e rule of la  as 

ell as uman ri ts and freedoms  moral and political maturity  

t at ould accelerate t e modernization process  

n is article  la yer Intigam Aliyev offers e tensive analysis 
based on numerous instances of t e violation of uman ri ts 
and freedoms in Azerbaijan and t e democratic e perience in 

posed by t e overnment on freedom of speec  and freedom of 
assembly are applied not only to political forces but to all se
ments of society  and ar ues t at t e overnment offers unsub
stantiated ar uments to international or anizations in order to 
dis uise suc  actions  

n t e one and  t e aut or emp asizes t at peaceful protests 
are dispersed usin  force ile t e courts remain indifferent to 
t e cases of violence and torture a ainst citizens  n t e ot er 
and  e notes it  re ret t at citizens do not demonstrate t e 
ill re uired nor make t e effort to protect t eir o n ri ts  n is 

opinion  oin  to court over every violation is one of t e main ays 
to c an e t e current situation  Besides t is  e also stresses t at 
people need to effectively utilize t e international le al system  

of a stron  le al advocacy system are t e main conditions for t e 
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rule of la  and democracy and e offers facts to demonstrate 
t at t e overnment is not interested in providin  t ese condi
tions  concentratin  solely on ensurin  its citizens remain obedi
ent to t e aut oritarian re ime  

and radio stations  as ell as international uman ri ts or ani
zations in recent years and notes t at t e aut oritarian re ime 
is not interested in reforms and is ready to take any measure to 
protect and preserve itself  

Hikmat Hajizade
sions in Azerbaijani society as freedom of e pression  reli ion
state relations  and relations bet een a liberal constitution and 

dom of e pression and freedom of reli ion in Azerbaijan and Tur
key  and points out common problems in t ese countries despite 
t e differences in t eir political systems and democratic practice  

T e aut or divides t e problem of freedom of e pression in t ese 
t o countries into mental and political cate ories and compares 

ments ave no importance at all and emp asizes t at since all 

of e pression  t ey lead to an increase in t e sense of responsi

t e national security infrastructure  

notions of freedom of reli ion and reli ious e tremism  T en  e 
notes t at t e overnment of Azerbaijan is usin  reli ious e
tremism to curb reli ious freedom and is tryin  to solve problems 
concernin  freedom of reli ion t rou  repressive means  

tressin  t e importance of protectin  t e ri ts of reli ious 
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people, he draws attention to the problems created by political 
Islamists, mentions the fears that they create in society, and tries 
to explain the reasons behind Islamophobia and ways to over-
come it. 

Finally, the author notes the importance of dialogue with religious 
activists and examines their treatment within the framework of 
human rights, calling on the religious to respect the values of the 
republic.

It is interesting that violations of human rights and failures in 
foreign policy go hand-in-hand in both Azerbaijan and Turkey. 
Although Azerbaijan has declared a balanced policy and Turkey 
a policy of zero problems with neighbours, both countries are 
faced with the need to make a choice in the region given that 

Elkhan Sha-
hinoglu
policy is unsuccessful. 

The author analyzes the balanced foreign policy of Azerbaijan, 
the geopolitical interests of the forces which do not want to eradi-
cate the consequences of the Armenian occupation, questions in 
Turkish-Azerbaijani relations and the current situation, and notes 
that Azerbaijan has to make a choice. 

-
menian occupation are not sincere because the countries of the 
region would integrate into Europe and NATO should this hap-

pressure on Azerbaijan. 
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As for relations with Iran, he notes that the mediation missions 
proposed by Tehran are not desirable and draws attention to the 
new shape of Iranian-Azerbaijani relations and the anti-Azerbai-
jan threats emanating from Iranian society. 

With regard to Turkish-Azerbaijani relations, the author touches 
upon issues like the Turkish-Armenian protocols and Azerbai-

-

not conform to the strategic partnership agreement signed by the 

of Azerbaijan in such a complicated region does not serve its 
own interests and Azerbaijan, like Georgia, should choose inte-
gration into Euro-Atlantic structures. 

Dr. 
Shahin Filiz states that religion and beliefs comprise an impor-
tant factor in the formation of the culture of a society or nation. 

every human being and notes that this is a joint product of the 
spirit and mind. 

While talking about laicism (secularism) and religion, he argues 
that the function of laicism is not to control religion, but to create 

diverse lifestyles and forms of behaviour resulting from different 
faiths.

The author argues that laicism has created a common ground 
for bringing together different faiths, and says that Turkey would 

-
man freedoms and faiths from the moral perspective and links 
the expression of faith to these freedoms. In his opinion, freedom 
is responsibility. From this viewpoint, freedom of religion and the 
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responsibility that goes with it ensure that a person follows a le-
gally and socially responsible lifestyle. Faith may be boundless, 
but if it runs counter to public norms, then religious freedom can-
not be acceptable. A person who wants freedom should also be 
prepared to take responsibility for it. Freedom and responsibility 
are reciprocal, and if a person wants freedom, it is him/her, not 
society that should bear this responsibility. An individual should 
express the religious freedom obtained, as well as, the responsi-
bility related to this, within the framework of laicism. 

The author considers human beings as the only moral beings 
responsible for their thoughts and actions. While talking about 
human freedoms, he notes that freedom begins in the mind and 
builds up the individual. It would not be sincere or truthful for a 
person who is not free in his/her mind to demand freedom for oth-

Finally, he discusses such notions as freedom of religion and na-

ideas regarding freedoms of religion and conscience. 

Another unavoidable issue that arises from state-religion rela-
Ruhengiz Huseynova explains the cur-

historical duality of traditional attitudes to women, which mani-
fested elements of both equality and discrimination. She warns 
of the misinterpretation of Quranic writings regarding women. 

in Azerbaijan since ancient times and assesses their roles in so-
ciety during different periods of history. After touching upon de-
scriptions of women in Azerbaijani literature, as well as the activi-
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freedom varied from family to family. In oral folklore, female he-
roism was praised as much as that of men. The author goes on 
to say that in written literature as well, women characters were 
portrayed as symbols of love, beauty and heroism by medieval 
thinkers in Azerbaijan. Furthermore, she emphasizes the role 
played by women in public and political life, especially from the 
19th

-
day. She notes that violence against women still continues and 

upon such problems as underage marriage and violation of the 
labour rights of women. The author also draws attention to the 
fact that religious marriages, which have become widespread 

rights. 

In his invaluable research work, Shahin Filiz tries to explain the 
extent to which the headscarf in Turkey is Islamic or traditional. 

showing that men and women were created from the same 
source and complete each other from a human and moral point 

the past showed disrespect for the Prophet Muhammad by using 
his name. 

The author seeks to explain the historical, moral and philosophi-
cal sides of women being covered, and notes that in Islam there 

contains an order to cover up, but it is not about headscarves. 
It is about dressing appropriately for the setting. From this per-
spective, not wearing a headscarf does not mean committing 
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those wearing or not wearing headscarves as a product of the 
circumstances of those times and notes that many myths also 

Finally, the author touches upon how the headscarf has become 
-

ferring to the writings of various Islamic scholars, he concludes 
that the headscarf has no connection with religion. While there 
is no reference to it in the Quran, Muslims have simply adopted 
Arab and Iranian traditions. Thus, he concludes that headscarf 
is not an Islamic symbol but is traditional wear and suggests 
that Turkish women should cover their heads in accordance with 
Turkish traditions. 

Itir Bagdadi provides an excellent analysis of the new approa-

foreign policy. The author stresses that until the AKP came to 

Turkey reduced to a minimum its relations with the states that ap-
peared after the fall of the Ottoman Empire and mostly pursued a 

foreign policy was based on security and prioritized defence and 
military interests. Its foreign policy was only Western-oriented. 

Union, this Western orientation was supplemented by another 
direction in foreign policy. The active foreign policy pursued since 
the AKP came to power has radically changed Turkish foreign pol-
icy and the policy of zero problems with neighbours has opened 
up more prospects both with neighbours and in the Greater Mid-
dle East. From a cultural viewpoint, this policy has also earned 
Turkey great respect in the wider Turkic-Islamic world. 
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The Islamic roots of the AKP and the closeness of its leaders 
to the Islamic world have also played a role in the formation of 

the former Ottoman territories and beyond has increased sev-
eral times over, thus stimulating the economic development of 
Turkey. Although the Arab Spring disrupted economic relations, 

West has increased once again and Turkey has been held up as 
a model for these countries. Since Turkey has been presented to 
these countries as a model due to its cooperation with the West, 
the author also questions to what extent Arabs might accept this 
model.

In her article, Sezin Oney considers different aspects pertain-
ing to the level of Turkish democracy, focusing primarily on civil-

attempts of the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF) to interfere in politics 
under the AKP, as well as differences in opinion between TAF 
and the AKP government with regard to laicism and presidential 
elections. The government continues to express its position on 
TAF, while questions concerning the role of the army in the soci-

their answers after the resolution of problems like the PKK and 
the Kurdish issue and compulsory military service. 

and the problems concerning democracy and rule of law that 
arise from this. 

Prominent human rights activist and scholar Arzu Abdullayeva
emphasizes that the relation between democracy and the resolu-

has negatively affected the establishment of democratic institu-
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tions. Furthermore, democracy has seen itself superseded by 
nationalism and relegated to an issue of secondary importance. 
The interdependence of these two issues has resulted in dead-
lock.

more, the authoritarian leaders who do not want to undertake re-

is felt in all three countries of the South Caucasus. The attributes 

international formats, including the unsuccessful Minsk Group of 
the OSCE, have not put forward mechanisms for resolution of 

who has received awards for peace-making, the author proposes 
-

Since there are cultural and ethnic minorities in Azerbaijan and 

priority in the domestic policies of both countries and act as a lit-
mus test in their bilateral relations. The CNIS conference democ-

relation between these two issues. 

The aim of this project, which was started in 2009 by the CNIS 

to assist the societies of the two countries in getting acquainted 

We hope that the articles written by scholars, experts and rep-
resentatives of civil society from Turkey and Azerbaijan will help 
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readers to understand the common problems of the peoples of 
these countries, even though these problems, by and large, re-
main outside the pragmatic agenda of the leaders of these two 
neighbouring allied countries. 

The CNIS expresses their deep gratitude to the US National En-
-

press our gratitude to the experts from Turkey and Azerbaijan, 
as well as local coordinators and all participants who spent their 
time and energy, and even went to the most remote places in 
Azerbaijan to participate in our events. Our special thanks go 

possible implementation of this project.

 Leila Alieva 
Elkhan Mehtiyev
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Elkhan Mehtiyev

REVIEW OF TURKISH-AZERBAIJAN
RELATIONS AFTER 20 YEARS

Inhabitance of Azerbaijani and Anatolian Turks in varying geo-
graphical areas for hundreds of years had differing effects in the 
formation of their respective national consciousness and sense 
of identity. Anatolian Turks have an identity based on the in-
heritance of thousands years old independent history, while the 

-
ence of Persian and Islamic culture. For the past 200 years they 

independence the nation has become a victim of chaotic political 
conjuncture in search for its identity.

In the early 20th century, the Turkic identity of Azerbaijani peo-
ple was included in the agenda of political thinkers united in the 
Musavat party, and later this identity became the leading ideo-
logical element of the independent Azerbaijani republic estab-
lished by Musavat1 Those political thinkers also contributed to 
the awakening of the Turkish national consciousness, which at 
the time was viewed as Ottoman and Muslim. 

The leading national movement Popular Front (PF) embraced 
and united all ethnic minorities and nations living in Azerbaijan 
and upheld the ideologies of the early 20th century, prioritizing the 
Turkic identity and the Turkish language2.The PF strove to es-
tablish close contacts and more exchanges between Azerbaijan 
and Turkey, which had been separated for centuries, and tried to 
educate the Azerbaijani people to feel the pride of being part of 
the greater Turkic nation. Subsequently, the elected government 

language of Azerbaijan and regarded history books as Turkic his-
tory. In 1992-1993 years, during the period of national govern-
ment, the spread of Turkic national consciousness, a relation-
ship of brotherhood with Turkey and the consideration of Turkey 
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as our own homeland have been propagated. Turkey in its turn 
rendered great support and assistance to Azerbaijan. 

-
jani national movement declared their intention of following the 
Turkish model of democracy in Azerbaijan. Turkey seemed dou-
bly attractive not only due to the ethnic roots but also for its demo-
cratic system, as the nature of the Azerbaijani popular movement 
was anti-communist, with the aim of establishing a democratic 
system. At the same time, Iran, despite cultural, historical and 
geographical ties with Azerbaijan, was kept at distance due to its 
political system. 

Along with the establishment of the multi-party system and inde-
pendent newspapers in newly-independent Azerbaijan, the elect-
ed government of the Popular Front also established relations with 
Turkey based on the desires of people existent for many years. In 

-
baijan and the foreign affairs of the newly-independent Azerbaijan 
were carried out through the help of Turkish embassies across the 

raise awareness concerning the Armenian aggression and brought 
this issue to the agendas of international forums. Four United 
Nations Security Council resolutions on Armenian occupation of 
Azerbaijani lands were adopted only after the Turkish appeal to 
convene the UN SC meeting. The trilateral peace plan enacted in 
May, 1993 was also proposed by Turkey, in conjunction with the 

by the Armenian side. In the early periods of independence, hun-
dreds of students from Azerbaijan studied in Turkish military and 
civilian universities under the sponsorship of Turkish government. 

1993, relations with Turkey moved in a different direction. Ini-
-
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key as supportin  t e opposition roups in Azerbaijan a ainst 
is aut ority  n addition to t is  e ad te tbook titles c an ed 

n arc  of  durin  t e armed civil ar of intra overnment 
forces  t e Turkis  overnment as suspected of tri erin  re
volts a ainst t e Aliyev re ime  ic  later brou t t e bilateral 

eartedly attempted to s o  t eir support for t e Aliyev re ime  
usin  all possible means to do so and conse uently t is policy 
led to rat er ne ative results  irst of all  t is approac  empo e
red t e Aliyev re ime and minimized t e relations of Turkey it  
Azerbaijani political parties and civil society or anizations  

tent  Turkey as isolated from t e on oin  processes it in 
Azerbaijan  it  its representatives cooperatin  only it  t e 

interests of t e Aliyev re ime  cept for a telep one call from 
t e Turkis  rime inister Bulent jevit to t e former president 

and Azerbaijani opposition

t een t e t o personalities  As a result  multiple problems piled 
up bet een t e t o countries  At t e same time  t e Turkis  

overnment sided it  Azerbaijani overnment in resistin  t e 

ritin  articles and makin  speec es criticizin  Azerbaijani ov

ot surprisin ly  in t e asino candal of l am Aliyev in  

in ac uittin  l am Aliyev of all accusations  t at t e latter as 
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an BT  oil pipeline project  ic  became a national priority 
for Turkey  Takin  advanta e of t e situation  e monopolized t e 

eace rize  a arded to t e president ose territories ere 
under occupation  onorary doctorate titles from different univer

t is nomination as later arrested  etc  all illustrated t e spec

more t an t e illusion of Turkis Azerbaijani brot er ood

T e visa re ime still remained in force bet een Azerbaijan and 
Turkey and custom duties for t e visitin  Turkis  citizens re
mained at t e i est rates in comparison it  t ose in ot er 
countries

Turkey and Armenian military 
occupation
As mentioned above  from t e very be innin  Turkey e pressed 
sensitivity concernin  t e Armenian military involvement in pper 

cupation of Azerbaijan territories in  Turkey avoided military 
intervention  but made efforts to ave t e  stop t e a ressor  
and ac ieved t e adoption of  resolutions on t e occupied terri
tories by t e  ecurity ouncil  n  t e president of Turkey 
declared t at it ould never et involved in t e military operations 
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Turkey in t e case of Turkis  direct interference  n addition  Ar
menia received no real arnin  from Turkey to stop t e violence  
T is step empo ered t e Armenian side  ic  ad al ays con
sidered t e possibility of Turkis  military intervention as an option 
and ad encoura ed t em to keep territories up to no

Turkey did not take any active part in t is dispute  and t is indi
cated t e eakenin  of cooperation and consultation bet een 
t e Azerbaijani and Turkis  overnments  a situation ic  ad 

cies of t e Turkis  overnment did not differ from t ose of t e 

pleased to support any resolution to t e problem t at Azerbaijan 

key  t e bilateral relations developed more in terms of economic 
and ener y interests  and led to occasional disputes bet een t e 
administrations of l am Aliyev and rdo an  Anot er issue as 
t e fundamental s ift in Turkis  forei n policy  ic  sou t ood 
relations and settlement of problems it  all nei bors  includin  

jan and Turkey  

e must look to t e follo in  factors ile investi atin  t e rea

as t e position of Azerbaijan to ards Armenian a ression and 
uncertainty for Turkey of at Azerbaijan intended to do  Azer
baijan as not informin  Turkey on t e details of t e ne otiations 
and t ere ere no joint actions of coordination bet een t e t o 
states  T e situation as as follo s

Turkey anted to c an e t e status uo in t e re ion  Azerbaijan 
did not respond in any ay  not c oosin  military operations for 
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liberation of its territories  nor as it certain about t e essence 

ation and proposed er o n option for c an e on t e round  
T us  Turkey considered t e overtures to ards Armenia and t e 
openin  of t e borders as a c an e in t e status uo  Azerbai

Turkey in fear of its conse uences  Azerbaijani leaders ip as 
ell a are t at t e c an e in t e situation ould t reaten t e 

Azerbaijani re ime  

T e Turkis  overnment as ready to support Azerbaijan in 
atever decision it mi t take but Azerbaijan remained silent on 

t at issue  n t e ot er and  t e rdo an overnment believed 
t at establis in  relations it  Armenia could lead to some ad
vances in Azerbaijani Armenian relations

n t is re ard  Turkis  Armenian protocols seemed to be t e bi
est c allen e in relations bet een Turkey and Azerbaijan dur

in  t e last  years  T e protocols did not include t e Armenian 
enocide claims and t e Armenian occupation of Azerbaijani 

lands offsettin  eac  ot er as a compromise  T is approac  
o ever  as vie ed as a considerably ne ative impact upon 

t e national interests of Azerbaijan and Turkey  ome ar ued 

portance by Turkey since t e enocide claims ere a far more 
sensitive issue for t e Turkis  overnment  

or instance  Ali Babacan  t e inister of orei n Affairs of Tur
key at t e time   mont s prior to t e si nin  of t e protocols in 
response to t e uestion of t e correspondent concernin  t e 

ba  to t is issue  it is a rat er complicat
lack of compre ensive understandin  in Turkey relatin  to t e Ar
menian oals played a role  ince t en  durin  t e last  years  
t e priority of Armenian forei n policy as been to separate Tur
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alone T ey ave ac ieved t is in t e protocols  rom t e Ar
menian standpoint  t e solid economic relations it  Turkey and 

leavin  Azerbaijan isolated  T us economically po erful Arme
nia it  military ains ould pressure Azerbaijan and preserve 
t e status uo until er demands in ne otiations are met  

imilarly  campai ns for t e reco nition of t e Armenian eno
cide claims continue  providin  cover for t e Armenian occupa

by t e current Armenian re ime  

T e disadvanta e of Turkis  journalists and politicians is t at 

tion  T ey do not possess enou  information about ic  lands 
ere occupied  y t ey ere occupied  at t e Armenian 

a enda is and at t e situation in Azerbaijan is  olicy analysis 

analyses by American e perts in t e s  T ere are a very lim
ited number of e perts in Turkey familiar bot  it  Armenia and 
Azerbaijan  ell kno n journalists still assume t at t ousands of 
Azerbaijanis still live in Armenia and in t e occupied territories  

rom t is point of vie  t e an er of numerous Turkis  sc olars  
journalists and politicians to ards Azerbaijan is mainly associ

cols and a similar attitude continues today  T inkers and jour
nalists o criticize t e Armenian occupation and demonstrate 
pro Azerbaijan sentiments are labeled as nationalists or racists
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from doin  so  Turkey prefers a defensive policy and t e opposite 
sides take advanta e of it  ile avin  a stron  card of t e oc
cupation of Azerbaijani territories  Turkey simply does not use it  
Armenia ould be c allen ed it  more strai tfor ard positions 
a ainst Armenian occupation if Turkey i li ted t is issue in 
international forums as ell as in t e  it  at least as muc  as 

declarin  Turkis  reco nition of Azerbaijani territorial inte rity 
and support for Azerbaijan at press conferences eld in Azerbai

urope and America ould play a more important role  ilence 

punity in er actions  on t e contrary deployin  international cam

Foreign policy coordination? 

T o important a reements ere si ned bet een Azerbaijan 
and Turkey  but it is observed t at t is did not result in outcomes 
e pected by t e t o nations  n  Azerbaijani  Turkis  

military units and sc ools in Azerbaijan  T is contract enabled 

military units and Turkis  military sc ools
years  t e situation as c an ed it  t e son Aliyev comin  to 

level in military sc ools as ell as in military units  T is decision 

ar ument
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T e second  t e trate ic ooperation A reement  ic  as 
si ned in Au ust   ackno led es t at bot  parties accept 
t e obli ation to provide support to eac  ot er it  all means 
possible  in t e event of a ression a ainst eit er of t em  T is 
a reement covers areas suc  as military political and security  
military and military tec nical cooperation  umanitarian issues 
and economic cooperation

et us see o  t e a reement is implemented  e ill face t e 
issues ic  are not appropriate to t e strate ic cooperation and 
coordination a reement si ned bet een t e t o countries  f e 
rely on t e points stated in t e clauses of t e a reement e can 

countries to reco nize t e independence of osovo  sendin  
er Ambassador to osovo  T e Azerbaijani re ime  o ever  

demonstrated a different attitude  refusin  to reco nize osovo 
and it dra in  its peace keepin  forces from it  T is issue as 
vie ed as bein  linked to t e  issue but all t ree co c airmen 

declared t at t e case of osovo as no connection it  t e  
issue  n t e contrary  Azerbaijan could ave ained credits by 
supportin  Turkey  t e A and t e  in t is issue and demon
strated t at osovo and arabak  ere in fact t o unrelated is
sues  n t e back round of t e risin  tensions bet een Turkey 
and srael  stren t enin  multilateral relations it  srael looks 

obvious from t e policy t at Azerbaijani re ime is elpin  t em 
to reac  t at oal  

T is attitude contradicts our obli ations arisin  from t e coope
ration a reement and underestimates t e position of Turkey re

ardin  t e arabak  issue  e observe t e clas  of interests 
bet een t e re ime and t e country  in t e rulin  re ime as 
prioritized its o n interests  T e domestic political interests of t e 
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re ime ave clas ed it  t e interests of t e Azerbaijani state  
leavin  Azerbaijan in a desperate situation

resident icolas arkosi  overcame t e objections t at ere 

T e statement of t e inistry of orei n Affairs of Azerbaijan on 

particular position  as if it as t e declaration of some distant 

task accomplis ed by simply statin  t at t is la  ould dama e 
 T e enocide resolution by 

t e renc  arliament ould ave more ne ative implications 
on Azerbaijan t an on Turkey  servin  to secure every diplomatic 
step of t e Armenian side like an umbrella  T is as obvious 
evidence of t e lackin  coordination bet een t e t o countries

ikileaks cables e posed t e even more o attitude of t e Azer

 Ambassador about is refusal to ave Turkey as an ener y 

efforts to prevent im from cuttin  as to Turkey or is public 
accusation of Turkey for not payin  t e as debt revealed t at 

feelin s
failure to reco nize t e  urdis  orker arty  as a terrorist 

relations eit er

T e nature of t e current Azerbaijani overnment allo s me to 
jud e t at t is re ime mi t take unprecedented actions to ards 
Turkey at any time  T ere are no values or fear to make t em 
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be ave ot er ise  T e issue is t at t e interests of t e Azerbai
jani side are based on t e priorities of t e rulin  family  ic  are 
servin  t e policy based on s ort term interests of re ime sur
vival  n my opinion  based on consideration of any t reat a ainst 
t eir interests  t e re ime may start deportin  businessmen from 
Azerbaijan  s ut do n Turkis  universities and ot er educational 

steps are not very ard to ima ine for a re ime ic  already 

T e current re ime is ell a are t at t e forei n policy of Tur
key a ainst Azerbaijan ill never s ift to a dama in  conte t  
since t e cornerstone of Turkis  policy to ards Azerbaijan is t e 
people of Azerbaijan  All of t e issues mentioned above clear
ly s o ed t at t e current re ime as brou t t e country to 
a state of distress and e posed its nauseatin  and anti Turkis  
sabota in  be avior  

Distance keeping policy of Azerbaijan with Turkey
Traditionally  t ere is a stratum of t e society in Azerbaijan 
demonstratin  an arro ant approac  to ards Turkey and Turkis  
people  Today t ese roups are increasin ly represented in t e 
current overnment and control t e information and education 
policies of Azerbaijan  constructin  a false ideolo y and attemp
tin  to build a fake Azerbaijani identity distinct from t e Turkis  

mar inalized illiterate Azerbaijani speakin  roups deprived of 
national consciousness amon  t em too  ertainly  years of old 

effect on t e minds of some people  
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Secondly, I. Aliyev, as head of the regime, and those attached to 
the regime, have ben

engaging in creative activity anywhere. They believe that any in-
tegration with Turkey will lead to more transparency and could 

The regime is worried about the deepened cooperation between 
Azerbaijan and the Turkish army, while also concerned about the 
integration of our nations. In the event of greater integration, the 
control by the current regime over the people will be weakened. 
The closeness and the integration of the two nations necessi-
tate and bind the projection of Turkish democracy to Azerbaijan. 
Thus, from the point of view of the sustainability of the current 

-
ment of the visa regime also serves to this end. 

translation of the Turkish TV programs into Azerbaijani are the 
integral components of the policy that aims to distance, rather 

describing Azerbaijani-Turkish relations would be the “The Turk-

-
ally increasing throughout Europe, the Caucasus, Central Asia 
and the Middle East. The Turkish army is the second most power-
ful army in NATO, while in terms of economic growth rates, it still 
occupies second place in the world. Azerbaijan occupies an im-
portant geographical position for the strengthening of Turkey in 
the Caucasus and Central Asia, and for meeting its energy needs.
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In this regard, even putting aside the brotherhood and common 
ethnic roots, it is in the interest of Azerbaijan to strengthen its re-
lations with Turkey, and can be seen as investment in the future, 
what with the booming economy of the region. In addition to this, 
if Azerbaijan cements solid, secure and future-oriented relations 
with Turkey, and if Azerbaijan contributes to the strengthening 
of Turkey, a sustainable and strong unity in the future will only 
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Elkhan Shahinoglu

RELATIONS OF AZERBAIJAN WITH THE
NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES

It would not be an exaggeration to say that Eurasia is one of 
the most pivotal places in the world. In this sense, a quote from 
Zbigniew Bzezinski, prominent American scholar and adviser to 
the former US President J. Carter on National Security Issues, 
that “Eurasian continent will determine the future development 

of the crucial countries of Eurasia, its foreign policy has a great 
importance and is attentively observed in the international arena.

The purpose of foreign policy is to ensure the secure existence 
-

opment today? The government of Azerbaijan has declared a 
balanced foreign policy. The purpose is to establish equally good 
relations with all the neighbour-states. But to what extent is this 
policy possible in such a complicated region as the South Cauca-
sus? This is one of the pressing questions in the political agenda. 

Azerbaijan has 5 neighbours along its land borders – Armenia, 
-

cuss current relations with each of them. 

-
menia since declaring its independence. It is the only neighbour 
with which Azerbaijan does not have any diplomatic relations. 

Armenia is backing the occupation of Nagorno-Karabakh, and it 

and military circles, Armenian separatists of Nagorno-Karabakh 
-
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tioned in Nagorno-Karabakh and army conscripts from Armenia 
serve in this region. 

Armenia should not expect restoration of relations with Azerbai-
jan unless it withdraws from the territories surrounding Nagorno-
Karabakh. Madrid principles, recently prepared by the Minsk 
Group of the OSCE, also declare that relations between Azer-
baijan and Armenia will be established at all levels as soon as 
the territories surrounding Nagorno-Karabakh are vacated. This 

Azerbaijani-Armenian and Armenian-Turkish relations, and most 
importantly, bring peace to the region.

regulation of relations either with Azerbaijan or with Turkey. In ad-
dition to bringing peace to the region, normalisation of relations 
with these two neighbours would revive the Armenian economy, 

-

would be drawn to Armenia. 

Increasing pressure from Moscow

-
jani territories is undeniable. Moreover, there are also enough 

-
companied by tensions from the beginning till the end of 1990s. 

-
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jan for assisting Chechen guerrillas. From this perspective, there 
were cold relations between the presidents at the time of Azer-

1 This situa-

foreign visit to Azerbaijan.2 It seemed that ice in the relations be-
tween these two countries started to melt. In order to improve re-
lations with Putin, Baku de facto stopped the work of the bilateral 
commission investigating arms transfer to Armenia, closed down 

Putin did not do anything for accelerating fair resolution of the 

with the Azerbaijani government, he did not refrain from giving 
-

visited Azerbaijan several times. Baku signed new gas contracts 
with Moscow and trade turnover increased. The wish of the Azer-
baijani government was that Medvedyev would understand that 

would pressure Armenia. Azerbaijan was expecting that Med-
vedyev would help with just resolution of the Nagorno-Karabakh 

signed a new agreement by which military cooperation with Ar-
menia was enhanced to a higher level. 

Active mediation by Medvedyev for the resolution of the Nago-

1

2
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-
dents met 10 times.3

result in practice and no approximation in the positions of the 
parties was o

political and military circles in this country cannot put a green light 

normalise, their economies will become interdependent and as 
-
-

Kocharian behind closed doors have created many questions.4

Actually, Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev also does not expect 
-

dence revealed by Wikileaks, Ilham Aliyev preferred Medvedyev 
-

-
baijani relations has increased even more. Putin has put forward 

a rival and wants to unite the neighbouring countries in the pro-

problematic. First of all, Azerbaijan is a member of the European 
3

Trend
4
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entrance this organization. It is true that Azerbaijan is a member 
of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), which also 
includes Armenia. But the CIS is an amorphous body, whereas 
the Eurasian Union is a structure envisaged for integrating mem-
ber states with each other. And naturally, without resolution of the 

-
jan and Armenia.

300 million dollars in the new agreement.5

-
dreds of billions of dollars from the sale of oil and gas, it would 

aim of Baku is not to renew the agreement, but to stop operation 
of the station, because this base does not meet either security 

are great – agricultural productivity has decreased and the num-
ber of cancer patients has increased in the nearby areas.

Krasnodar region,6 and the functions of that station are much 

keep its military presence in Azerbaijan via this station, and this 
is contrary to the interests of Azerbaijan.
5

6
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In light of this, the new leader of the Kremlin may increase pres-
sures on Azerbaijan with regard to the Eurasian Union and Ga-

on Azerbaijan.

Tehran has chosen Azerbaijan as target

While cooperating extensively with Christian Armenia, which has 
occupied Muslim lands, Teheran frequently objects to the coop-
eration between Israel and Azerbaijan. There is still a long way 
to go until resolution of issues of discontent in the Iranian-Azer-

Azerbaijan from time to time. 

In a recent statement, Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Salehi 

-
nia. According to the Iranian diplomat, Tehran supports peaceful 

want to establish security and stability in the region, because 

-
7

thesis into agenda about every 6 months. While putting forward 
such an initiative, it refers to the fact that the mission of Western 
7
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countries, including Minsk Group of the OSCE, does not yield 
any result. 

-
rect assertion that activities of the Minsk Group during 20 years 

mediation mission. They refer to the Tehran agreement which 
led to the occupation of Shusha in 1992. At that time, only a few 

-
dents of Azerbaijan and Armenia, and with the participation of the 
Iranian head of state, Armenian troops launched an attack along 
the frontline and occupied Shusha and then Lachin. This event 

resolved, this would lead to strengthening of Azerbaijan, normali-
-

dence on Moscow, and integration of the region to the West via 
Turkey - this would be contrary to the interests of Iran. 

try to refuse it under various pretexts. Although Armenia depends 
-

van does not trust the Iranian government. Armenia fears that 
Iran can use it against the West. It is not accidental that recently, 
every time Iran proposes mediation, Armenian political circles 

But why does Tehran need to be a mediator between Azerbaijan 
and Armenia?

has been abandoned by many countries, including countries of 
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the region. Sanctions have become stronger and the possibility 
of air attack on Iran is increasing. In this situation, Iran wants to 

of itself, but in the liberation of its lands. 

-
-

cent times, political and religious circles in Iran are threatening 
Azerbaijan in a systematic way. The Iranian government wanted 
to create problems in Azerbaijan on the eve of the 2012 Eurovi-
sion Song Contest in Baku. Under the guise of religion concern, 
they claimed that homosexual groups coming from Europe were 
to hold a gay parade in Baku and that this should not be allowed. 
In support of this claim, they even organized a small anti-Eurovi-
sion demonstration in Tabriz. But no gay parade was held. Later, 
they arrested two young Azerbaijani poets who had gone there 
to participate in a poem competition and there is no information 
about them up to the present.

-
pecting that Baku will take corresponding steps. In other words, 
they are doing everything to increase tensions in the Azerbaijani-
Iranian relations. 

-
ing to solve problems with Iran quietly, but recently it has started 
to respond to Tehran in the same way, because the more Azer-
baijan hesitates vis-à-vis threatening of the Iranian regime, the 
more Iran increases pressures. 

According to logic, Iran, which is sinking under political and eco-
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nomic sanctions of the West, should behave in a normal way 
with its neighbour -
tilities with both Azerbaijan and Turkey. It is true that neither the 
President nor the religious leader of Iran say anything against 

close to them make groundless statements. In a theocratic re-
gime like Iran, it is hardly possible for members of parliament, 

-
ments without getting permission from higher circles.

It seems that the Iranian President and religious leaders think 
that they can blackmail Azerbaijan and Turkey, and estrange 
them from the West in this way. On the contrary, such threat-
ening statements force Azerbaijan to increase cooperation with 

-

on the Nagorno-Karabakh issue, current and future threats from 
Iran do not leave us any alternative other than strengthening the 
dialogue with the USA, European Union and NATO.8

Questions that exist in relations with Turkey

Azerbaijan and Turkey are strategic partners. Nevertheless, ques-
tions have emerged in relations between them in recent years. 

to this very severely, and in fact, President of Azerbaijan Ilham 
Aliyev demanded an explanation from Ankara.9 Although Ankara 
8

APA
9
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Aliyev did not conceal his discontent with the policy of the Turkish 

countries. Careless behaviour of a Turkish policeman concern-

of Martyrs in Baku were removed overnight.

and made a speech in the Azerbaijani Parliament. Erdogan de-
clared that without liberation of the Azerbaijani lands, the proto-

With this visit, bilateral relations were normalised and after a 
while, a gas agreement was signed.

Nevertheless, currently the bi-lateral relations of Azerbaijan and 
Turkey are not close enough for strategic partnership. Activity 

to increase cooperation between the two countries, is not felt. 
Political, economic and humanitarian commissions of the Coun-
cil have not been formed yet. On the other hand, visa regime 
applied to Turkish citizens by Azerbaijan rightly creates ques-
tions on the Turkish side, because Turkey has not applied visa 
regime to Azerbaijani citizens for many years now. Turkey is also 
closely watching the increasing Israeli-Azerbaijani cooperation. 

broaden relations with Azerbaijan. It is true that Azerbaijan is free 
in its choice, but should be careful in developing a broad-based 
cooperation with Israel, which has cut off all contacts with Turkey. 
Tel-Aviv should understand that it is impossible to establish warm 
relations with Azerbaijan while maintaining strained relations 
with Turkey. Continuation of such relations may cause trouble at 
some point. 
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Georgia’s Azerbaijan choice

-
sakhurdiya on Azeris living in Georgia had a negative impact on 

-
ing to power in Georgia, the relations were normalised. In fact, 
there was no other alternative, because Azerbaijan had already 
decided to transport an important part of its energy resources to 
the world market via Georgia. On the other hand, Georgia, which 

-
gic value of Georgian-Azerbaijani relations has seen an increase 
on several occasions. Azerbaijan is mentioned as a “strategic 

-
vili has repeatedly stated that Georgia could fall apart without 

stay every year on the 
Azerbaijan also played an important role in the bilateral relations. 
The relations have reached such a high level that Saakashvili 
has even proposed to form a confederation with Azerbaijan.10

Baku to deepen relations with Georgia. Azerbaijani investments 
in Georgia are increasing and Azerbaijani companies have al-
ready started to play a crucial role in the economy of this country. 
Moreover, Azerbaijan has allocated funds to Georgia needed for 
construction of the Kars-Akhalkalaki railway. In general, Azerbai-
jan and Georgia have become quite interdependent in the politi-
cal and economic sense. 

10
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Azerbaijan’s only alternative

relations with its neighbours. Weak links: We are at war with Ar-
menia, threats from Iran have become ongoing, new questions 

Strong link: There are broad 
opportunities for increasing strategic partnership with Turkey and 
Georgia.

Azerbaijan to continue a balanced foreign policy. The situation 
has reached such a point that it is impossible to put Turkey and 

foreign policy does not save Azerbaijan from the pressures of 

Azerbaijan has to choose. The other two countries of the South 
Caucasus – Georgia and Armenia – have made their choices. 
The former wants to integrate with Western economic (European 
Union) and security (NATO) institutions, while the latter continues 

choice should be the strengthening of the military alliance with 
NATO members and Turkey. 
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Arzu Abdullayeva
Helsinki

DEMOCRACY AND THE PEACEFUL 
RESOLUTION OF CONFLICTS

The connection between democracy and the peaceful resolution 

obstacles on the path towards democracy becoming a leading 
factor in societies. 

The situation in the South Caucasus is a shining example of this. 
-

ments have impinged upon democracy and relegated it to an 

have forced the rule of law, human rights and social justice from 
the political scene, while at the same time creating opportunities 
for the ruling circles and nationalist political parties to occupy the 
main political stage.

Although surveys conducted by Western organizations in Azer-

sixth place in terms of voter interests, during times of important 

this weapon has not lost its potency in more than 20 years. Per-
haps that is one of the reasons why no political party has pre-
pared a joint proposal agreed between the Armenian and Azer-
baijani sides and proposed it to these societies.

Firstly, civil society associations engaged in public diplomacy and 

proved futile, started to suggest the need to establish democracy 
in the region not just in the countries at war in order to achieve 

concilable contradiction emerges here: the establishment of de-
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that the majority of citizens accept the supremacy of democratic 

do not allow any room for the victory of such values. Obviously, 
there are no grounds for hoping that the ruling elite will voluntari-
ly choose democracy, thus creating the preconditions for losing 
their own power. 

Azerbaijani society, along with its government and opposition, 
declares that its desire is to achieve democracy. The same situ-

-
tarian regimes with absolutely no connection with real democ-

propaganda in both countries agitates for “successful democratic 

of collaborating with the enemy and betraying their own nation 
in the struggle for Karabakh. Given that situations like this have 
emerged in all the countries of the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States (CIS), it would seem appropriate to discuss this un-
deniable pattern. Moreover, it would be worth discussing the ob-
jective problems of this current stage of democracy.

purely decorative character of demos. That is, the people are en-
titled to vote, but it is up to the ruling group to determine who won 
the elections. Numerous media organizations can exist, but they 

ruling circles. TV channels are, without exception, owned by the 
oligarchs and the internet TV broadcast sphere is very limited. 
Some 95% of the print media belongs to representatives of the 
government, while the government is continuously honing its con-
trol mechanisms over the internet and cellular communication. 
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at is more  it is not even ort  talkin  about t e situation in 

freedoms  T e economy is completely dominated by monopolies  
n all sp eres of society  a reverse selection procedure is bein  
carried out  t e results of ic  are not dissimilar to t e results of 

potential of t e rulin  elite is po erless to deal it  t e compli
cated problems of t e country  evert eless  overnment pro
pa anda constantly arps on about t e pro ress of democracy  
T is situation is very akin to t e one illustrated in t e American 

ble masses instead of real life  t ou  e imself is oblivious to 
at is really oin  on  T is man  o suddenly reco nizes t e 

spuriousness of is o n life  faces reat dan er and puts t e fate 

by is actions  imilarly  e can say t at any individual  political 
or social or anization t at tries to destroy t e myt  of soverei n 

punis ment commensurate it  t e outcome of suc  an action

differences  t e systems in all t ree out  aucasus countries 
are similar in essence  n all t ree of t em  t e state apparatus of 
coercion is rut lessly directed a ainst citizens o t ink different
ly and try to tell t e trut  

is very far removed from at constitutes true democracy for 
objective reasons  and t is makes a peaceful resolution of t e 

But at as appened to t e institutions created by estern 
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democracy  ic  ave been consolidated in t e leadin  coun
tries of t e orld and ave assumed a leadin  position in t is 

peace makin  role  T e activity of t e  insk roup offers 
no rounds for respondin  positively to t is uestion  T e co
c airs of t e insk roup ave created a frame ork and a enda 
for t e ne otiations  and t is can be vie ed as a positive out

parties  o remain irreconcilably opposed to eac  ot er  f e 

serious support from t e co c air countries  suc  an approac  
cannot serve t e purpose of creatin  t e necessary basis for a 
peaceful resolution

ocal civil society representatives o talk about t e need for de

resolution in T ird orld countries ere t e use of force as 

posed its ill on t e defeated prota onist t rou  t e use of brute 
force not t e la  nstead of compromise and tolerance  at can 
be seen is t at t e stron er side is illin  and able to dis uise 
its intent to use force t anks to t e suspect and va ue decisions 
of international or anizations  n many cases  t e re ulation of 

frontation  t also paves t e ay for painful uestions and soul
searc in  on t e part of t e activists o ole eartedly and 

t e i est values in leadin  estern countries  A very i  so
cial and even political value is attac ed to security and t e life 
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of t ousands of uman bein s o die durin  t e armed con

approac es suc  casualties pra matically and evaluates t em 

t

century American democracy  said  T e marria e of freedom 
and responsibility is t e main condition for t e functionin  of a 

and ope  But t e events currently takin  place orld ide re

T e aut ors of one of t e t o main moral approac es to democ
racy  mmanuel ant and T omas aine  put for ard t e idealistic 

orks in reality is t e pra matic t eory of t e inevitability of ars 

in close cooperation it  t e uropean nion  re ard ars for 
democracy as acceptable  but include t e minimizin  of civilian 
casualties on t e list of important re uirements for suc  a ar

At present  t e orld is itnessin  a turbulent period in t e us
lim ast  A very contradictory situation can be observed ere  too  

t e streets and call for t e overt ro  of despots and t e oldin  of 

to topple dictators  n some countries  slamic or anizations t en 
ent on to in t e free and democratic elections t at everyone 

so anted  t is very likely t at t ey may o on to use t e po ers 
t ey ave obtained t rou  t e democratic process to try to com
pel society to live in accordance it   la  reli ious rules  
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T e politically very active minority  o are accustomed to liv
in  in accordance it  estern values and do not a ree it  
t e current line of t e overnment  are already startin  a violent 
stru le a ainst t e le itimate overnment ic  came to po
er t rou  a fair victory in t e elections  T e est is observin  
t ese processes  but does not see any ay out of t is situation  
T e inco erence of democratic mec anisms and principles in 
t e current conte t of t e Arab orld indicates t at t ose o 
say t at democracy is not a universal value do ave some real 

rounds for at t ey say

T e aut or onestly confesses t at e as not invented anyt in  
but just collected and eneralized at precedin  t inkers and 
leaders said or did about non violent resistance  n actual fact  
peaceful met ods of stru le are able to eaken and overt ro  

to po er  oreover  t e attitude demonstrated in t e democratic 
est a ainst civil roups t at use non violent means to oppose 

supporters of idealistic democracy

n po erful aut oritarian countries especially t ose ic  are 

ous stru le a ainst dictators ips rely on t e support of t e lead
in  estern countries and t ey usually do receive t is support  

n t e out  aucasus  t ere are a fe  citizens and even fe er 
civil roups o vie  t emselves as t e o ners and protectors 
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of democracy  T ey do not t ink t at democracy belon s e clu
sively to or is t e monopoly of t e po erful est alone  t is true 
t at democracy is more developed in t e est t an else ere  

its policy based on  ic  as caused serious arm to 
respect for democracy orld ide  

ivil society activists and roups t at strive for better models of 
mature democratic overnance and an uns akeable peace are 

Based on is observations and analysis of lobal processes  t e 
prominent t

conclusion t at any policy ot er t an morality leads umanity to 
disaster  T ese days  umankind as been able to observe t e 

isdom and ill to move a ay from t e pat  of violence  ever
t eless  istory as not yet ended  life oes on  and umankind 

as still not s uandered all its c ances to make t e ri t c oice
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Intigam Aliyev

THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN AZERBAIJAN:
REALITIES AND PERSPECTIVES

n recent years  a visible decline in all areas of uman ri ts 
in Azerbaijan as been observed  T e situation it  freedom of 
assembly and e pression remain particularly comple  nfortu
nately  in Azerbaijan moratorium as been applied to freedom 
of assembly for many years  ince  t e overnment as 
rejected all appeals for ri t of assembly durin  t e presidential 
elections  it  t e e ception of only one or t o cases

olitical parties and representatives of t e opposition are not 
t e only roups bein  rejected  ournalists  students  la yers  

s  mass media  t e electorate and citizens are also amon  

mental institutions

of last year  in response to t e critical speec es of enarcic  
ead of t e institution  and ot er representatives on t e situation 

of freedom of assembly in Azerbaijan  t e overnment represen
tatives stated t at t e la  on freedom of assembly meets interna
tional standards  T ey backed t is by references to t e feedback 
of t e enice ommission  t ou  t eir contentions ere in fact 
biased  T is feedback re ardin  respective la  includes very se
rious criti ues of norms  despite some positive comments  nter
estin ly  discussions of t e enice ommission and overnment 

t e ne otiations  and t ere is room for t e overnment to ma
nipulate suc  information  T is issue deserves some t ou t

veryone as a ri t to or anize peaceful and unarmed street 
rallies and assemblies  but must inform t e aut orities in ad
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also leaves room for evaluation and rejection of appeals for suc  
assembly  T is c aracterizes t e conditional nature of t is la

Accordin  to t e a  on reedom of Assembly Article  restric
tions on t e freedom of assembly s all be imposed by la  in 
democratic societies in t e follo in  cases  protection of public 
and national security interests  violation of public order  preven
tion of crimes and disturbance  protection of public ealt  protec
tion of moral norms and values  and t e protection of t e ri ts 
and freedom of ot ers  T e la  pro ibits public assemblies pro
motin  discrimination  violence  national  racial or reli ious ostil

assembly must be proportionate to suc  oals and s ould not 

enerally  alon  it  clauses  ic  are typical in international 
a reements  t ere are many clauses in t is la  t at make impos
sible its implementation it out t e loss of freedoms by Azerbai
jani citizens  or instance  t e la  restricts or anizin  re ional 
and urban assemblies it  political t emes purposes durin  im
portant state eld international events  T e la  pro ibits or a
nizin  assemblies it in t e meter radius of t e e ecutive  
le islative and judicial institutional premises  t er restrictions 

basis for rejection of appeals  nternational events are eld in 
Azerbaijan almost daily  

T e buildin s of t e le islative  e ecutive and judicial bodies can 
be found in all city districts and re ions outside of cities  T ose 

ernmental bodies to pro ibit any assembly  overnmental pa
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rameters as to permitted locales for assemblies in Azerbaijan is 
one of t e c allen in  factors ic  disre ards more pro res
sive le islative decisions concernin  freedom of assembly  or 
instance  accordin  to t e decree o   dated  ctober  

 by t e Baku ity ecutive o er  four assembly points 
ave been allocated for assemblies  rallies and demonstrations 

Aliyev in t e izami district  kraine uare in t e atai district  

T smayilov in t e urka ani district

irst of all  t e locales mentioned in t e declaration are located 
in remote districts of Baku  far from transportation net orks  t us 

transport of participants  imited resources constrain t e effec
tiveness of suc  assemblies by limitin  t e possibility of partici
pation of people and or anizations antin  to practice freedom 
of assembly  n t e ot er and  one of t e main purposes of 
enactment of t is la  is to make more people a are of t e con
cerns of assembly attendants

T e essence of assembly is protestin  T is is a form of e press
in  dissatisfaction it  overnment policies  Assemblies become 
effective en t ey create a response in t e participants  and 

ence take place in accessible places ere messa es  dis
a reements and concerns are conveyed to t e overnment more 

uickly  Assemblies ic  take place in t e city center it   
participants are more effective t an t ose eld in t e outskirts of 
t e city it  as many as 

responsibility of t e overnment to provide normal conditions for 
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freedom of assembly  and is re arded as a restriction of freedom 
it out any le al basis  T e consent system s ould not act to 

limit t e ri t of assembly  T e protocol and decisions of t e ov
ernment cannot be le itimate if t e conditions for permission are 
too broad and or abusive  t e overnment misuses t ese proto
cols to restrain political rivals and to diminis  t e ri t to criticism 
of overnment policies  

n order to validate rejection of applications for assemblies  t e 

ast year in t e  meetin  eld in arsa  t e overnment 
representatives ar ued t at assemblies eld in t e city center in
terrupt u e construction projects in Baku  suc  as roads  brid

almost in all cities around t e orld  onstruction projects can
nod be used as a reason to restrict freedom of assembly  T e 
freedom of assembly enables citizens to protest t e allocation of 
billions of dollars from t e bud et for brid e and road construc
tion several times more costly t an similar projects carried out in 

ermany and apan  as ell as parks adorned it  marble and 

to rest  only t e most na ve people believe t at t e overnment 
takes into account suc  a ri t  ile t e le al properties of t ou
sands of residents are demolis ed t e purpose of constructin  a 

t e majority of t e population endures t e lo est livin  standard  
teac ers and doctors earn appro imately  uros per 
mont  retired people receive only A  pensions  
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nfortunately  in recent years t e aut orities ave resorted to 
brutal means to stop various activities  alon  it  restrictin  as
semblies  despite t e fact t at t ey are peaceful ones  t is ille al 
to stop  detain or beat assembly attendees if t eir protests are 
nonviolent  nor can protests be stopped en deemed as unaut

t in  or act violently to ards ot er people  n an aut orized as
sembly  t e or anizers can be made accountable for any incident 

overnment for intervention in t e case of violence by t e partici
pants  and must be substantiated by fact  as  for e ample  dis
tribution of eapons by or anizers or incitin  of violence for in

life and ealt  ould be at risk if t e protest ere not stopped  

  
nfortunately  t ere are many serious problems it  justice 

courts and trials in Azerbaijan  e ave not ac ieved indepen
dent court trials  trials are controlled by t e e ecutive po er de
spite adverse public opinion and efforts by various international 
or anizations  T e reality is t at Azerbaijani citizens are de
prived of minimum standards of fair trial and investi ation ri ts 
re uired by our le islation and by t e uropean onvention on 

uman ri ts  to not under o torture or discrimination  to not 

t e ri t of free assembly  free media and t e ri t of conscience  

T e society must understand t at it out any independent 
courts  democracy ill be not be sustained in t is country  nor 
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free elections  nor ill uman ri ts be protected  orruption ill 

belo  t e poverty line despite t e bi  oil revenues

an ans er to t is uestion  e must understand its underlyin  
causes   ould like to say a fe  ords about t e causes and 
solutions in re ard to t e current situation

ack of t e political ill is one of t e main factors preventin  
t e undertakin  of t e reformation process  it  an imitation of 
reforms rat er t an real steps to ards t e formation of an inde
pendent judicial system  T e main task for all of us is to force t e 

overnment to take real steps in t is direction

nfortunately too  our citizens are not attemptin  to protect t eir 

of ac ievin  uality c an es and success it  t e current judi
cial system  T e orst t in  is t at ni ilism is not limited to peo
ple it  small scale interests and citizens of Azerbaijan  alon  

it  t e representatives of political parties  s  mass media 
and uman ri ts defenders t ink t at spendin  time on protec
tion of violated ri ts is meanin less  T is is unacceptable  or 

assemblies  but do not appeal in court en attendees are ver
bally abused or beaten  

ell kno n journalists or la yers o defend t eir ri ts  but is 
also an e ample for t e society in eneral  e continually stress 
t e issue t at t e current situation ould not be so unbearable 
if e did not disre ard courts and international advocacy cam
pai ns en our ri ts are violated  en e et injured  en 
our votes are stolen  en ealt y people demolis  our le al 
properties and construct buildin s  en our istorical monu
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ments are demolis ed  en t e trees and forests are massively 
destroyed and facilities built instead  en t e journalists illin  
to rite about t ose problems are beaten

e do not appreciate small successes  nor understand t e im
portance of t em  ociety o ever  pro resses it  t e aid of 
small successes  t is impossible to protect t e ri ts of ot ers if 
politicians  la yers  journalists are not able to protect t eir o n 
ri ts  t does not seem sincere to take on t e responsibility of 
protectin  t e ri ts of ot ers en t ere is neit er t e capacity 

n t is re ard  our s  mass media  political parties and ot er 
civil or anizations are more accountable for t is issue  e ave 
to include demandin  our ri ts in our daily a enda and t us be 
a role model for ot ers  Active participation as increased over 
t e last fe  years it  parties  mass media  s and ot er or

anizations cooperatin  it  ent usiasm it  t e institutions t at 
in t is sp ere  T is is a positive indication and increases our con

ber of complaints about violations of political  educational  social 

laboration it  international civil society or anizations  suc  as 
trial monitorin  and advocacy campai ns aimed for protection of 
public interests ave been effective in t is conte t

uc  efforts s ould be reinforced by submission of more accu

to t e conclusion t at it is possible to punis  t is overnment  n
fortunately  at t e same time e also observe disinterest in t ose 
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establis  a system to appeal to t is institution  ivil society or a
nizations of non member states of t e ouncil of urope  suc  as 

zbekistan  azak stan  Tajikistan alon  it  some ot er coun
tries  ave made considerable ac ievements in t is area

  

judicial system  T e e istence of free and po erful advocacy in
stitutions is t e uarantee of independent courts  nfortunately  
t ese days  t e majority of forces a ainst advocacy institutions 

as become more po erful  T ey are in t e overnment  are 
mana in  t e bar associations and number amon  its members  
T ose forces are tryin  to keep la yers as incapable as pos
sible  and ill keep tryin  to do so  A stron  and independent 
advocacy is t e main obstacle to corruption  ille al be aviors 
in t e court and in la enforcement a encies  eople o are 
keen on usin  t e courts as a tool for manipulation of trials and 
decisions  neutralization of opponents as ell as punis ment of 
t em  and o also constitute t e ealt y class  cannot be inter
ested in t e establis ment of a stron  system of arbitration  T ey 
understand t at a po erful and soverei n advocacy system ill 
prevent massive violation of uman ri ts  combat t e level of 
corruption rate and eliminate ille ality and tyranny  

T o e aminations ave been conducted by t e Bar Association  
t ou  surprisin ly fe  people ave applied   t ink t at t e main 
reasons are  unclear and umiliatin  e amination procedures  
alon  it  t e decreasin  presti e of t e Bar Association in re
cent years and in eneral  t e anti democratic environment  T e 
proportion of youn  applicants still remains t e lo est amon  t e 
overall applicants  urvey results indicate t at t ey are not ill
in  to participate in undemocratic institutions lackin  transpar
ency and controlled by aut oritarian met ods
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T e Bar Association can be c aracterized more as a department 
of t e residential Administration or t e inistry of ustice rat er 
t an as a public institution  ts mana ement is completely un
interested in e pansion of its staff members and reform of t e 
judicial system  T e most suitable option is to maintain t e Bar 
as a company of one person  in order to control it more easily

  

T e overnment s ould take real steps to t e solution of prob
lems causin  protest  instead of increasin  t e pressure a ainst 
political parties  media  s  yout  movements and social net

orks  T e overnment must uarantee t e basic principles of 
democracy  includin  freedom of assembly and freedom of e
pression  includin  political  economic  social and ot er ri ts 
and freedoms  by toleratin  different vie s and criticism  n
fortunately  t e aut orities are not illin  to co operate it  civil 
society or anizations on t e vital issues  t ou  t ey pretend to 
do so  e ative attitudes a ainst independent civil society or

anizations still persist  nternational or anizations t at emp a
size t e importance of uman ri ts reforms in Azerbaijan are 
also confronted it  t e same attitude  T e vice speaker of t e 
parliament interpreted t e resolution of t e uropean arliament 
concernin  suppression of t e assemblies  pressure on civil so
ciety or anizations  journalists and social net ork activists as 

en t ese issues are iven a lot of attention  e face accusa
tions of actin  in a confrontational manner to ards t e overn
ment  T e representative of Azerbaijan to t e uropean ourt 
called or anizers of t e assemblies ooli ans  but t e violence 
a ainst c ildren  omen  yout  adults  teac ers  doctors  la
yers and journalists are considered le al measures  T e rep
resentatives of civil society or anizations are accused of bein  
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biased and of bein  opposition forces  n t e  meetin  t e 

budsman  criticized t e  representative for is support of 
opposition  because e spoke about t e ille al arrests and unfair 
criminal persecutions and pressures a ainst media  s and 
civil society or anizations

T us overnment institutions and t e  t e  t e oun
cil of urope and ot er international or anizations criticize civil 
society representatives  e stated t at projects and reforms 

ould be more effective en realized in collaboration it  t e 
overnment  T e overnment  o ever  as deprived us of t is 

opportunity  t is ard to co operate it  t e preferred conditions 
of t e overnment  ic  says  f you is  cooperation  t en 

arrested because of t eir violation a ainst police  t at arrested 
people are not tortured in prison  say t at courts are not orkin  
under overnmental orders  t at t ere is no corruption in i
level overnment institutions and t at uman ri ts are secured 

T e overnment is illin  to fri ten society and discoura e 
activists by arrestin  lar e numbers of people  T e overnment 
does not ant to understand t at t e majority of its citizens needs 
democracy more t an parks adorned it  marble and roads  t is 
not illin  to admit t at t ere are people o care more for t e 
freedom of t e country t an for t eir o n freedom  T e overn
ment must be made to understand t at a stability based on com

t at conse uences ill severe for t e rulin  elite

T e repressive policy of t e overnment a ainst la  and demo
cratic institutions brou t about t e formation of sin le party and 
po er in a centralized system  on term repressions ne atively 
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reasons for t is situation is t at Azerbaijan as been deprived of 
international support in comparison it  t e situation  years 
a o

blacklistin  ristop er c trasser  t e reporter of t e ouncil 
of urope on political prisoners in Azerbaijan  ille al suspension 

arrestin  opposition activists of political parties  blackmailin  and 

tain and protect t e aut oritarian re ime  T e overnment is not 
illin  to elcome reforms  somet in  directly related to t eir 

unpreparedness  but it is suc  reforms t at si nal t e end of t is 
rulin  system

t is necessary t at civil society or anizations be supported in 
order to c an e t e status uo  nternational or anizations suc  
as t e  t e ouncil of urope and t e  must dedicate 

tions  To be c an ed t e current status uo re uires reat effort 
on t e part of civil society or anizations  
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Hikmet Hadjy-zadeh

MODERN PROBLEMS OF FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION IN AZERBAIJAN AND TURKEY

t is unfortunate t at problems relatin  to freedom of e pression  
t at is and freedom of press  speec  and reli ion still remain 
unresolved in Azerbaijan and Turkey  Alt ou  t ese problems 
mi t be of a different nature in our t o countries  t ere are as
pects ic  are common to bot  ournalists are still bein  pros
ecuted for t eir professional activities by t e state and society  
ournalists are still in prison  Arc aic la s are applied for insult

in  t e leaders or t e ation  and defamation is considered a as 

person speakin  a ainst reli ion may face persecution  or even 

orse  Alt ou  e can speak in public about t e e istence of 
t ese problems  if t is situation persists  t ere is a dan er t at 

e mi t be deprived of suc  opportunities in future  

  
T e problems of freedom of speec  and freedom of t e press in 

in  articles t at e pose abuses  journalistic investi ations  ap
peals for c an e in e istin  stereotypes  or articles addressin  
t e public in t e conte t of t e public and political stru le for 
democracy and justice  

to do it  t e abuse of onor and di nity  reli ious and nationa
listic sense  as ell as interference in t e personal and family 
lives of citizens  

in le islative and public opinion terms  is completely different 
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from t at found in modern democratic societies  

our traditions  T is problem is best e pressed by a popular Azeri 
proverb

uropean le islative standards demonstrate a totally different 
picture  An n lis  proverb sums t is up most aptly  Sticks and 

n t e t  century  democratic societies came up it  ne  rules 
t at seem stran e or unacceptable to traditional societies  or 
instance

 ourts be an toleratin  t e violation of traditional et ical norms 
durin  public discussions  upreme ourts decided t at demo
cracy cannot e ist it out discussion  and since it is only in rare 
cases t at discussions can be carried out accordin  to traditional 
et ical norms  discussion as been iven precedence  i tin  
in debates is better t an silence  

 uestionin  and even insultin  national saints and important 

 ffendin  a overnment representative  or even t e president  
is deemed a less serious crime t an insultin  an ordinary citizen  

at all  

been eld accountable for revealin  t ose secrets rat er t an 
t e journalists publicizin  t em  
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ublic discussion of all t ese la s is intended to protect t e pub
lic from persecution by political or economic tyrants  

To e ualize in public discussion t e real opportunities of t e 

To establis  a permanent civil control over t e overnment  since 

 T is tremendous victory a ainst aut oritarianism ic  is deep
ly rooted in t e mind of eac  uman bein  ac ieved by t e pub
lic in democratic societies came at t e cost of reat bloods ed  
An e traordinary success  it as made any return to aut oritari
anism impossible  

democrats in Azerbaijan and Turkey s ould feel proud of enac
tin  suc  la s  ic  serve to stren t en t e country and pre
vent individuals from takin  violent actions  reedom of speec  
must not to be seen as a t reat  but rat er as a pillar of stability 
and national security  

And now to a brief account of the history 
of freedom of speech in Azerbaijan:

reedom of t e press includin  periodicals and literature  as 
e isted for a very s ort time in our country  et us recall  

 n t e iddle A es  asimi and ot er reli ious dissidents ere 
e ecuted

 T en  unde

 T e oviet period sa  ille al publications and secret literature
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independent period for our press

 T en  durin  active p ase of arabak  ar  came military cen
sors ip  

 After t is came political censors ip and t e stru le to defeat 
censors ip  

 T e abolition of censors ip  

 riminal prosecutions in court  

 rosecutions it out conviction and murder  T e arassment 

internet blo ers and ot er cases

offendin  t e nation or t e president still e ist in Azerbaijan and 
Turkey

  journalists are currently imprisoned in Turkey  

mov  Anar Bayramli  u ar ona ov and aur uliyev  are in 
prison at t e moment  

n   journalists faced p ysical and psyc olo ical arass

cutions reac ed appro imately 

On religious freedom in Azerbaijan

ince t e early sta es of independence  t o main problems re
ardin  freedom of reli ion can be observed  t e problem of re
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li ious freedom  and t at of reli ious e tremism  nfortunately  

lems of our society  T e current reli ious e tremists can be c ar
acterized by t e murder of opponents and blackmail  or anized 
terrorist activities  bi otry re ardin  alternative t inkin  and a lack 
of dialo ue  ublic discussion of t ese problems is dan erous as 
e tremists can immediately label t ose o try to undertake t is 
as enemies of slam  T e conse uences of t is can be very tra ic

studied and i ly praised by democratic community  alt ou  
t e in erent contradiction bet een slamic values and unalien
able uman ri ts is also discussed  albeit only occasionally  

observed in order not to offend uslims   ill try to describe t e 
relevant contrasts to be observed in Azerbaijan  

no  rable place in society  t ou  political slamism as been per

period  believers ad t eir mos ues returned to 
t em  and independent reli ious or anizations and t e Azerbaijan 

itin  t e election of reli ious leaders to parliament as passed 
in order to prevent t e e pansion of revolutionary slamic ideas  

cal activists  and t e activities of t e slamic arty ere pro ib
ited  it  its leaders arrested  

resident l am Aliyev ad to face armed e tremists  and re
li ious activists o ere out of control  and bot  slamic and 

ristian reli ious activists ave faced persecution  n April 
 t e overnment conducted lar e scale police operations in 

Baku  anja  um ayit  ak  a atala  eki  usar  Abs eron 
and ac maz to prevent terrorist actions  
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ot only slamic democrats o ere representatives in t e 
uma os ue  but also believers it out any claim to po er 
ere persecuted at a national level  ensors ip as applied to 

reli ious literature  independent reli ious communities must be 
re istered  and t e professional ork of reli ious leaders study
in  abroad in ran and ulf countries as been pro ibited  T e 
pro ibition of ijab at secondary and i er sc ools provoked a 

stopped  everal mos ues ere demolis ed on t e prete t of 

public discussion or ne otiation it  reli ious communities  

feasible t at dialo ue could be or anized  o ever  on issues 
suc  as t e ijab problem at secondary and i er level sc ools  
passport p otos it  ijab  etc  uc  dialo ue could eliminate 
t e social tension surroundin  t ese issues and satisfy t e needs 
and ri ts of reli ious citizens  

T e uran and reli ious symbols are banned in state institutions  
ile in t e nited tates t ey are permitted  and uslim em

ployees are permitted to espouse t e uran at t e orkplaces  
T us  t e stru le a ainst reli ious e tremism in t e A is con
ducted more e uitably

ver t e last  years   people ave been le ally prose

list of  people accused over t e last si  years o belon ed 
to different roups  suc  as iites or a abis  

n t ese cases  t e overnment applied traditional old met ods 
of preventin  reli ious e tremism  increased control  repression 
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and preventive measures  rat er t an en a in  in dialo ue it  
t ese people to increase a areness of t e problem  

On Islamophobia, or why everyone is scared of Islam

nterestin ly  some suppressed believers complain about t e lack 
of support from democratic society  slamop obia is ro in  in 
our country as ell  it  fe  people payin  attention to t e le al 
protection of t e ri ts of believers  

Any violation of t e constitutional ri ts of believers s ould be 
ille al because it is undemocratic  and only ei tens instability 
in society  

ot all problems are related to repressions  o ever  T e most 

promote values which are at odds with modern democratic ones. 
Unfortunately, we observe only a slight difference between a 
moderate Muslims and Muslim extremists. Muslim democrats re-
main silent when extremists murder opponents. 

 Political Islamists, even when they face repression by the re-
gime, are willing to create fear in society through newspaper 
scandals, telephone blackmail, internet messages, murders and 

religion. Students at one university complained about a student 
who called himself an atheist. One question that worries soci-
ety is what would happen if Islamists succeeded in escaping the 
controls of the authoritarian regime. Some people even think it 
is more desirable to tolerate repression of Islamists rather than 
encourage and welcome the Taleban.

that Sharia principles contradict the fundamental principle of a 
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democratic republic that, “All people are born free and equal in 

Basic human rights cannot be denied by any state, society or 

women, the tolerance of the beating of women by men, the killing 

values all contradict the modern democratic values. 

dignity of women? It seems that they do not discuss this issue. 
The underlying assumption is that a woman should feel happy 
about being beaten because that shows she has someone to 
take care of her. 

-
crats remain silent. No clear reaction was seen from Muslim activ-

Islamic values. Just prominent Muslim democrat – Ilgar Ibrahi-

humanity, statehood, Islam”. Thus if the majority of Muslim orga-

fact that no difference can be discerned between moderate and 
radical believers, and radicals are seen as more open and honest. 

Of course, terrorist attacks on a global level also have an im-

see how

What about public opinion? What will be the role of radical Is-
lamists in Parliament? Given all the elements listed above, Is-
lamophobia is becoming more widespread in the country. 
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 It is not only in our society that this phobia is growing. A new 
wave of reaction against multiculturalism in democratic societies 
was observed in 2010. In those societies, hijab is considered a 

at the household level.

to stop Islamophobia through these protests. Islamophobia will 
end when moderate believers join the struggle against Islamic 
extremism, with Muslims uniting under the tenets of religious 
freedom, tolerance and republican values. 

 It would be good to discuss all these problems with a moderate 
Muslim council, yet no such council exists! It is unfortunate that 
in Islam there is no religious institution such as that which exists 
within the Catholic Church with the authority to undertake demo-
cratic reforms in religion. In Islam, every believer can talk to God 
without any mediator.

At present, we must wait for the community of Muslim democrats 
to begin condemning religious extremism and rejecting medieval 
Sharia rules. 

Conclusion

- Our problems with freedom of speech, rather than being a mat-

not the paper but jury and judge decide what is offense and what 
is not. Our intellectuals and liberal-democrats should promote 

-
mands to the freedom of speech. 

come to the conclusion that at present there is not any powerful 
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Islamic political organization, and of course at present there is no 
probability for the establishment of an Islamic regime.

the situation in the country. 

repression and control over religious groups alone. This strategy 
is not proving successful and cannot be effective. There is an 
urgent need for dialogue between the legitimate democratic gov-
ernment and religious groups. 

- The dominant secularization movement in the country should 
abandon its questionable attitude towards believers, and instead 
respect their right to worship according to their religion.

- Believers should be strong enough to accept republican values, 
-

and equal in dignity and rights. 

- Modern Muslims should openly criticize extremism and vio-
lence, supporting their views with verses from the Quran which 
contains a lot of relevant arguments. 

- The promotion of rationalism and science, which disappeared 
for the last 20 years from mass media, should increase and re-
turn to its previous level. 

- Open, honest and sometimes unpleasant discussions should 

other activities should begin with such discussions.
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Zardusht Alizade

IS THIS THE NEW METHOD, SCHOOL…?

This question, asked by the great Azerbaijani poet of the end 19th

– early 20th century Mirza Alakbar Sabir, was a very accurate ex-
pression of the fear of modernization, in particular of the modern 
school, felt by the majority of ordinary Muslims in the early 20th

century. As a supporter and herald of progress, Sabir was scoff-

Is not fear of any modern innovation common to the majority of 
human beings? Is it not true that innovation, adventure and the 
quest for high-risk struggle are pursued by only a small minor-
ity? Is it not true to say that the majority of people prefer stability 
and serenity to disturbing shocks? Is the curse, ‘May you live 

witnessed the torments and sufferings caused by the process of 
transition to modernisation. This gives rise to another question: Is 
there perhaps no need for this modernization at all? Could it be 
that society as a whole should try to preserve the existing status 
quo, as the current government of Azerbaijan desires?

This is simply impossible. Time passes, conditions change, and 

to different problems. Many states and administrations have been 
doomed to failure because of their position on the preservation of 
the status quo. Time brings with it new challenges and threats, 

-

Soviet socialism, which could not modernize, is the most incontro-
vertible evidence of the inevitability of modernization. The motto 

behind the Arab Spring was the deliberate rejection of moderniza-
tion by the regimes that were overthrown through revolution. 

In the early 19th century, the backward Qajar dynasty of Iran was 
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the South Caucasus to the latter. This proved that the victory of 
a relatively modernized society over a non-modernized society 
was inevitable. What could the desperate Muslim population of 
the occupied territories and their elites do regarding absolute for-

Qajars and Ottomans who were continuously losing wars - and 
face getting defeated again? The majority of the population opted 

to choose another way – the way of modernization. But he was 
in an absolute minority. Society did not respond to his call for 
modernization in ideas, consciousness, behaviour, ethics, dress 

All the intelligentsia now deemed classic and a source of pride 
for contemporary Azerbaijan were isolated from the society of 
their time. 

As a result of the historical changes of 1917-1920, Azerbaijan got 
a new opportunity for modernization, but invincible foreign forces 

beliefs, a revolution in ethics and way of life, Europeanization 
in literature and music, industrialization, and the mechanization 
of agriculture can be viewed as incontrovertible evidences of 

also required deep-rooted reforms in society, as well as the es-
tablishment of dynamic legal and social institutions that could 
promptly respond to the challenges of the time. It was the lack of 
political-social modernization that led Soviet Azerbaijan to total 

technological modernization. In addition to the undemocratic fea-
tures of the Soviet regime, the reasons for this should be sought 
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in the history of our society and the feudal way of thinking and 
behaviour of the people and ruling elite. The motto “Socialist in 

-
ly proved to be true in the period of Perestroika. While the Baltic 
countries started modernization and progressed through both 
the sweet and bitter stages of this process, Azerbaijan started 
a reform process that was democratic in form but feudal in es-
sence. This was inevitable due to the reactionary character of the 
only political culture the nation had ever known.

Those who say that the political culture of the Azerbaijani people 
does not cohere with modernization are judged to be national ni-

towards the treatment of our severe illness. The Azerbaijani 

during the Soviet period, and there is no need to deceive our-

offered even a tiny opportunity to choose, they primarily employ 
the following criteria as the basis for their choice: (1) Kinship; (2) 
Local/regional favouritism; (3) Personal gain; (4) Ethnic identity; 
(5) Ability to employ violent and oppressive methods; (6) Skill in 
duping the masses with sweet lies. 

It is due for these reasons that change, reconciliation, rule of 
law and compromise solutions have never been given priority in 
the social-political processes in Azerbaijan. The masses viewed 
those who truly saw the situation for what it was and told the 

movement, an organized and insi
used the guise of democracy to lead the country and the people 
not towards modernization but towards restoration of the most 
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reactionary system possible, which could temporarily be adapted 
to the times.

Neither of the two social forces that could implement moderni-
zation wanted or was able to undertake this historical mission. 
Neither the ruling elite, nor the political institutions expressing 
the wishes of the lower echelons of society carried out the ne-

national reconciliation and cooperation, which were essential to 
modernization in a country in a state of war, were not even given 

going on between groups formed around family-clan interests. In 
such a free-for-all, the cruellest, most merciless, most insidious 

movement who entered the political arena using the slogan of 
democracy abandoned their only powerful weapon – democracy, 
and as a result, were defeated. 

Since 1985, theoretically, the following opportunities occurred for 
starting the modernization process in Azerbaijan: 

Modernization could have been carried out with the active partici-
pation, and sometimes the leadership, of the ruling elite. We have 
seen examples of this in some socialist countries and even in 

-

 did not understand the progressive purposes de-
clared as part of  so they remained indifferent to them 

assure their own personal and clan interests at every opportunity.

(PFA) – could have made use of the opportunities given by the 
circumstances of the time by accelerating genuine economic and 
political reforms. Instead, the PFA became an active participant 
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reasons for this: an objective lack of democratic political culture, 
experience and institutions.

, whose 
political and social footholds were weak, proposed national re-
conciliation and deep-rooted reforms, but did not get an ade-
quate response from PFA, who preferred to change power and 
overturn things.

used this chance to implement the reforms required by the time. 

based on the most primordial instincts was established instead. 
This method of administration triumphed over the Azerbaijani 

attained during the Soviet period and the future of our people 
were among the casualties of this victory.

At present, Azerbaijan lives in circumstances that make real 
modernization impossible. First of all, the only source providing 
not only for the ruling elite but also for the broader masses is the 
money paid to the government by foreign companies which ex-
tract and sell the natural resources of the country. States which 
live only thanks to raw materials and import all consumer goods 

world, and Azerbaijan is one of them. Taking pride in extracting 
raw materials and selling them on the world market can give rise 
only to bitter mockery. 

Mighty trans-national corporations take countries that are rich in 

the help of comprador forces, they get rid of the elites who try 
-

sists of pushing others out of the distribution of revenues and 
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selling himself, his family and clan as the main counterpart to 
these companies. Of course, sly epic tales of struggle which 
mask the real essence of historical events, coupled with the un-
beatable and gracious heroes of such tales, are fabricated and 
offered to society as a pain-killer. Can such a ruling group allow 
the creation of democratic institutions, which is the main purpose 

There is a myth that there will be some people and groups within 
the ruling elite who will choose the way of modernization for the 

as the legalization and securing of the capital they have seized 
from the people, and who will ally themselves with the existing 
opposition in this process. This myth is not based on truth and is 
groundless even from a theoretical viewpoint. The highest class 

posts. There are no rich businessmen in our country other than 
those who either hold high positions or are patronized by high-

posts is personal loyalty to the nominal or real head of the ruling 
group. Everybody, particularly those holding high posts, are well 
aware of this and do everything possible to avert all risks. The se-
curity structures of the state watch internal forces – high-ranking 

political organizations – more closely than external forces. In 
comparison with those who have never cooperated with the rul-
ing elite, the punishment of those organizations and individuals 
who once collaborated with the ruling group but later disobeyed 
it for some reason is much more severe and merciless. Members 
of the ruling group clearly know and see this. This mechanism 

oligarch knows that the only means for preserving and increasing 
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his wealth is loyalty to the existing system and its leader. In these 
circumstances, to what extent can it be considered a serious po-
litical strategy to think about the modernization potential of any 
part of the ruling group? 

Theoretically, the second potential way that modernization could 
become a reality is through utilization of grassroots power. The 

-
ernment to achieve real development of the country, but this time 
coupled with democracy, have started to earn the respect of so-
ciety. From this perspective, there is no room for hope in Azerbai-
jan. Some of the most active part of the opposition is uselessly 
trying to sell itself as an associate and servant of the oligarchs. 
The political organizations which once used to be on the left wing 
have absolutely abandoned the left and become servile groups. 

existing social-political structure. 

for a very long time, also seem baseless. The problems of soci-
ety are awaiting a solution while it seems unlikely that the ruling 
circles, which have grown used to living in the style of emirs of the 
Persian Gulf countries, will voluntarily curb their own appetites. 
It is dangerous to endlessly defer the expectations of the grass-
roots. Every action that the government carries out for real deve-
lopment is turned against it: newly-paved roads quickly break up, 
newly-opened enterprises are closed down, social payments are 
becoming a heavy load on the budget, the appetite and determi-
nation of the circles who think of corruption as their service fee 
are increasing, and no decision or action geared towards building 
or creating is being implemented. The period labelled by Antonio 
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forces can exert on weak countries in such situation is decisive. 
For now, the government of Azerbaijan is demonstrating classic 

when conditions ripened, the West included them in the “power 

does not await the government of Azerbaijan.

The transition period in Azerbaijan has been going on too long. 
This is because the totalitarian regime, that must be abandoned, 
was inherent in the circles which seized power. Likewise the so-

-
riod and so are not interested in the end of this process because 
it is during just such a period that those hungry for opportunities 
have a chance to make large fortunes. Furthermore, the deep-
rooted culture of the nation does not push for this period full of 
complications to be over quickly. The modernization of any society 
primarily implies its citizens breaking the yoke of tyranny, but the 
ordinary Azerbaijani citizen is afraid of freedom or hesitant about 

-
quires a certain historical path and certain necessary processes. 
Our society is living through a period similar to the period of “res-

th century. 
The historical fate of the Bourbons is known to everybody. But, 
the fates of how many more people will have to be disrupted and 
how many lives will be spent in vain to ensure that the Azerbaijani 
Bourbons remove their hands from the throat of this nation? 
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Of course, processes necessitating modernization (Westerniza-
tion) should go on in society. The most important of these pro-

sake of protecting itself, the government also serves this pur-
pose. On the one hand, the arrest of those who lived in splendour 
up to the point of being caught strengthens the opinion that “one 

deepening of the feeling: “was it worth enduring so much abase-

-
tion not only in Azerbaijan but also in the entire South Caucasus 

posed by them. So long as this threat exists, it would be ground-
less to hope for modernization of the three South Caucasus coun-

Financial institutions, which know that the modernization of coun-
tries would positively affect their economic development, attach 
great importance to the issue of modernization and have conduct-

managed by wisdom and logic. It is possible to gain from archaic 
systems too, and there are institutions and states which are in-
terested in their preservation. They are the current partners and 
sponsors of the government of Azerbaijan. For now, the people of 
Azerbaijan have not reached the necessary level of moral and po-
litical maturity to take possession of their own state and territory. 

________________________
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Ruhangiz Huseynova

WOMEN’S RIGHTS IN AZERBAIJAN

“Vanquished humanity will rise high with women!”
( Azerbaijani poet Huseyn Javid (1882-1941)

Azerbaijan:

- Approach based on the traditions;

- Approach associated with the religious views. 

As the approach based on traditions has emerged from the at-
titudes of various tribes towards women, it has not been homo-
geneous. Clear examples of this approach can be found in 

 epic, a piece of Azerbaijani, Turkic literature. Con-
sidering that  was created in the pre-Islamic 
period, it would be interesting to know the attitudes of various 
communities (tribes) towards women in those times. According to 
the epos, in festivities,  (Turk) ruler Qazan Khan orders to 
host those who have sons in the golden marquee and those who 
have daughters in the silver marquee, thus demonstrating a dif-
ferent attitude to women. On the other hand, Banuchichek, who 
represents the same khanate but a different family (tribe), has 
freedom of choice. Like men, she goes hunting, practices fencing 
and chooses her husband. If we compare the attitude of Qazan 

attitude towards women was mainly based on family traditions.1

Pieces from our oral literature which survive up to the present are 
also of interest. If we refer to our epics, we can see that names 
of women are mentioned side-by-side with names of men. For 
example, in  epic, hero Koroghlu and his wife Nigar.2 Or-- 
the story about Safavid (a Shia-sect dynasty) ruler Shah Abbas 
1 Kitabi Dede Qorqud epos.
2 Koroghlu epos.
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and Gulgez.3 Or, in an epic from our more recent past, Qachaq 
4:

In our written literature, the attitude towards women is also re-
Seven

,  (Barda ruler Nushaba), 
,

husband), and  (Conversation between 
Sultan Sanjar and elder woman).

In all the works of Nizami Ganjavi, besides praising the founder of 
Islam, Prophet Muhammad, participation of women in decision-

can see the names of prominent women. For example, the name 

even today and many families give this name to their daughters. 

The state of -
 ruler Eldagiz, 

participated in the foundation of this state together with her hus-
band.5 The sculpture of Momuna Khatun, built by her husband 
in 1162 in Nakhchivan, is preserved as a historical-architectural 
monument today. Nizami Ganjavi gave his poem -
ties
ruler Qizil Arslan as a gift, and the latter granted him a village 
near Ganja city, in turn. These are examples of respect shown 
towards women at that time.

3  Story about Shah Abbas and Gulgez.
4 Qachaq Nabi epos.
5  Ziya Bunyatov, The State of Atabeys.
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In speaking about participation of women in politics, one can-
not forget Sara Khatun, who lived during the 15the century, and 
played an important role in regulating the policy of 
state of Azerbaijan.6 Important contributions of Garabagh Kha-
nate (Javanshir dynasty) to the historical development of women 
are also undeniable. The main mosque of Shusha city is named 
after poetess Govhar Agha. The mosque, which was the main 
place of worship for all religious persons in Garabagh, has sur-
vived up to the present. 

daughters, Aghabeyim Agha (1780-1832), marry Fatali Shah of 
Iran as a guarantee of loyalty to the Shah. Although she was the 

her virginity until the end of her life, because she did not love 
Fatali Shah. Aghabeyim Agha participated in all diplomatic affairs 

Khurshud Banu Natavan (1832-1897), granddaughter of Ibrahim 
Khan, opened a school for poor girls and organized a regular poet-

fame of a very intelligent woman, was engaged in philanthropy and 
 journal for a long time.7

, the largest mosque of Azerbaijan which operates even 
today, was built by a woman -Nabat Khanim Ashurbeyli. 

of the 19th

to other Muslim countries advancement of women in Azerbaijan 

type girls schools were established in Azerbaijan. Shovkat Mam-

6

7  Aziza Jafarzade, Azerbaijan’s folk singer and poetess women.
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Female characters were included in theatrical plays and accord-

-
tablished in 1918, immediately granted women the right to vote. 
In the early 20th century, there were charity organizations led by 
women in Azerbaijan. From the second half of the 20th century, 
women have played a special role in the public-political life of the 

In the early 20th century, Azeri women gave up their headscarves 
and began to progress. Unfortunately, however, with regard to 
the attitude towards women, Azerbaijan is currently returning to 
the period prior to the second half of the 19th century, and the 

lost. While in the 20th century Azeri women took off their heads-
carves and went to educational clubs (Ali Bayramov club, Abilov 
club), 6-16 year-old girls were among those recently collected 
100,000 signatures in support of wearing headscarves in educa-
tional institutions. 

observed in Azerbaijan:

(especially in rural areas) 

determined through ultrasonic testing 
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extent is it true? Is it true that Islam allows beating women? Ac-
cording to Islam, the wife has rights over her husband, just as the 
husband has rights over his wife. Can it be possible for a religion, 

permits beating of women? 

Between 2010-2011, with the assistance of the Open Society In-
stitute, monitoring of 11 courts of Baku city was conducted. As a 
result of the monitoring, it was learned that 75% of the women 
who applied to the courts for divorce did so because they were 
beaten by their husbands. 

According to legislation in Azerbaijan during the recent past, the 
age minimum for marriage was 17, though if it was deemed ne-
cessary, girls of 16 could marry with the permission of the rel-

13-16 has become widespread, usually according to the pretext 
of a religious Islamic marriage, but in enough cases ending with 
underage girls abandoned on the streets only a few months after 
the marriage. Islam and religious rules are forgotten, and nobody 
thinks about what rights are give to women by the religion. Ac-
cording to Islam, for a marriage to occur, there the following 5 
conditions must be observed:

 (price of marriage)

Thus, the marriage ceremony is not as simple as the great com-
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of reli ious marria es as become a pressin  issue in t e us

Accordin  to t e reli ious marria e   is one of t e most 
crucial issues  nfortunately  en married undera e irls are 
ousted to t e street  t e issue of  is for otten   is t e 
compensation iven by t e room to t e bride at t e moment of 
concludin  t e marria e a reement  so t at s e can sustain er 
livin  independently if er usband dies or divorces er  T is is 

present  since conditions suc  as t e  as ell as consent 

be considered a proper reli ious marria e  oreover  as under
a e marria es ave become a serious problem in Azerbaijan  
t e Board of aucasus uslims issued a  decision by i  
reli ious aut ority  in  about t e minimum marria e a e in 
Azerbaijan  T is a e is  years  A uestion t en arises  f e re

 of t e Board of au

marria e  And it  all t ese  e commit t e bi est sins

to re ister marria es it  t is department serves t e purpose of 

ria e is  

Accordin  to t e Azerbaijani le islation  year education is com

t e parents violate t eir ri ts  n reality  uslim irls ave t e 
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ri t to study alon  it  uslim boys  n one of t e  sto
ries  of rop et u ammad  it is said  earnin  science is ne

accordin  to slam  men and omen ave e ual ri ts re ardin  
education

determined t e se  of t e baby t rou  ultrasonic investi ation  
a usband or mot er in la  may decide to abort t e baby if it is a 

t e conservative mot er in la  and t e fat er of t e unborn baby  

specially in rural re ions  t e ri t to identical payment for t e 

men to t e family bud et is e ually important to t at of men  

overin  it  t e eadscarf as become anot er problem in 
Azerbaijan in recent years  T e state of Azerbaijan pro ibits pu
pils and students from comin  to sc ool in t e eadscarf  but 
as a conse uence  t ere are many parents o do not let t eir 
dau ters to o to sc ool because of t is pro ibition  As a result  

attitudes to t is issue in Azerbaijan

 T at pro ibitin  t e eadscarf in sc ools is a violation of uman 
ri ts

 T at coverin  up it  t e eadscarf at sc ools is a kind of dis
crimination as it isolates irls from t e society from an early a e

ome parents vie  pro ibition of t e eadscarf at sc ools a vio
lation of uman ri ts  t ers  o ever  see coverin  up it  
t e eadscarf as discrimination a ainst omen  since irls in t e 
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rd to t  rades cannot be seem to ave t e capacity to make 
independent decisions  Accordin  to t e Azerbaijani le islation  
t e ri t to vote be ins at t e a e of  T is indicates t at irls 

omen  are independent in t eir c oices only en t ey ave 
reac ed t e a e of  

T e overnment of Azerbaijan made commitments before  

mitments  t e overnment as adopted a national Action lan 
it  measures t at include t e follo in  

 st

sponse to domestic violence and early marria es  jointly imple
mented it  t e opulation und of t e  

  re ional project on i tin  ender Based iolence in t e 

 roject on eliminatin  se ual violence amon  internally dis

 nformation campai n on violence a ainst omen 

 urvey on t e scale  roots and arms of violence a ainst om
en 
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Ali Resul Usul

THE DEBATE ON “SEQUENCING“AND GROWTH
OF DEMOCRACY IN TURKEY

T is article deals it  t e manner and circumstances surround
in  t e development of liberal democracy  a subject t at as 
been a matter of lobal debate for a lon  time  n particular  t e 
end of t e old ar and t e lobal rise of liberal democratic 
re imes and market economy ave provided a convenient at
mosp ere for t e spread of liberal democracy  n t is convenient 

assertin  t at a country can be successfully democratized it
out t e necessity for some previously stated preconditions  T is 
vie  ic  looks at t e process of democratization from a more 
positive perspective  maintains t at democracy can actually be 
brou t about by t e political elite via an alternative perspective 
to t e vie  t at structural  economical and lobal improvements 
are a for ro t  of democracy in a non democratic 
country  

t is seen  o ever  t at t e very optimistic ambiance t at 
emer ed due to t e endin  of t e old ar ad be un to be 
replaced by a more realistic  and at times more pessimistic  am
bience durin  t e follo in  years  T e crucial roles of t o factors 
are evident in t e emer ence of t is pessimistic atmosp ere  

irst  it became clear t at  contrary to t e desired and e pected 
result  democratization as not in pro ress at a desirable level 
in t e ne ly democratizin  countries  n ot er ords  despite t e 
intellectual lobal superiority of liberal democracy and market 
economy in t e post old ar  bot  t e lo  standards of de
mocracy and critical violation of uman ri ts on many issues in 
t ose ne ly democratizin  countries  started to attract attention  

econdly  some researc ers pointed out t at democracy as a 
more dan erous process t an ad been presumed  and needed 
to emer e more carefully  more slo ly and later t an t e imple
mentation of t e process of institutionalization
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democratization literature  t e process of democratization is full 
of dan ers  and at t e end of t e process  no matter o  ood 
t e ori inal intentions  t e outcome mi t be t e opposite  it  
re ard to t is approac  t e potential for adverse developments 
includin  civil ar resultin  from violent jin oism  is muc  reater 

in t e process of democratization t an in relation to any ot er 

institutional structure  and t en proceedin  it  democratization 
is re uired  as sudden democratization instituted before 
allo in  t e institutional structure to be establis ed may ave 
perilous results  T e most important sta e of t is institutional 
substructure is providin  t e state it  a le al system ic  
makes t e la  supreme  n t e literature on t is subject  muc  
importance is attac ed to t e perils of establis in  a state 

it out bein  unable to provide for supremacy of la  it out 
bot  institutions  t e process of democratization may result in 
failure

n studies of democratization  some describe t is approac  as 

Accordin  to my point of vie  t e literature in favor of se uenc

moral  

en e amined politically  t e t esis t at a country s ould be 

tion in a pro ressive manner needs to be criticized  Aut orita

described as t e rule of la  or t e supremacy of la  T at is to 
say  aut oritarian re imes and t eir leaders carefully avoid any 
events t at ould pose a dan er to t eir po er and aut ority  
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uc  dictators s o  reat reluctance en it comes to transfer 
of aut ority or ackno led in  t e supremacy of la  since suc  
measures ould result in an end to t eir overnments  stab
lis ment of suc  institutionalizations in aut oritarian re imes is 

ence an ultimately eak scenario  or t is reason  it is seen 
t at t e point of vie  ic  asserts t e necessity of institutiona
lization before democratization under aut oritarian re imes does 

T is t esis is also open to criticism in terms of morals and et
ics  t is clearly immoral to state t at a country or a community is 

defectiveness of t is t esis is obvious  To state t at  o  you 
are not ready  ait a little lon er  and once t e conditions are 

demand for democratization is clearly immoral  rom t is point of 
vie  it is ultimately ron  to le alize violation of civil ri ts under 
aut oritarian re imes  

The State of Affairs in Turkey

multi party democracy be an it  t e elections eld in  

in  it is kno n t at t ose elections ere not eld in a just 
and free environment  everal important factors account for t e 
failure to move to ards democracy in t e years  in 

as t e replacement for t e fallen ttoman mpire  as strivin  
to overcome numerous problems bot  in t e domestic and inter
national arena  T e osul uestion and eik  aid  
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rebellion in  constitute t e most tiresome of all  As a result 
of domestic ards ips and t e fact t at t e idea of democracy 

as not popular in t e international arena  it can be seen t at 
policy makers of t e country ere not illin  to move to ards 
democracy  

ratization in t e orld ar  atmosp ere bet een  

to t e estern orld and t e development and ide acceptance 
of liberal values in t e international arena  did it become easy 
for Turkey to move to ards democracy  en vie ed from t is 
aspect  even t ou  t e international sta e in  as elpful 

t e connection made by t e political elite bet een modernity and 
democracy in Turkey as t ese related to belon in  to estern 
civilization 

applyin  it to t e situation in t e present  irst  as stated above  

ly related to bot  domestic and international political crises  f it 

more propitious international ambiance  t e liberal democratiza
tion of Turkey mi t ave been carried out more easily  

n t e ot er and  it ould be ron  to assert t at democracy 
orked better due to t e fact t at Turkey did not democratize be

t een  and  t us completin  t e pre democratization 
institutionalization  n ot er ords  non immediate democratiza
tion of Turkey did not prevent t e fall of democracy in t e follo

racy in  it  t e military coup on ay   democracy 
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latkan  ere an ed  after bein  sentenced by non indepen

critically  it  yet anot er military coup on eptember  
an end as brou t once a ain to Turkis  democracy  and dur
in  t e interim t ere ad been military interference  on arc  

 and on ebruary  in politics and in democratic 
processes

All of t e aforementioned developments in Turkey demonstrate 

mocracy is un rounded  even if efforts for institutionalization 

paredness for democracy is only a dream  o matter o  many 
preparations are made  democratic re ime and culture can only 
pro ress in t e stru le for democracy  To put it anot er ay  
in order for a democratic re ime to solidify in a country  t e ad
vancement of t o processes are essential  t e process of de
mocracy in practice  and democratic political culture  somet in  
only possible in a political environment ere t ere is a demo
cratic stru le  n ot er ords  development of democratic politi
cal culture and operation of t e mec anism of democracy does 
not seem to be possible ot er t an in a democratic environment  

tary procedures  respect for t e results of elections and ackno l
ed ement of loss  political patience and respect and tolerance 
for different points of vie  All of t ese pro ress in time it in a 
democratic re ime  

Turkey as no  accepted democracy as t e main type of politi

t ou  it possesses muc  le itimacy  t ere are also some critical 
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problems  T ese include t e absence of intra party democracy 
and deep polarizations related to ideolo y and identity t at are 
present in Turkey  

Conclusion

statements can be made  e can never make sure of an ade

can only be learned in t e practice of democracy  and t ose val
ues can be internalized only it in a democratic re ime  en 
considered from t is point of vie  t e solutions to t e problems 
t at democracy ill encounter must also be democratic solutions

Endnotes:

     Elect-
 ambrd e  T ress  

   p

n t is subject see  r un zbudun  Boulder
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Mehmet Seyfettin Erol

FROM “ARAB SPRING” TO “EURASIAN
SPRING”: THE CHANGING GEOPOLITICS
OF THE CAUCASUS AND THE FUTURE OF
TURKISH-AZERBAIJANI AFFAIRS

The South Caucasus, although overshadowed as part of the 
events in the Greater Middle East by the Arab Spring and the 
Iranian crisis, continues to send messages about the importance 
of its role in Eurasian geopolitics through a number of potentially 
explosive crises. Besides being at the centre of the global power 
struggle due to its energy resources and important transportation 

-
hanced as a consequence of its own problems and due to the fu-

This region that is oscillating between war and peace runs the 

over Karabakh and the other occupied Azerbaijani lands as well 
as problems emanating from the North and South Caucasus per-
sist. In this respect, the existence and interests of Turkey and 
Azerbaijan as two of the countries in the region, and the will and 

-
cance of these elements in terms of bilateral relations between 

the Turkish-Armenian protocols and subsequent developments. 

The course of events and the occasional crises in Ankara-Baku 
-

derstanding the sensitive and fragile nature of the two countries 
with their deep historical and geographical roots. This has intro-
duced the possibility of future complications coupled with trust 
and stability issues into the sphere of bilateral relations. In addi-

Ankara and Baku over the past four years. 
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Such developments have served to deepen a gap betweeen the 

Turkey. Therefore, the will of both countries and the consultation 
mechanisms developed for the settlement of disagreements be-
tween them are now taking on a much greater importance. 

As intimated above, this means that the latest crises are hang-
ing unnecessarily over the foreign policies of Ankara and Baku 

the two capitals in terms of regional and international policy and 
diplomatic affairs and preventing them from acting with ease to 
achieve the desired results. For example, if Ankara and Baku 
were able to collaborate and cooperate politically and diplomati-
cally as both the public and NGOs have done, perhaps Paris 
would have had to think ten times more before taking the steps 
that it did.

Accordingly, it seems inevitable that Turkey and Azerbaijan 
will remove themselves from this constricting situation and 
take steps in terms of collective leadership and cooperation in 
regional policies just as they did before. This therefore begs the 
question how these two capitals can accomplish such a policy in 
the present era, with its changing regional and global balances, 
including changing Caucasian geopolitics. It also raises the issue 
of what kind of collaboration can be carried out. In the light of all 
these developments, a brief look at these changes would seem 
to be pertinent here.

its consequences. The second was the terrorist attack on New 

-
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malization process initiated between Turkey and Armenia, with 
its actual and potential results.

-
cal vacuum caused by the collapse of the Soviet Union. In some 
cases this policy has been conducted using radical methods and 

The Caucasus has been no exception to this development. The 
geographical location of the Caucasus occupies an important 

-
er big Eurasian powers.

American engagement in the region after 9/11 and the results 
of colour revolutions in the area have launched a new process 
which can be characterized by the change in the geopolitical im-
portance of the region. Consequently, the region has faced ri-
valries and disputes between East and West over energy and 
security policies. 

The Caucasus, where the effects of the New Cold War between 

-

can be expected to have a very fraught agenda. 

Similarly, the struggle for existence of the newly-independent 
countries and their quest for collaboration with the West have 
advanced this strategy over a period of time. In this regard, the 

with the new realities, border disputes among the newly-emerged 
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stance on relations it  entral Asia  up to and includin  military 

T ere is no doubtin  t e inevitability of Turkey seekin  to as
sert and stren t en its position iven t is c an ed eopolitical 
environment  T e istorical ties and interests of Turkey in t e 

aucasus and its relations it  Azerbaijan are important assets 

formulated as follo s

 T e aucasus is of supreme importance to Turkey as t e pro
cesses oin  on in t at re ion ave t e potential to directly affect 
Turkey and t e Turkis  orld  or Turkey  t e aucasus serves 
as a ate ay to entral Asia and constitutes a eo rap ical e
tension of Anatolia

 T e re ion represents a eostrate ic orizon and is an area 
of strate ic interest for Turkey  t t us plays an important role in 

transition from t e status of re ional po er to lobal po er  

 ner y security policies  and more enerally t e security of 
Turkey and its economic and political interests and its policy to

ard t e Turkis  orld are directly and closely related to t is 
re ion  t as as muc  importance for Turkey as t e Balkans and 

are of reat importance to Turkey  

 T e potential for ar in t e re ion could ave implications for 
Turkey in terms of its efforts for reater re ional inte ration and 
delays in t e implementation of re ional projects  includin  en
er y projects
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recent multi  directional and balanced relations it  ast and 
est  in particular it  t e 

re ion as become a place for forei n policy manoeuvrin

ince t e A  party came to po er  Turkey as launc ed a policy 

out a ne  policy of inte ration it  nei bours  ettin  rid of all 
e istin  problems bet een nei bours  it in t is conte t  Tur

response to t e crisis of  Au ust  as been boosted and 
even advanced by its Armenian direction  

n t e ot er and  it s ould be noted t at t is ne  initiative as 
caused a series of misunderstandin s and a number of problems 
in Ankara Baku relations due to a lack of coordination bet een 
t e t o countries  n fact  t e objective of t is process as to 

desi ned to promote re ional cooperation as part of a Turkis  

normalization process initiated it  Armenia could be re arded 
as a radical c an e in Turkis  forei n policy and could also be 

and estern allies

policy to ards t e re ion ave been uite effective durin  t is 
ne  process  bviously  t e role played by osco  durin  t at 

.
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T e ar in  also revived substantial issues in terms of t e 
security of ener y resources and t eir transportation via eor

ia  A ainst t is backdrop  t e Armenian route as been sin led 
out by bot  Ankara and t e estern capitals  n t e ot er and  
t e demands and e pectations of t e est on t is subject made 
a ne  relations ip it  Armenia inevitable  n reality  if t is option 

and dependent on Baku

Turkey as not illin  to be e cluded from t e e  aucasian 

project  T e tan ible results of t is s ould determine t e future 
of t is process  

bers ip in terms of maintainin  ood nei bourly relations and 
t e resolution of border disputes it  its nei bours ave played 
t eir part in determinin  Turkis Armenian relations  but are 
overs ado ed by ot er elements of Turkic relations  Ankara 

t is is one of t e problems facin  Turkis  forei n policy  t is try

As touc ed upon above  Turkey is developin  a very unusual 
ne  policy at bot  a re ional and lobal level  n t is ne  ame  
it is impossible to i nore Azerbaijan and t e Turkis  orld  Tur

peaceful and cooperation oriented diplomacy  t us buildin  se
curity  stability and prosperity in t e re ion  T e ne  relations 
initiated it  Armenia are some of t e most debated  and in a 
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point in istory

at makes t is process so debatable and problematic are t e 
misunderstandin s and communication ap in Turkis Azerbai
jani affairs  as ell as impossibility of i norin  re ional and e tra
territorial factors  o ers it  interests in t e re ion are comin  

amon  t e countries of t e re ion it  t e objective of ainin  

s ould c oose more effective ays to cooperate rat er t an 

different capitals

T e process initiated by Turkey is not aimed at eakenin  Azer
baijan but rat er at puttin  an end to t e problems Azerbaijan is 
facin  in t e re ion and brin in  t at country onto a pat  ere 
it can make a reater contribution to ards t e unity of t e Tur

Turkey as t e latter seeks to continue t e process of its eneral
aucasus policy and implement its policy of strate ic dept  

T erefore  bot  capitals s ould set a road map in t e conte t 
of t e c an ed eopolitics of t e re ion based on t e concept 

collaboration bet een t e t o countries  

n t is conte t

 Bot  sides s ould dra  important lessons from t e ormal

tures for e ample  t e establis ment of a direct consultation 
mec anism and an Ankara Baku crisis desk

 t is crucial t at bot  parties avoid actions and statements t at 
could brin  t e situation to yet anot er sta e or be armful to 
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 t is important t at t e sides s ould refrain from any policy in

t eir distance from any institutions or individuals involved in suc  
activities

oped and issues of mutual concerns  problems and future per
spectives s ould be freely debated it in suc  forums  T ese 
mec anisms ill offer more scope to decision makin  a encies  

T e activities of t ese centres s ould be encoura ed so t at 
t ey can serve as po erful links bet een t e countries  T eir 
status and place in society must be respected so t at in t e case 
of ne  problems emer in  bet een t e t o countries  t ey can 

ore steps s ould be taken in bot  t e domestic and political 
arenas to demonstrate mutual trust bet een t e t o countries  
and en necessary t e leaders s ould make use of common 
symbols to represent t e unity of t e t o countries

t is essential t at Baku understands t e demands put for ard 
by t e people durin  t e Arab prin  in a far more correct and 
relevant ay  Baku must also eed t e arnin s and messa es of 
Ankara in a friendlier and more brot erly manner as t is mi t in 
t e end stren t en bot  countries durin  t is process of c an e

Baku s ould not seek any protector or backin  from ot er capi

s ould rat er build its future in collaboration and coordination 
it  Turkey
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bot  states  Bot  t e arabak  issue and t e so called enocide 
campai n s ould be dealt it  by bot  countries as t eir o n 
problems  n t is respect  joint efforts via t e press and lobby 

 at is re uired at t is time is a t orou  assessment of t e 
istorical opportunity currently offered  n t is conte t  it ould be 

n conclusion  t e aucasus re ion and t e t o fraternal coun
tries of Turkey and Azerbaijan are oin  t rou  a very sensitive 
process  it out doubt  t e developments related to t e Arab 

prin  and t e ranian crisis  alon  it  t e continued use of 
Armenia as a trump card by some po ers  it  all t e instability 
and potential for disruption ic  t is represents  are of particu
lar concern to bot  Ankara and Baku  

imilarly  t e c an ed eopolitics in t e aucasus and t e emer
ence of a ne  system of relations as ell as t e en anced si

more important  f Ankara and Baku ere to pursue a policy t at 

t ey ould emer e t e inners at t e end of t is ne  process  
t er ise  t ey ill not only miss t e opportunity of t e century 

but ill also run a reat risk of bein  eld accountable by istory
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Sezin Öney 

“MILITARIZING CIVILIANS” AS AN OBSTACLE 
TO DEMOCRATIZATION

commonly eld belief t at all of t e issues in t e country re ar

ic  as seen as t e bi est uman ri ts issue in Turkey  
ould disappear if a civil overnment ere establis ed  t as 

believed t at a civil overnment ould prevent t e intervention 
of t e armed forces in t e political situation kno n as military 

n  April   a fe  minutes before midni t  an announ

on t e residential election  clearly demonstrated t e po er of 
t e military in Turkis  politics  

n  April  t e day after April  ic  is ational overei nty 

and also openin  day for t e Turkis  rand ational Assembly  

some po ers  o are en a ed in an on oin  a enda of under

T e actual focus of t e announcement  o ever  as not t e 

t e country  but  as stated belo  T e debates on o is oin  

eneral taff desired  
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“

-
This

statement was made by the head of the General Staff on the 12th

-

This situation is viewed with anxiety by the Turkish Armed Forces 
(TSK). It should not be forgotten that the TSK has a side on this 
debate and TSK is the absolute defender of secularism. 

-

-

to the national agenda, but also pressed for the power to deter-
mine the position that various politicians would adopt on them. 

was published on the internet), mentioned that “Turkish armed 
forces would not hesitate to use powers for which it is authorized 

a military coup, as had occurred three times in the history of the 
country. The military juntas that have been paralyzing Turkish 
politics once every decade since 1960, the coups that were car-
ried out under the leadership of Chiefs of the General Staff, or 
even at times merely the mention of a possibility of a political 
intervention– all of these were powerful enough to cause resig-
nation or fall of the elected government. 

is unthinkable in a democratic state that a presidential institution 
such as the Presidency of the General Staff, might interfere in the 
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government in any area of concern. The Presidency of the Gene-
ral Staff is an institution under the authority of the Government, its 
posts assigned in accordance with the constitution and pertinent 
laws. According to our constitution, the Chief of General Staff is 
answerable to the Prime Minister in terms of his duties and pow-

loss of political weight. The silent removal of the e-memorandum 
from the General Staff website in 2011 was a symbolic indicator of 

-
icy, the problems that had to be confronted by those elected in 
regard to democratization in Turkey were not over. Even now in 

Why did Turkey lose altitude instead of progressing 
towards “democracy”?

This article maintains that although Turkey got rid of the biggest 
obstacle to democratization-- with a dramatic decrease in the in-

-

ongoing and unresolved from the beginning of the 1980s, and 

that could not be carried out on a social basis, despite the dis-
appearance of the military from politics. As of 2012, Turkey has 
become a country where police violence is acute, violence ever 
present in the prisons, arming of civilians at an ultimate stage, 

increasing continually. 

When considered from a different view, it seems apparent that all 

The global economic crisis, compared to that in European coun-
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tries, was not so extreme for Turkey. The fact that AKP received 

power was interpreted as a symbol of the demand and the desire 
for democratization by the Turkish public. It was asserted that the 
country experienced political disturbances due to the weak gov-
ernments in the era of the coalition governments; AKP, compared 
to the former periods, started to lose altitude steadily in terms of 

the community in 2011. Why did it come to this? Why did AKP 

in which the American sociologist Morris Janowitz analyzed what 
kind of relationship should exist between the soldiers and the 
civilian population, basing his analysis on the USA army of 1960, 
can supply clues about the attitude adopted by AKP. Janowitz 
based his thesis in this book on interviews with approximately 
800 Generals and 600 military bureaucrats. According to Jano-

-
-

ship between the army and the civilian population had to go 

From 2000 on, with the consecutive election victories by AKP, 
the military-civilian friction has remained increasingly a part of 

Turkish Armed Forces was at the climax point with the e-memo-
randum of the military in 2007. Underlying the tensions was the 

Islamic political movements and whose wife covered her head in 

President, despite the e-memorandum and the strong resistance 
from dissidents. 
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The unfeasibility of military intervention in politics is something 

more institutionalized than it had been in the past 1. According to 

with the beginning of the collapse of the colonial system, and the 
1990s, most of the governors on the continent were relieved of 
their duties by coups, assassinations or other types of violent ac-
tions. Since the 1990s, most of the African governors terminated 
their duties due to institutionalized factors/methods such as “poll 
defeat or voluntarily retirement due to the expiration of the period 

2.

Steven A. Cook, who studies civil-military relations in the Middle 
East, states that since the year 2000, the military forces of Alge-

to carry out administrative functions such as economic manage-
ment–function burdensome to themselves 3 . On the other hand, 

-

The decisions that were dictated by the Turkish Armed Forces in 
the National Security Council conference on 28 February, 1977, 
triggered a couple of social and political events that resulted in 
the resignation of the coalition government under the presidency 
of Necmettin Erbakan. Erbakan was forced to resign, but without 

-
pension of the Constitution and dissolution of Parliament, so that 

is referred to as a dark period which “should never be allowed 
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-
stituted, has been the most intense expression in the history of 

to the Arab Spring, warned the Egyptian Armed Forces not to 
take on a role similar to that of the Turkish Armed Forces. Cook 

for civil-military relations in which the military plays a moderating 
role, preventing – at times, through military-led coups – the ex-

Islamism, Kurdish nationalism and once upon a time, social-
ism) from threatening the political order4. Cook pointed out that 
it would be a desperate mistake for the Egyptian Armed Forces 
to follow the example that was “experimented with by Turkish 

an elusive dilemma in which democracy was both supported and 
restricted by AKP. The events that Cook and Koplow mention to 

-

in March of 2012. 

Since 12 June, 2007, when 27 hand grenades and TNT explo-
sives were found in a shanty in Umraniye during a search carried 
out on the basis of a denouncement, judicial cases have been 
instituted against illegal organizations claimed to consist of Turk-
ish military men. The chain of lawsuits involving very complex, 
interlocking cases, continues with the trial of hundreds who were 
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behind bars, ranging from soldiers actively serving in the military 

-
boring countries, closed to the world, opposed to the European 

and spurious terrorist organizations, and economically weak, 
thus eroding state authority, both internally and externally. Fur-
thermore, the organization is making the country ungovernable, 
making for a political scene that the terrorist organization can 
more easily operate and control by removing all elements not in 
line with their hidden ideology and goals. In the event of failure, 
the organization will subvert the executive and legislative organs 
of government and take them over, in accordance with its own 

Although these allegations gave the impression that the “Er-

military commander, the inner circle included a wide range of 

NGOs, intellectuals and politicians. It is frequently mentioned 
that there are many judicial mistakes in the verdicts, especially 
regarding long jail sentences. What is more, the association of 

known for their dissident stance, with the coup plots, was posing 
a problem on its own. On the other hand, we can easily point out 
that in Turkey, civilians have the last word in civil -military rela-
tions.

the military and civilian population are still waiting to be rene-
gotiated regionally, but also globally. For example, in the con-
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texts of bureaucratic, institutional, social and political interpreta-
tions, what is the role of the army? The “professionalization of 

differently in the USA than in Turkey or China. For example, in 

with the Kurdish question and the subject of compulsory military 
service.

The Kurdish question in Turkey has a history that goes back to the 
period of the republic and even back to the late Ottoman period, 
though during the past thirty years, this question emerged in the 
close combat between TSK and PKK. TSK has personnel from 
various classes in the combat area but a considerable number 
of the soldiers involved in close combat are under compulsory 
military duty. In 2011, the popular demand for the abolition of 
compulsory military service was widely discussed, and even the 
practice of conscientious objection, which had been previously 
considered taboo, was opened up for discussion. At present, 
the assertion that compulsory military service restricts the 
employment opportunities of the male population and is thus not 
economically viable, is an issue that comes up quite often. In 
addition to this, in the press, journalistic sentiment against the 
sending of men who have been trained for only a few months into 
military action is becoming stronger.

Much attention is also being given by the press to the reality that 
the majority of recruits serving in the close combat areas are 
from poor communities who have no one to give them preferen-
tial treatment, such as the option to be assigned to non-combat 
duties during their compulsory military service. Consequently, 

that interest in enrolling in military schools has decreased. In 
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fact, up until only a few decades ago, these schools were offer-
ing one of the most prestigious of career options, especially to 

gendarme forces. 

that is said to have led to loss of 50,000 lives in 30 years, have 
not yet been completely analyzed. 

For example, the focus of prominent security studies expert Atilla 

more detailed analysis 5. It is known that in the 1990s, the state 

paramilitary forces and death squads for executing Kurdish 
civilians accused of involvement in the PKK. “Is there a change of 
mind among the military elite regarding the use of irregular forces 

an unanswered question. Moreover, there is constant mention 
of those in the Ground Forces who resent having to deal with 
close combat utilizing only human power, in contrast to the Air 
Force, and even more so the Naval Force, but there is no study 
presenting solid evidence concerning this.

The abolition of compulsory military service seems almost 
impossible of achievement without declaration of a permanent 

sprung from numerous issues including both smuggling of drugs 

discussion as to whether it should be TSK that deals with these 
security issues. The Copenhagen Criteria will also foster the view 
that border security in Turkey cannot be maintained by the TSK. 
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While the European Union membership process for Turkey is 
increasingly neglected, and even undesired by Turkey, as well 

an inner incentive to professionalize its army by taking action 
rather than just talking. The deadlock on the Kurdish Question is 
attributed to the convergence, as stated in the aforementioned 
thesis of Janowitz, of civilians with the military or so-called 

On the one hand, the efforts of civil society towards legalization 

service remain inconclusive due to the political conservatism 
that stems from the Kurdish Question. On the other hand, the 
reliance of civilians on military power is continually increasing, 
though almost imperceptibly, due to the Kurdish Question, and 
during the last ten years, Turkey has been increasing its capacity 
for manufacture of weapons and development of new war tech-
nologies–all this stemming from public pressure. 

research project, entitled “Armed Forces and Society in Turkey: 

Political Science, with the collaboration of public opinion research 

The research, based on interviews with 2,775 people random-
ly selected from 154 districts and villages of 27 provinces, re-
veals that 46.8 % of the respondents think that the governments 
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should consult the army even regarding matters not related to 
security issues. Even though 89.4% of the respondents state that 
“the country must be governed democratically under any circum-

-
ing of the democracy. The army occupies the highest rank, with 

feel that compulsory military service should not be abolished, 
60% does not feel that paid military service should be an option 
for everyone. Similarly, 81.8% of the respondents reject the right 
to conscientious objection, while only 44.1% feel that the army 
should be composed of professional soldiers. 

It is obvious that in order to discuss the highly complex nature of 
military-civil relations in detail, there is an urgent need for new 
paradigms for the press and civil society, along with regional col-
laboration. While the military has been much discussed in Turkey 
(and in the world) during the past two decades, it is possible that 
from now on the militarization of the civilians will receive more 

-
sive to Turkey. For example, member countries of the European 
Union might also be disturbed by the ambiguous role played by 
the military in politics. In Italy, when the Berlusconi government 
declared a state of emergency in 2008 to ‘ensure the safety of 

precautions taken was deploying the army to patrol the streets. 

-
ian nationals as well as immigrants (some of them recent, some 

6. There were compulsory 
-
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reside in segregated camps, where access was controlled by the 
armed security,  and police. There were also constant 
reports that the military was deployed to the streets to combat 

It is notable that in Italy, simultaneously with the deployment of 
-

Mussolini. According to the news, this precaution received no-
table positive interest from the public in general 7.

role in the civilization of the military, in an issue for the European 

civilian relations in Turkey in recent years, TSK is still quite 

only example of true investigative journalism, and deserves great 
credit for its analysis of the inner realm and the well-protected 

8.

-

members on its own. It should also be noted that, as a state 
-

ganizational identity over generations seems remarkable and 
unique. It should not be forgotten that the process regarding the 
procedures have not changed; the military career candidates 
are still selected in accordance with quite strict criteria. The edu-
cation of the candidates begins in the formative years of early 
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adolescence in private schools beyond the jurisdiction of other 
state institutions, and the intellectual and ideological indoctrina-
tion continues until retirement. This cannot be compared with any 
other job career. The nature of this indoctrination is interesting 
due to the contradictory and dual structure of the curricula, which 
promote both Westernization and nationalism. 

Kenan Evren, leader of the military junta that carried out the 1980 
military coup, stated that “I have never before seen an opposition 

9. In 
stating this, however, Evren was missing the very essence of 

taught that it is the duty of the opposition to be critical “without 

Nevertheless, the distrust of TSK members of politicians is noted 
in almost all the works regarding the civil- military relations in 
Turkey10. As demonstrated by the tension between the Clinton 
government and the US Army, Turkey is not the only country 
experiencing such distrust. But in order to comprehend the 
underlying causes for the existence of such distrust and its 

TSK as an institution. 

Ümit Cizre, one of the most important experts on military- civilian 
relations in Turkey, is one of those who emphasize the priority of 
civilian control of the military. Cizre also argues that, taking into 

human rights record and progress towards democratization in 
regard to its qualifying for membership in the European Union, it 
is becoming impossible for military coups to continue happening. 
Cizre is right about emphasizing the positive effect of EU on 
the reorganization of military-civilian relations in Turkey. The 
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Magazine in 2011–a rather extraordinary event. 

In the case of the civil society in general, it can be stated that 

measures taken by the executive, legislative, and to some extent, 
judicial branches of the government. Similarly, academic circles 
and NGOs in the regions bordering Turkey discourse primarily 
on the actions of their respective nations rather than on those of 
peoples in neighboring countries.

While the governmental policies of these countries might be 

causing disturbance in the region, the actual solution may be in 

This idea might easily be seen as naive and as an ineffectual 

happening in Turkey. But it should not be forgotten that only a 
year ago nobody believed that Middle East and North African 

indomitable leaders have now become history. The Cold War 
was also unforeseen due to the universal myopia generated by 

and action by the civil society should focus on the debate on civil-

desires, will and concerns of the people. Interactions between 
peoples should be promoted, so that a variety of solutions to 

might be achieved. 
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FREEDOM OF THINKING AND BELIEF IN TURKEY:
PROBLEMS AND DISCUSSIONS

-
ligions and beliefs? Let me rephrase this: Can diverse religions 
and people of different religions coexist, or is it inevitable that 

can they be brought into harmony with one another? We can 

Belief is a process

the culture in a society or nation. In modern life, the privilege 
of belonging to one or the other religion and their advantages 
has been eroded by the pervasiveness of inter culturalism. The 

the principle of secularism. This is the case because belief in a 
religion is ultimately a process that occurs and is shaped within 
the inner world of the Self.

When facing even the simplest of events, a person consults his/
her own inner world-his/her mind and conscience--which consist 
of heaps of unsettled accounts and inquiries. Even in the most 
accessible and casual of situations, a person may reach some 
easy conclusions, and yet will pursue them more thoroughly for 
a more complete evaluation. In addition to this, we may encoun-
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ter une pected outcomes of t ose simple  causal events t at e 
t ink e ad resolved in ourselves  ven in re ard to an un
complicated process involvin  simple p enomena or events  t at 

and reveal itself as e ceedin ly comple

As lon  as t is comple ity is alive and deeply rooted in oneself  

of t e persona  A devout person may not be confused about at 
to believe  but in is mind and soul t ese uestions revolve and 
collide  Belief  a process in itself  cannot be presented to ot ers 
as an absolute ans er  or as somet in  irrevocable  Belief is 
a state of ri teousness  in ic  mind and soul nouris  eac  

never endin  stru le re ardin  moral values  and morality does 
not consist of concrete ans ers or conclusions  orality is a dis
cipline of soul a permanent tu  of ar to best t e immoral  every 
time t e immoral tries to break its bonds

ion promises us a ready to use structure in our belief  but can
not  unfortunately  o beyond a pretension or eartfelt is  ot 
only bet een reli ions  but even it in t e same reli ion  people 

ave inevitably created different belief structures tailored for 
t emselves t rou out t e course of istory  amples of suc  
reli ious sectarian structures in slam can be seen in  ia slam 

t ese countless sects t ere are belief cells t at radically deny 
some parts of t eir o n structure  
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t e fact t at t ese can only occur bet een cultures t at are 
created by belief sects  ne ould e pect reconciliations to 

e ave to meditate upon et er t e possibility e ists t at a 

cultural elements created by t ose beliefs  T e idespread 
collision and resultin  limited dialo ue amon  slamic countries 
is not due to different beliefs it in t e same reli ion  but t e 
varied cultures t at are created by t em

If not for Secularism ...

At t is point  secularism steps in and presents its vie  
convincin ly  As a political rat er t an a t eolo ical entity  
secularism is t e best medium devised so far it  t e potential 

in t e reli ion itself  or bet een reli ions  ecularism offers 

real contribution can be seen not in beliefs but in t e cultural 

and belief consist of on oin  inconclusive inner e perience  so 
t at secularism cannot intervene at t is level  nor is supposed 
to do so  ecularism cannot oversee t e most important aspect 
of cultural development  ic  is belief  t aims to prevent t e 
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cultural aspects  ecularism becomes a backdrop  and strives to 
reconcile t e life styles  forms of ors ip and various perceived 
problems t at may arise from be aviors and practices

because t ese are inner processes  T ey can  o ever  interact 
positively or ne atively accordin  to t e cultures t ey create  f 
Turkey ere similar to ot er slamic countries  it ould be t e 

my t eory upside do n  at least on t e surface  uslims s arin  
t e same erita e and livin  under t e same sun  do in fact battle 

it out t e creation of ne  ideas or beliefs in slamic countries  

Turkey is lavis ly lucky in t e matter of reconcilin  t e different 
sects of t e same reli ion and t e varied cultures t at ave 
resulted from t ose different mind sets and beliefs  T e tradition 
of secular republic in Turkey brin s about t is unity and 

by brin in  slam and ot er reli ions to et er  t ere as been a 

Belief and freedom are moral concepts

oncepts of belief and freedom are as old as t e istory of 

t e apparent differences t at set its peoples apart  outs ines ot er 
creatures because of its uni ue capacity for possessin  morality  
Belief is connected it  freedom  and freedom cannot e ist 

it out responsibility  Belief meets t e needs of an individual to 
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necessities of belief  t e concepts of freedom and responsibility 
brin  fort  social and le al restrictions and limits  since t e 
individual is a part of t e society  n t e practice of beliefs  t e 
individual may ave every ri t to use is er o n conscience and 
to ad ere to is er beliefs  but in t e practice of t ose beliefs e
s e faces constraints  since e s e is livin  in a social environment  

reedom is practiced not in follo in  our o n individual beliefs 
boundlessly and recklessly in a society ic  includes ot ers it  
different beliefs and opinions  oreover  t e belief e ave in our 
inner orld cannot be boundless or reckless in its o n nature  

o form of belief can demand freedom if it is a ainst morals  
justice  rudimentary norms of umanness  social re ulations and 
constraints  in s ort  t e collective virtues of uman bein s

o belief can be reasonable or innocent if it totally opposes sci
ence  incontrovertible trut s  umane ideas and opinions  T us  
t e boundaries for belief are dra n in a natural process accord

oncepts of belief and freedom are directly related to moral 
uestionin  ic  includes t e best t ou ts and sentiments 

on somet in  means brin in  yourself as closely as you can to 
at you believe in  or removin  t e boundaries alto et er  t is 

of reat importance to emp asize t at belief is t e most natural 
and fundamental need of uman bein s  

ust as morality is possessed only by umans  t e beliefs t at 
comprise it are also a uman capacity  because t ese most ba
sic concepts of belief  freedom and responsibility  do not apply 
for ot er livin  or non livin  creatures  t er t an umans  livin  
bein s ave neit er freedom nor responsibilities  and t e same 

belo  us  f t e believer believes it  all is bein  it means e
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s e ives imself up to is er beliefs  reli ious or personal  T is 
process  ic  occurs on t e level of t e conscience  emotions 
and t ou ts of a person  survives as a virtue t at belon s to a 

t e uman individual  ocialization  as an open ended process  
esc e s t e irresistible nature of t e belief p enomenon  

n ot er ords  any type of belief lon s to ro  beyond its roots 
so t at it may communicate it  and reveal itself to  ot ers  
Belief encompasses a ide ran e of cultural aspects of t e u
man bein  suc  as superstition  reli ious do ma  conjecture on 

or political ideolo y lose t eir respective uni ue attributes en 
t ey turn into beliefs  c an in  from bein  elements of receptive 
conscience  to socially mobile concepts  ic  elp t em e pand 
and become idely disseminated  T rou out t e iddle A es  
a period of reli ion and reli ious beliefs  references to reli ion 

to say  t at commentaries and elaborations of reli ion became 
a reli ion in itself  ince t e t  century  o ever  t e po er 

oldin  back of t e uman enli tenment accordin  to its belief 

boundaries ere blurred by reli ions  so t at for a lon  time t e 
distinction bet een discussable natural occurrences to studied 
by science and acts of od not to be analyzed as unresolved

cience  by puttin  for ard practical inventions t at make life 
easier  and by provin  its usefulness in applyin  kno led e to 

measures of uman limits  T ese limits ad been continuously 
indered by reli ion  ic  typically referred to t e ill of od  
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norms of reli ion  Alt ou  science ac ieved reat success by 

movements emer ed  arnin  science to keep to its boundaries  

lectual movements ill not  o ever  be discussed in t is article

ecularism  in t is conte t  aims to provide every type of 

development on t e basis of reli ion  or t is reason  secularism  
due to its source in intellectual t ou t  as been interpreted as a 
form of opposition to reli ion  ecularism  o ever  as a political 
entity  is a device t at prevents reli ion from becomin  a tool 
of political po ers  ic  ave variable needs accordin  to t e 
nature of t e mana ement interest relation of politics

T us  secularism is a concept related not only to reli ion  but 
also to all types of belief systems  and freedom of opinion and 
emotion  ecularism  apart from belief and opinion  is involved in 
t e process of socialization  T is means t at e ill encounter 
limits en e try to practice all t at e believe and all t at e 
t ink continually  ecularism s ould essentially vie  all beliefs 
in relation to ot er beliefs and convictions in a neutral manner  

must not be overseen by any reli ion in overnment  ecularism

po er over ot er reli ions  and makes room for ot er beliefs

Personal rights cannot be claimed on behalf   
of tribes or groups

reedom is one of t e most strikin  of ri ts re ardin  t e de
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mands of conscious individuals  reedom belon s to u mankind 
and is an entirely moral concept  orally educated individuals 
are simultaneously enli tened uman bein s  o act indepen
dently on ac ievin  t eir ri ts

tions  roups  uilds  tribes  et nic roups or reli ious bodies  do 

ven if t ese roups succeed in t eir demands for ainin  ri ts 
for t eir members  it is not certain to at e tent and ic  
of t ese ri ts ill be besto ed upon t ose members by t e 

roups  n particular  freedom of belief s ould be seen as an indi

roups or masses may disappoint t e individual on t e issue of 
e pected freedom for imself  T erefore  freedom s ould in er
ently possess t ese t o fundamental c aracteristics individuality 
and enli tenment  t er ise  freedom mi t be perceived as a 
problem related to t e masses  instead of as an individual et ical 
problem  T e individual may lose is er present freedom and 
free e istence accordin  to suc  a concept

Two Elements of Freedom of Religion

Accordin  to t is  t o main factors determine t e limits of freedom 

refres es is er consciousness it  continuous discovery  a 
process ic  permits t e ideas of at e s e ants  and y 

demands freedom for im erself  not on be alf of anot er person  
roup or community  but for im erself  as a basic uman ri t  

An individual demandin  freedom s ould be a are t at e s e 

of is er demands  Because freedom is unt inkable it out 
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responsibility  if freedom is an individual ri t  t en it re uires 
responsibility  en freedom is demanded for individuals  t e 
burden of responsibility cannot t en be placed on reli ion  or on 
an intellectual belief system  because t e concepts of freedom 
and responsibility depend on one anot er reciprocally  

T e second process operates from outside to inside  and t is 
can be ac ieved by secularism  n t is case  secularism over

T e responsibilities incurred as a result of t e freedom t at is ac
uired by t e individual are carried out in t is social environment  

tices are e ercised freely  As in ot er reli ions  slam as certain 
principles of belief and creed  e also ave innumerable istori
cal scriptural commentaries related to t e individual  society and 

overnment  oreover  if e consider t e e tensive demands 
for freedom to practice our beliefs in a le al and political arena  

e must understand t at a totally open ended freedom can only 
be realized if ot er reli ions or beliefs it  ic  e coe ist are 
in turn indered  T ere can be no limit on demands for freedom 

en t ose demands are based on t e aut ority of reli ion and 

struction  T e demands for freedoms voiced in t e name of od 
or reli ion  imply unlimited soverei nty over ot er people  T e 
endless battles t rou out istory bet een different reli ions  

evident proof of t is  T e natural boundaries of freedom of belief 

and by secularism from outside to inside

Huma
ilosop y as mostly to do it  contemplatin  oneself  A uman 

bein  s ould e plore im erself before attemptin  to understand 
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is er surroundin s  t e orld and t e society e s e lives in 

t e uman in different branc es of sciences in la  politics  

o n principles and met ods  ome look at mind and t ou t  
ot ers at actions and be avior  but morality is t e only uman 

attributes it  ot er disciplines  ile in t e moral sp ere  t ere 

bein  in creation is t e uman bein  it  all of is er oals  
feelin s and t ou ts  related to  and realized in consonance 

it  uman needs

Humankind as a responsible creature

e stated t at Alla  is not a moral bein  because Alla  is not 
responsible to anyone or anyt in  in relation to desi ns to be 
materialized  f e ere responsible  e could put for ard t e 
idea t at t ere s ould be a demand for freedom  But at t is point  
comin  to t e conclusion t at Alla  is not free ould be illo ical  
because neit er freedom  nor responsibility  as a natural re uire
ment of freedom  can be mentioned in re ard to Alla  tatin  
t at Alla  is not a moral bein  t en does not mean t at e creat
ed fate and predestination in ne lect of moral values  nor t at e 
s ould be re arded as an immoral bein  reedom is a value t at 
can be demanded only by a responsible bein  o ever  and be

relation to Alla  it cannot be e pected from any entity ot er t an 
t e uman bein  n li t of t is  umankind s ould be free to act 

it  responsibility and to bear responsibility for bein  free  T e 
confused vie  t at Alla  is responsible for is actions and t us 
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as Alla  ud in  ot er bein s for t eir intentions and actions 

for its intelli ence  t ou ts and actions  and t us responsible for 
t e conse uences of t ese  is umankind  

T is responsibility  et er to t e society or to t e reli ion and 
od  imposes one or t e ot er obli ation on mankind  

The law is inseparable from morality or, without 
morality there is no law 

very virtuous bein  must act in accordance it  moral princi
ples  but every moral bein  does not ave to act in accordance 

it  t e la  because t e la  must take its inspiration and direc
tives from morality  and depends on it at every step alon  t e 

ay  ot all types of moral intentions and actions are enforced by 
la  and only some of t ese can be made le al entities  orality 
is deductive and t e la  is inductive  n ot er ords  morality pro
vides eneral and inclusive principles and rules  t e la  based 
on principles and predictions  strives to ac ieve provisions t at 
are in accordance it  t ose eneral principles  n t e surface  

morality  t ou  in reality it is not so  T e la  jud es one mostly 
by t e court  t e opposite party and t e adjudicators  ereas 
morality jud es one in t e eyes of t e ole society and t e con
science of every individual

A judicial penalty is carried out it in a time frame  but t ere is no 
time frame in re ard to moral punis ments  no kno n be innin  
or endin  point in time  endin  t e conscience and t e social 

no reference to morality  or placin  morality under le al aut ority  
constitute t e proverbial over elmin  of t e lion by t e cat  T e 
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presses t is situation e actly  ile morality is in a determinative 
position for la s in t e lar er frame ork  in t e case of t is unjust 
verdict e see t e la  dictatin  to morality  so to speak  f t ere is 
a political ideolo y be ind suc  a judicial verdict  it means t at t e 
la  violates morality  and t at politics violates t e la s  

Freedom begins in the mind

Before demandin  freedom  e must consider et er or not 
e believe in it and can bear t e unbearable responsibility of 

freedom  f e are irresponsible it out possessin  freedom  it 
ould be a unrealistic dream to e pect t at freedom ill per

mit us even more irresponsibility  reedom dictates t at e must 
prepare ourselves for a reater sense of responsibility  e must 
seriously consider if e are mentally free before demandin  free
dom from ot er people  Are e really less free t an t ose from 

si nify a more advanced sta e t an at e deem ourselves 
ort y of  Are e sure t at t e ran e of intellectual freedom 

ic  e already possess is not broader and more desirable 
t an at e ask for  

T e lo ical feasibility of t e demands for freedom in Turkis  so
ciety is not realistic  T ose re uestin  reli ious  et nical and re

ional freedom s ould do a self criti ue about et er or not 
t eir present freedom is not as e tensive as t at ic  t ey de

t e least free people in society  To at e tent t ey t emselves 
are mentally  morally and internally free is open to uestion t is  
at t e same time t at t ey e press suc  opinions as represen
tatives of communities and 
condemn even slam to be interpreted it in t e boundaries of a 
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t ey leave no mar in for ot er interpretations do not tolerate dif
ferent points of vie  at are t ese people  o undervalue 
even t e current social and intellectual freedoms t ey already 
enjoy  oin  to do it  t e additional freedom t ey ask for  T ey 
must ans er t is  as t ey ave reduced even fait  in t e same 
reli ion to fait  in t e same roup  

T e main issue ere is t e mental blinkers  T ose o deem 
t eir minds and environments un ort y of freedom s ould not be 
re arded as realistic and sincere in t eir demands for freedom  

t nical or re ional demands for freedom are not too different 
from all t is  n demandin  freedom accordin  to a primitive and 
violent form of politics based on tribe  feud  violence a ainst 

omen and racial fanaticism  it is vitally essential to et rid of 

reedom be ins in t e mind and forms t e individual  A roup or 

to roup  community  et nical or re ional demands  reedom 
builds t e individual  f t ere is a community consistin  of com
pletely free individuals  it constitutes a nation  not merely a tribe 

already ac uired  

An irresponsible sense of freedom leads to fruitless action  T e 
demand for freedom is peculiar to umans  and t e most funda
mental uman ri t is  of course  freedom  But it s ould never 
be for otten t at t e uman bein  demands freedom as a moral 

iberatin  morality from t e la  and t e la  from political control 
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is parallel to liberatin  t e individual from t e control of tribes or 
roups

T e individual must re uest freedom for im erself  because t e 
individual ill ave t e ri t to determine is er o n constraints 

en iven freedom  n t e contrary  if t e individual stands up 
for a demand for freedom for a community or a tribe  and t at 

roup ets at it ants  it cannot be predicted o  muc  free
dom ill be ranted to t e members of t at roup  n suc  a 
case  t e individual may be faced it  avin  to stru le to re
trieve from t e roup t e freedom for ic  e s e ad already 
strived  Beliefs cannot be an instrument of politics and ambitions

in t e late s  t e overnment focused primarily on t e ideo

populism  nationalism  secularism  statism and revolutionism as 

eptember

T ese ideolo ies also form t e political and ideational basis for 
freedom of belief and t ou t   ill address t e ideolo y of na
tionalism as a fundamental condition for freedom of t ou t and 
belief  and make a comparison bet een nationalism and conser
vatism

Nationalism and Conservatism from the point of view 
of freedom and the constraints of belief

n past a es t ey ere t o separate mediators  A risin  reli ious 
movement is full of c an es and e perimentation and open to ne  
opinions in every respect  T e birt  of slam brou t about a mo
dernizin  and or anizin  environment  But as it  ot er reli ions  
1
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Islam could not escape from conservatism, and in a religion, con-
servatism is like congealment of the water of life2. Conservatives 
believe ontologically that an individual is an entity who is weak, 
and in need of familial, religious and traditional support. Empha-
sizing the intellectual capacity of the individual, they believe that 
historical experience and practical knowledge are preferable to 
abstract reasoning. In political terms, they are uneasy about the 

believe are capable of producing nothing but the enlargement of 
the political sphere to the detriment of corporations. 

Nationalism and conservatism do not concur with each other. 
Nationalism is revolutionary, whereas conservatism argues the 
preservation of the current status quo and the conditions that 
stem from it. 

Nationalism is an inalienable principle for social development 
and progress. Nationalism does not refer to any ethnic origin. 
Turkish nationalism stands for cultural and historical unity and 
solidarity. Not only that, it also prevents oppression of different 
ethnic groups, religions and sects and domination of one over 
the other in Turkish society. Turkish nationalism is a melting 
pot in that sense-- not a single ethnic identity with bestowal of 
privileges on any religion or sect, nor privileges or deprivation 
practiced respectively on others deemed superior or inferior. The 
principle of nationalism not only creates a sphere of freedom for 
all ethnicities but also creates a sphere for freedom of belief for 
all the coexisting religions and sects, even sub-groups with dif-
ferent points of view within the same group. Nationalism, along 
with national freedom, is the water of life for both social and in-
dividual freedom. 

nationalist movements shows us that nationalism is the most 
2
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intense and persistent source of tension in a population and 
that if there is a need for putting an end to the chain of great 
changes that springs from the revolutionist tension, the tension 
of nationalism should be obviated3.

If it had not been for the spirit of rebirth in Japanese nationalism, 
the extraordinary development of Japan might not have been 
possible. Modernization of western European countries, 
especially Germany, can be seen as catalyzed by nationalistic 
enthusiasm. Judging by the current signs, the sentiment that 
will bring about the awakening of the Asian countries is going to 
be nationalism, too. What made it possible for Mustafa Kemal 

was the birth of a candid nationalist movement4. The constitution 

and political terms; “The name Turk, as a political term, shall be 

The constitution clearly states that religious and racial differences 

and global essence--one that is against imperialism and 
colonialism, and that does not rely on a racially or religiously- 
based awareness5.

Millet (Nation): Conservative, Ulus (Nation): Modernist

The notions of millet and  both have the same meaning (na-
tion) and are used by different groups. These two notions that 
3

4

5
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have the same meaning as a result of the special position of 

part of an activity in different periods. The term nationalism is 
means

a group of people with the same religion. Over a period of time, 
while passing from a religious society to a secular one, the con-

the word (nation) was lexicalized from the word  used 
in the Orkhon inscriptions, because the word millet ( a people) 
recalls the word ummah. This pre-Islamic notion was adopted by 
the founders of our republic who wanted to establish a secular 
and contemporary state, because it stands for a temporal union. 
In the following years, the right-wing, the conservatives and the 
religionists of the society used the notions millet (nation) and mil-

(nationalism), whereas the progressive and the modern 
groups that adopted secularism, along with left-wing intellectuals,
used the notions (nation) and (nationalism)6.

Freedom and the bonds of freedom    
in reference to Atatürk

“We believe that Islam should be sublimated and conducted 
away from being the political tool it has been for centuries. It is 

relieve our holy and divine faith and conscientious values imme-
diately and certainly of politics that include all kinds of dark and 
unstable interests and ambitions. Only then the nobility of Islam 

7.
6

7

Third Edition, Ankara 2007; p. 192.
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“Everybody has freedom and the right to think, to believe, to have 
a distinctive political ideology, to perform or not to perform the 
necessities of religion at will. No idea and no conscience can be 
dominated.

The liberty of conscience must be acknowledged as one of the 
most important, incontestable and limitless rights of an individual.

8.

Freedom of belief in religion

Islam aims to be understood. It is stated in the Quran that the 
Quran was sent down in order that we may learn wisdom. The 
freedom of belief is humanistic within the context of understan-
ding. For malicious persons, however, true understanding of 
religion is seen as something hindering control of the people, 
and consequently that keeping people from real understanding 
of religious will enable control over them. Thus, they never want 

-

-
der a false religious pretext, making people believe mistakenly 
that not understanding is inherent in the nature of the religion.

According to this deception, the conclusion to be drawn from a 
teaching will be determined by the extent to which it can separate 
an individual from him/herself and from his/her environment, 
8
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rather than the real depth, nobility or truth of the teaching. What 
Pascal said about a successful religion can be applied to effective 
teachings as well: “A successful religion should be against nature, 

seen that a teaching is recommended if it is incomprehensible, 
and thus reliable as to its effectiveness in manipulating people. 
People make sure of only the things they do not understand. A 
comprehensible teaching lacks power9

anybody to believe or act according to what they believe. Neither 
the believing nor the consequent actions are obligatory.

10.

“The M
11.

will into two. First is the Will of Genesis: the will that is related to 
the laws of the nature such as birth, death, sunrise and sunset, 

entities are necessarily connected to the Will of Genesis. Not a 
single form of existence can die or be born outside of this will. 
The second will is the Legislative Will, in which there is no divine 
or natural enforcement. Allah, according to that will, wants people 
to have faith in him and his religion, but unlike his intention in the 
Will of Genesis, sets humans free on the subject of their beliefs, 
Allah does not force anybody to believe in him or in his religious 
teachings; Allah wants people to believe in him for their own 
good. If Allah wanted to make everybody believe in him, he could 
have done the same as with the natural laws. But Allah did not 
see such enforcement appropriate to his own glory, having both 
love for humanity and desiring to give it free will. As stated in this 
9

10

11   The Table Spread (Al-Maida) 99.
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and many quasi-Quran verses, Allah did not give any authority or 
permission to his own Messenger on this issue, but placed the 
freedom of belief under his own guardianship.

Freedom of belief and thought will fall into place when the burden 
of the processes of nationalization and thus individualization 
is relieved. Without the accruing of nationalization, and hence 
individualization, a maturation regarding the belief and intellectual 
issues cannot be expected. The review of the subjects of belief 
and intellect, enriched philosophically by science, enlightenment 

of freedom. Unless the problems surrounding the deep suspicion 

the low rate of literacy, and in short, all of the ideological problems, 
such as the prevalence of belief to the detriment of knowledge, 
are overcome; unless the sociological problems such as lower-
than-expected transformation of the social structure based on 
tribe, region and ethnicity are resolved, beliefs and borders will 
always clash rather than complement each other.. 
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ON THE SUBJECT OF “BEING COVERED” —
WOMEN’S PAST AND PRESENT IN TURKEY

-

head has been regarded as a practice that determines the thin 

connotes, both theologically and anthropologically, covering of the 
head as a part of the human body, along with its assigned political, 
social and judicial connotations. The discourse of hijab, apart from 
covering the whole body, has been interpreted as an indicator of 
protection of purity and chastity, the blessing or insult, and the lib-

been regarded as a symbol which stands for the genitals and pri-

perhaps, because less likely to be regarded as women, were not 
deemed worthy of this symbol of chastity and purity. 

Human Philosophy and Woman

The post-Socratic philosophy, which assesses humanity and the 
existence of humanity on the basis of thought and action is – as 

Stemming from the conjunction of the disciplines of science and 

for the Islamic thought and history, which springs from the con-
junction of a discipline of science and philosophy. Islamic Phi-
losophy is, in the history of Islamic thought, the enunciation of 
a civilization of almost four centuries between the 9th and 13th 
centuries. As in the West, and possibly more so, humanity is the 
focal point of this civilization; with even religion based on the 
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scope
-

manity, were determined for, in accordance with and because of 
humanity.

In the 13th century, humanity was alienated from itself, thus from 

half-male God and its determinations from above just as the God 
had left nature to be determined by people. From this century on, 

a philosophy. Philosophy, the basis of intellectual thought and 

actual problem is the imposition of a religion without a philosophy 

fear your Guardian Lord, Who created you from a single person, 
created out of it his mate, and from them twain scattered (like 
seeds) countless men and women;- fear Allah, through Whom 
ye demand your mutual (rights), and (be heedful)of the wombs 
(that bore you): for Allah ever watches over you1. “A single per-

were created from it. The single person with bipolar gender as-

men and women equal ontologically. The words: “They are your 

and women were seen to complete one another in humanistic 
terms2; the hadith, that women are quasi- men ( one half of each 

3 -

1
2
3
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prophet Muhammad which, with accounts of his daily practice
(the Sunna), constitute the major source of guidance for Muslims 

men one by one, and in every situation and occasion, expanding 
on the belief that the integrity of humanity can only be possible 
through integrity of both: “For Muslim men and women, for be-
lieving men and women, for devout men and women, for true 
men and women, for men and women who are patient and con-
stant, for men and women who humble themselves, for men and 
women who give in charity, for men and women who fast, for men 
and women who guard their chastity, and for men and women 

4

The feeling and motivation for covering involved in the creation 
of every human being by God the Lord, have been reduced to 
hijab by displacement from their theological and philosophical 

hijab has become a substitution for veil and purdah that over-
shadows the natural and religious necessity to cover front and 
back sides of the body. 

How human Are women in the discourse of hijab? 

Woman constitutes the focal point because of her position as 
uncompromising symbol between Islam and modernity5. This ar-

by the Koran to avoid acknowledging the humanness of women, 

4

5
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his era, states that “women are the hypocrisy of mankind. Their 
faith is imperfect because of the weakness of their intelligence, 

6. Another example: “I had a look at hell 
and I saw that the majority of hell dwellers were women. I looked 
at heaven and I saw that a very minor portion of heavenly dwell-
ers were women7.

There are many other similar sayings which manifest disrespect 
for the Prophet, to an extent that, over a long period of time, 
insulting views of women in the Islamic world have been 
transformed into generally accepted givens, without consideration 
for the necessity of reference to the religion itself. Those attitudes 
have also affected the Turkish concept of religion; and those 
who value women in Turkish culture have been overshadowed 
by those accepting the dogma that devalues them. The most 
striking examples for 
rights which are irrelevant in terms of both logic and religion. In 

-
mon and ordered the people to give

6

s. 173). 
7

172).
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curse frequently, and are ungrateful to your husbands. I have not 

8.

-
dith corpus. In considering the dialogue here, the followings are 

economic power and liberty apart from the income of their hus-
bands. According to the constructed view of women, it has been 
written that because they inherit only half as much as men and 
do not have to work for a living as do their husbands, economic 
responsibility therefore belongs to men. Above all, given the fact 
that women were not allowed to even go out without permission 
from their husbands, it was impossible for women to possess suf-

-
gious work, but the hadith, though the hadith states that working 
is not an obligation for women. Thus the assertion that women 
will go to hell if they do not give alms must be basically wrong. 

Of women it is stated that “cursing frequently and being 

which one gender is to be punished by the majority. This does not 
8
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accord with the Islamic sense of justice. Menstruation cannot be 

because of this, this cannot be divine punishment, but the result 
of human hatred. Believing that the Prophet counts this innate 

Testimony is one of the rights newly given to women, who had 
not been deemed human in the pre-Islamic period. For this rea-

women back to a more primitive mindset. The following rumor is 
a superlative example of the primitive mindset behind the head 
scarf, hijab and chador. The debates on women relating to hijab 
were shaped by Islamic thought and from human philosophy, a 
philosophy in which women were considered equal to donkeys 

9

10.

The inconsistent rumors and their eternal defenders were uable 
to put up with the human rights11 and the right of worship12, the 

9

10

11

12
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revolutionary rights the Prophet gave women13. This tradition 
of the Prophet for which it is natural for women to go to prayer 
rooms and mosques has still not been realized in our country. 

that the Turkish nation must leave this intolerance behind. Those 

ords has yet to be 
understood in our country14.

While Islam was revolutionizing in terms of saving women from 
ignorance and the inhuman status, the mentioned hatred that 
is unable to put up with this status of women has grown stron-
ger through centuries by changing shape and content. Its name 
is the discourse of hijab which indirectly but effectively deprives 
women of all their human and social rights. 

15.

-
selves and those who do not. This kind of discrimination took 
place neither in the pre-Islam Cahiliye (Jahiliyyah) period nor in 

is hijab. Not covering, on the other hand is not wearing a head 
scarf. Because men and women already bear the sense of cover-
ing which is situated in their creation and nature by the God. This 

13

14

15

s. 9-12, 30.
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genitals, emphasizes the actuality. “When they tasted of the tree, 
their shameful parts became manifest to them, and they began 

16.

The same reaction that led to covering in both sexes demon-
strates the actual situation in the Creation. Otherwise there would 
certainly be some documentation stating that Eve also covered 
her head. Those who grant the discourse of hijab a historical 

the reason why there is not a particular indication of hijab in this 

and the believing women, that they should cast their outer gar-
ments over their persons (when out of doors): that is most con-
venient, that they should be known (as such) and not molested. 

17.

freedom or concubinage in the pre-Islamic era. In this verse, it is 
commanded that wives and daughters of the Prophet and all the 
other believing women put on their outer garments on leaving the 
home, since without this degree of covering they faced molesta-
tion by men, as they might be taken for bondswomen, who were 
subject to such attacks18.

-
tury interpreted this verse as implying that bondswomen were 

19. This inauspicious tradition, which many have tried to 
abolish, has been kept alive by the classical commentaries, even 
though centuries have passed since the birth of Islam. But being 
a woman and even a Muslim woman were not enough to avoid 
16

17

18

19
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concubinage and or bondage . Even at the present time, there are 
many of those who defend the existence of this primitive social 
class at a theoretic level and—what is even worse-- by ground-
ing it on Islam. For example, a contemporary Islamic law expert, 

yli stated that the bondswomen had a lower status 
than the free women, and that even the private parts of the body 
supposed to be covered during prayer (between the kneecap and 
the belly) was different for bondswomen than for other women20.

 Woman as the most fundamental tool of Arabization in our coun-
-

rumors on the subject of woman and hijab—rumors that atrophy 
human intelligence and comprehension and that see women as 
sub-human and bondswomen as sub-women. As efforts were 
made to smooth these contradictory and dishonorable rumors 
with occasional enlightened thinking, the subject always became 
more complicated than it had been and went off the rails. The 
question of why concubines did not need to cover was answered 
with such insulting, unreasonable, cruel and ignorant comments 
as: to relieve them of the labor for covering as they had to go out 
frequently to serve their masters. 

If it were obligatory for women to cover from hair to nails, since all 
were seen as private parts with the determining factor whether or 
not the women were Muslim, would there be different measure-
ments of privacy and private parts of the body for free women 
and women slaves ? 

Are the existence of female slaves and continuation of the insti-
tution of concubinage offered up to society in exchange for the 
existence of a recognized class of liberal women? 
20
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Ferra, which is claimed to be about hijab, women would loosen the 
back side of their head scarves while keeping the front side open. 
Thus, modest dress became an obligation for Muslim women21.
Another rumor puts forward that when the verse; “women should 

“Ansar women went out of their homes even though they had 
black head scaves around their heads that make them look like 
corvine birds22. Woman slaves were not included in the “corvine-

believing that chador was a religious obligation in the era of the 
Prophet coincidental, given the fact that the supply of veil and 
cloth for covering the genitals even for the burial of the funerals 
was literally scarce in this era. 

As a conclusion, we can state that whatever we say about “veil of 
-

ment of obligation concerning them. A religious obligation means 
an absolute command for which the punishment for disobedi-

-
ing the head among the sins listed till 76 in the classical Islamic 
literature. Freedom for hijab means freedom for a non-existent 
religious obligation which is based on contradictions. 

From Bondmaid to Woman, From Woman to    
Human or Vice Versa

The categories of free and bond women come into focus within 
the context of the matters relating to the veil, purdah and hijab in 
Islamic sources, and especially in Islamic law. The two different 
classes of women are treated differently in this respect. While 
free women were obliged to observe purdah and hijab, female 
21

22
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glance might seem like an actual privilege. But the situation is 
actually the exact opposite. Not being required to cover oneself 
was forbidden for female slaves, since purdah and hijab were 
privileges for which they were deemed unworthy. This very same 
discrimination survives in a theoretical sense in the present. 

-
trays the attitudes of women in relation to the matters of bareness 

-
en were neither entirely bare nor completely turbaned. There were 
women with and without the turban, with inferences in the poems 
that face and head scarves-- distinguishing factors between free 
women and bondswomen—were opened in cases of misery, la-
ment and elegy, the scarves were opened. For this reason, free 
women who realized that they would be taken prisoner in losing 
battles, and hence enslaved, would open their face and head 
scarves in order to resemble bondswomen, thus being deemed 
unworthy of harassment and hence permitting their escape23.

In light of all this, purdah and hijab are seen to be directly re-

command or a religious principal, purdah and hijab arose from 
socio-economic and socio-cultural conditions in the pre-Islamic 
period. That is to say—they were clearly traditional practices. “O 

that they should cast their outer garments over their persons 
(when out of doors): that is most convenient, that they should be 
known (as such) and not molested. And Allah is Oft- Forgiving, 

24.

23

24
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freedom or concubinage in the pre-Islamic era. In this verse, it 
is commanded that wives and daughters of the Prophet and all 
the other believing women put on their outer garments on going 
out, since women who did not do so were perceived as bonds-
women and thus molested. This verse is seen as a warning to 
free women to avoid the treatment suffered by bondswomen25.

stated dress code in order to abolish what constituted a social 
blight-- the tradition of concubinage. If it had been addressing 
a society without such discrimination, putting on the outer gar-
ments would most probably not have been an obligation and the 
motive for transmission of the verse nonexistent. 

On the basis of this verse, some linguists have come to the 
conclusion that women were being urged to wear chadors in 
order to hide their identity and avoid recognition to avoid the 
harassment26. In fact however, the covering of outer garments with 
the chador is something quite unsubstantiated by fact. According 
to the verse, the outer garments, relative to determination of 
the time, conditions and tolerance in traditions, was left to the 

At this point, we will put aside the subject of purdah style and 
details regarding whether hijab has a religious ground or not. 

scholars came to a mutual understanding about the statement 
in the verse ‘they should not display their beauty and ornaments 
except what (ordinarily) appear
25

26
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women. The statement implies this, in light of the fact that the 
bondswoman constitutes property, and hence requires caution 
in her merchandising-- something possible only through the 
exercise of complete vigilance. On the other hand, there were no 

27

A very famous 13th century commentator on the Koran was 

with his interpretation of the verse. This inauspicious tradition, 
which many would like to see abolished, has been kept alive 
by the classical commentaries even though centuries have 
passed since the birth of Islam. Being a woman-- and even a 
Muslim woman-- were not enough to protect a woman from 
concubinage and slavery. Even at the present time, there are 
many who defend the existence of this primitive social class at 
a theoretical level, and even worse—basing their defense of 
the practice on Islam. For example, a contemporary Islamic law 

lower status than that of free women, with different requirements 
as to which private body parts must be covered during prayer.28.

When one of you wed a slave, bondswoman or a worker of 
yours to someone, you should no longer see under their belly 

29. This fully implies that the master had 

bodies. In this regard, the difference between free women and 
bondswomen in relation to purdah has been carried on as the 
continuation of a pre-Islamic tradition30.
27

28

29

30
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of concubinage, along with the customs of that time, are directly 
related to whether or not this tradition is kept alive. 

These references to the religious literature have provided the 
basis for discrimination between free women and bondswomen; 
today, this social and class discrimination has been used as a 
religious pretext for turban. 

According to Abd Allah Ibn Umar, a bondswoman who was to be 
sold could not have privacy. Because she was property, it was 
therefore permissible to touch and look at her breasts, belly, back 
and legs31. Nor was it possible for bondswomen to reach the sta-

beat a bondswoman wearing outer garments who came into to 
his presence, and had her open her headscarf, since she did not 
have the right to appear as a free woman. It is also known that 
purdah was forbidden for bondswomen during the period that 

-
ments32. Almost all of the references are in that direction33.

This kind of treatment, deemed proper for bondswomen and 
based on so-called religious doctrine, was defended rather than 
criticized by Islamic rationalism and right-minded academic se-
riousness; concubinage was legalized as a tool to stop harass-
ment of women about whom the reasons for free behavior were 
unknown)34. With regard to this approach, one does not need to 
ponder very long to come to the conclusion that everyone was 
31

1986, s. 598.
32

33

34
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this is in direct contradiction with Islam and the life philosophy of 
the Prophet. 

Nor were slaves—the male versions of bondswomen-- forgotten. 
No limit was observed in the narration of incredible tales about 

-
ject of bondswomen: 

granted this slave to her. At that moment her clothes were not 
enough to cover her entire body. The Prophet said: There is no 
harm in that, the only ones entering here are your father and your 
slave35. Aisha reported that her slave stared at her while she was 
combing her hair. According to the assertions of some, a slave 

indicate that there is no privacy observed with slaves36. Accord-
ing to Maverdi, a male slave is not legally available to her mis-
tress but a bondswoman is permissible to her master, because 

organs of a bondswoman are the property of her master37.

 These attitudes that clutter human intelligence and lack all mer-

and how this exploitive mentality manifests as hijab at present. 
hadowed by innumerable

35

36

37
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references t at contradict one anot er on t e subject of oman 
and ijab  t at atrop y uman intelli ence and compre ension 
and t at see omen as sub uman and bonds omen as sub

omen  As efforts ere made to smoot  t ese contradictory and 
dis onorable rumors upon realization from time to time  it al ays 
became more complicated t an it ad been and ent off t e 
rails  T e uestion of y concubines did not need to cover as 
ans ered it  suc  insultin  unreasonable  cruel and i norant 
comments as  to relieve t em of t e labor for coverin  as t ey 

ad to o out fre uently to serve t eir masters  

f it ere obli atory for omen to cover from air to nails  includ

et er t e omen ere uslim or not  ould t ere be different 
measurements of privacy and private parts of t e body for free 

omen and omen slaves  

Are t e e istence of female slaves and continuation of t e insti
tution of concubina e  victims offered to t e society in e c an e 
for an accepted class of liberal omen or t e omen o de
serve to be in t at class  Before t e transmission of t e verse  

accordin  to bu ekeriya el erra ould loosen t e back side of 
t eir ead scarf and keep t e front side open  T ereon  modest 
dressin  became an obli ation for uslim omen

Anot er reference puts for ard t at en t e verse  omen 

transmitted Ansar omen ent out of t eir omes even t ou  
t ey ad black ead scarves around t eir eads t at make t em 
look like corvine birds

38
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t at c ador as a reli ious obli ation in t e era of t e rop et 
are not coincidental  because t e supply of veils and clot  for 
coverin  t e enitals  even for t e burial of t e funerals as uite 
scarce at t e time  

T e s allo  orld vie  unable to onor t e uman di nity of 
omen and ic  as made t em into concubines accordin  to 

its im  and ic  as subjected omen to a reli ious aut orita
rianism under t e name of t e never endin  purda  command  as 

oran  urda  as radually linked up to c ador and from c ador 
to t e directive of coverin  t e ole body it  a veil from top to 
toe e cept for a sin le eye  As centuries passed  t ose arbitrary 

reli ious command t at overs ado s even t e alima a ada  

as c ador and purda  as coverin  t e ole body e cept for 
a sin le eye  and determinin  t ese as t e line bet een fait  

it  t at  so muc  so t at ijab as become a reason for 
rejectin  co education  ot coverin  t e ead as interpreted 
in suc  a ay as to be seen as leadin  to all kinds of immorality  
includin  prostitution

ijab bonds omen  sometimes directly  but mostly indirectly  e 
ave seen t e classic istorical back r

o do not cover it  concubines
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n ic  reli ious doctrines does purda  ic  is often 
misinterpreted and symbolized by only ijab based  f t ese 
doctrines e ist  o  connected are t ey  and are t ey as po erful 
as t ey are claimed to be  s purda  a reli ious duty  s it a 
circumcision  s t ere any punis ment for disobedience  s it 
based on socio economic and socio cultural factors  or does it 
consist of a traditional practice  

s purda  related to t e private entity of t e female body or to t e 
social status of oman  f t e latter  does c an e of status ave 

re arded as omen  Accordin  to t e discourse on t e turban  
if omen disre ard so called modest dress  t eir morals ill 
radually deteriorate alon  it  t e sense of c astity and modesty  

and ill eaken society  ile veiled omen are not e posed 
to t e molestations of men  omen o love to ear revealin  
clot es and to look stylis  for men become tar ets of arassment 

revealin  appearance as played a stron  role in t is

dressin  in a book addressin  female university students  

your ead completely it  a lar e scarf and lo er it onto your 

T e same aut or says  

nveilin  is obscene and as not in  to do it  any reli ion  
n t e contrary  suc  dressin  is t e representation of a secular 

identity ic  is t e bi est enemy of divine inspiration and as 
no connection it  Alla  
40
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nveilin  is denial of t e uslim identity and e presses t e pref
erence for bein  accepted and reco nized it  anot er identity

A oman o is properly covered from top to toe is proclaimin  

T e implied statements are clearly put into ords ere  Accordin  

seen as a reli ious duty and disobedience an unla ful denial of 
uslim identity  t is inferred t at a oman not observin  turban 

it  ords a ain primarily intended for female university stu
dents t at do not cover t eir eads  accompanied by ross ac
cusations and revilements  t e aut or asserts t at turban is an 
obli ation beyond alima a ada  Accordin  to im  omen 

it out turban are omen it out any virtue and value  T ey 
cannot be ood mot ers  ouse ives and brides  T ey ave no 
place in uman society  because t ese uncovered omen are 
not in  but creatures  t at incite t e animal instincts of men

From politicization of religiousness to 
religionization of politics

T e discourse on turban concretizes t e transformation of reli i
osity to a political value based on facts it  t e follo in  state
ments  

Turban ban is t e most obvious manifestation of reli ious mo

Turban ban is manipulation of t e reli ious  cultural and moral po
sitions t at t e pro ibitive mindset ad be
42
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Turban ba

Turban ban ants to destroy slamic fait  and to convert uslim 

T e reli iosity of politics reveals itself just at t is point  

tion t at allo s entry into t e political and public sp eres as do
mains of po er  domain ic  can be entered only by t e similar 
rat er t an liberation of a moral and reli ious virtuousness

omen ave reacted to t is mentality of political reli iosity  a 
mentality t at ad been operatin  in slam a ainst t em via t e 
obli ation to cover t e ole body e cept for an eye  keepin  t e 

ead and air covered even ile at ome alone  restrictin  t eir 
education only as far as i  sc ool raduation  and su es

 n t e one and  it as 
declared t at sc olars ip is obli atory for every uslim  for bot  

 but on t e ot er and  t ere is a prescribed 
list of sciences t at omen are allo ed to study accordin  to 
slam   urt ermore  t e condition for a oman to o out of er 

permission

45
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T e discourse on turban  especially after t e s  seems to 
ave iven up servin  t e purpose of protectin  purity and c as

of public reli iosity t at as capable of makin  room for a po
litical po er domain for itself  T is is not our o n uess ork 
but based on confessions and statements of t e bearers of t e 
discourse of turban in practice  As al ays  t is political state as 

very uslim does not necessarily ear c ador  very uslim 
does not necessarily ear a lon  coat  too  T ere is no proof of 
suc  necessity  

t ere is no arm it  t at  T is similarity does not mean to be 

to purda  and t e clot in  style of several uslim communities 
reveal t e fact t at t e actual intention in clot in  c oices is to 
cover certain parts of t e body  

opposite of t e above  it  only four pa es separatin  t e t o 

t e dressin  of Arabic nations in t e pre slamic era as differ
ent and in eneral  similar to uropean style  n t e same pa e 

and t at if a uslim does not conform to t e slamic system  e
s e ill become icked because of t is
51
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as slamic dressin  are impossible  n t is subject  t e startin  
point s ould be stayin  a ay from t e clot in  styles t at are not 
approved by t e circumcision  n t e follo in  pa es of t e book  

ic  as publis ed after t e same meetin  almost t e total 
opposite of t ese opinions are put for ard  and t ere is mention 

considered from a different point of vie  if a uslim as a clot in  

of respect and loyalty to t e ot er people it  same fait  

n t e conclusion of t e book  a statement t at s o s disapprov

statements is put fort  in t e follo in  ords

slam as uni ue met ods and morals of clot in  Approval of 
t is is obli atory  ompromise about modest dressin  as been 
occurrin
almi ty reli ion of slam accordin  to only Arabic and ranian 
traditions rat er t an t ose of all uslim nations

is not turban  it is a coverin  t at is pertinent to piety  T e fact t at 
turban does not ave round on t e oran and on true circumci
sion doctrine does not mean t at it is pro ibited or unla ful  But 
not bein  pro ibited or unla ful does not make anyt in  a reli
ious duty  f t ere as been an on oin  practice for centuries  it 

refers to a rooted tradition rat er t an to a compromise  f t ere 
is a uest for suc  tradition  it s ould be t e e clusive ead scarf 
of Turkis  omen  

 T e onfederates  is not a 
description of a piece of slamic clot in
52
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and moral virtuousness on ic  uman onor and di nity do not 
depend on p ysical coverin  or t e ard part is ere  ima es 
and symbols ave al ays been preferred to spiritual dept  it  
t e symbols becomin  ors ipped objects  T is subject is a 
mystical one  and one t at s ould be e tensively researc ed in 

besto ed raiment upon you to cover your s ame  as ell as to 
be an adornment to you  But t e raiment of ri teousness  t at 
is t e best  uc  are amon  t e i ns of Alla  t at t ey may 

ic  as previously tar eted only omen  on men  too  ome 

actual arment made of eavy ool fabric  T is interpretation is 
completely opposite to t e spirit of t e verse  and is an interestin  
e ample t at s o s to at e tent t e discourse of turban as 
fanatically observed  

T e discourse of turban is based on a political and ideolo ical 
back round t at alienates reli ious omen in our country o 
cover in accordance it  Turkis  traditions in a sincere and 
simple ay  Because it is not directly related to t e basic structure 

parallel relations ip it  t e alterations in political and social 
circumstances

monolo ue rat er t an a social and civilized dialo ue  T e 
discourse is t e symbol of t e confusion t at remains bet een 
54
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seemin ly contradictory admonitions one t e one and  t e 
teac in  to cover your ead  lock yourself in t e ouse and on 

kno led e via readin  T e reasonable obli ation is merely to 
cover in a lo ical  sensible manner for e ample  to cover t e 

cultural values of t e uslim societies

T ere is a close similarity bet een t e e treme insistence 
and emp asis on discourse of turban and t e strict and 
uncompromisin  discourse re ardin  turban in e is  tradition  

ot coverin  t e ead is not included even in t e most detailed 
lists of reat sins under slamic la  ence t e failure to do so 
cannot be deemed as obli atory as salaa  and fast  ot a sin le 
verse  includin  i t st  puts coverin  t e ead and air fort  
as a mandatory provision  

f t e di nity  c astity  onor and purity of oman are represented 
by turban  t e absence of t is symbol ill brin  about t e 
absence of t e values it stands for  en decency and reli iosity 
are reduced to measurable symbols  t e discrimination bet een 
turbaned and non turbaned becomes deeper  t us leadin  to 

omen

T e discourse of turban t at as been politicizin  and e tendin  

t e et ical and civilized soul of slam  bypassin  t e step of 
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THE DYNAMICS OF TURKEY’S MIDDLE
EAST POLICY

T e c an es t at Turkis  forei n policy as under one over 
t e last fe  years
attracted reat attention in bot  academic and policymakin  
circles  T e revisions made in Turkis  forei n policy it  t e 

slamic countries  T e objective of t is article is an attempt to 
understand o  Turkis  forei n policy as c an ed  t e nature 
of t is c an e  t e undertakin s of t e A  in t is area and t e 
evolution of policy it  respect to t e iddle ast  et er or not 
Turkey ill set an e ample for t e ot er countries in t e re ion 

ill also be discussed

The Evolution of Turkish Foreign Policy

lic and essentially follo ed certain lines  albeit it  some varia
tions from time to time  T ese can be summarized as pursuin  

estern lookin  policies  a status uo approac  to t e lobal 
and international system  respect for international la s and 
a reements  pra matic and even opportunistic en necessary  
based on a security concept and under estern dominance

t  century  enerally preferred to make policies and conduct its 
economic affairs in a est centered and estern oriented ay  
Alt ou  many old empires kept close relations it  t eir former 
1

astern tudies    
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preferred to have -
toman states in the Middle East. Taking into consideration the 

foreign policy actors generally preferred the status quo. In other 
words, they opted for agreements, policies and structures that 
would not change the system. Traditional Turkish foreign policy 
aimed at protecting the territorial integrity of the country within 
the framework of international agreements, also sine qua non 

and is the underlying reason why Turkey has generally preferred 
to staying loyal to agreements if the question of their revisions 
emerged.2 The Ottoman Empire managed to survive for a very 
long time during a turbulent period because of its opportunism in 

each other and obtaining personal gain by negotiating with diffe-
rent parties in such a system. The approach of the Ottoman Em-

structure of traditional Turkish foreign policy is therefore based 
foremost on the notions of security, defense and military interests. 

All these features of traditional Turkish foreign policy started to 

the world markets and the liberalization of the Turkish economy 
starting in the 1980s. Thus Turkey, with the intention of estab-
lishing relations with the newly independent Turkic republics 
that emerged after the disintegration of the Soviet Union, be-

-
ing this period, Turkey continued its Western-oriented foreign 
policy approach and acted in coordination with the West. The 
2 One of the latest examples of this occured during the 2008 war in South 
Ossetia when Turkey allowed for US warships to enter the Straits as stated in the 

Turkey on US Ships in Black Sea, 27 August 2008
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main concerns and focus of foreign policy were security-based 
concentrating more on defense against potential threats and the 

election of the AKP in 2002 the concerns and focus of Turkish 
foreign policy began to shift. As outlined in the work of interna-

the Prime Minister and currently Minister of Foreign Affairs, in his 
seminal book 
foreign policy set forth a Turkey that looked towards regional in-
terests, both Western and non-Western, with the drive to change 
the status quo according to its will, respectful of international law 
but aiming to also affect the same law according to its advantage; 
still opportunistic and pragmatic, but attaching special priority to 
economic cooperation rather than security, ready to stand on its 
own as leader of its own club instead of aligning itself automati-
cally with the West. 

Of course, these changes in Turkish foreign policy are not only 
related to Turkey. The world system, in other words the structure, 
along with the power of actors in the system, otherwise referred 
to as agency, simultaneously shifted. From the 1980s to the rise 
of the AKP in 2002 the world system experienced some crucial 
breaking points and changes which can be summarized as fol-
lows: 1. The end of the Cold War which shifted the system from a 
bi-polar to a uni-polar world; 2. The creation of a power vacuum 
in the Middle East which began with the First Gulf War in 1991; 

newly independent states that emerged after 1991.3 Since the 
AKP came to power during the period affected by these changes, 
it incorporated those changes into its own approach. Actually, 
3
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Turkish foreign policy did not change completely. There was cer-
tainly change and development, but this was not exclusively at-
tributable to the AKP. The substructure needed to make these 
changes had been prepared by the other governing parties since 

to civil government in 1983, Turkey, under the governance of Tur-
gut Özal and the Anavatan Partisi (Motherland Party), aimed to 
promote relations with neighboring countries and provide eco-

of the Demokratik Sol Parti

bilateral relations, especially with Greece.4 -
riod, the (Welfare Party) stepped up relations with 
the Middle East and increased high-level visits to these areas.5

Turkish foreign policy had been undergoing change before the 
AKP, but the activism of the AKP combined with its views that 
Turkey become an active stakeholder in nearby events rather 
than merely reacting to them (in other words, an active policy 
approach instead of the reactionary Kemalist policy) and the 

with the Middle East are the best example of this. Terms such as 
neo-Ottomanism, the Islamization or the Middle Easternization 
of Turkey have been used at different stages to explain these 
changes.6

4

International Affairs, Vol. II, June-August 1997
5

6

org/2008/10/07/turkey-s-middle-east-policies-between-neo-ottomanism-and-
kemalism/z9i)
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and the promotion of relations with countries in the region aimed 

policy. In accordance with this goal, unprecedented negotiations 
and diplomatic contacts were made with Iran, Syria, Armenia and 
Greece. In addition, as a conciliator, Turkey tried to make contri-
butions to the establishment of peace in the region, and adopted 
an active policy to promote relations between Israel and Syria, 

its cultural existence in the region felt in a deeper way through 
television channels, television series, music and TV actors along 
with the development of tourism. Economic relations developed 
in accordance with the promotion of relations between Turkey 
and the region.7

economy, has had a truly spectacular affect in the Arab world. 
According to research conducted by TESEV, 74 percent of the 
population of the Middle East has watched a Turkish TV show 
and 71 percent have used Turkish products.8

Table1. Turkey’s Exports to the Middle East and 
Surrounding Areas
(Value: 000’s of $)*:

1998 2003 2008 2011
Increase 

(%) 
1998-2011

Afghanistan  21 886  36 489  136 82  275 969 1161
UAE  239 86  702 08  7 975 400 3 706 654 1445
Bahrain  10 562  28 856  308 223  160 418 1419
Algeria  482 293  573 002  1 613 644 1 470 547 205

7

8

2011, TESEV, January 2012 
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Morocco  99 428  180 779  957 769  920 896 826
Palestine  791  6 489  20 690  49 092 6108
Iraq**  829 058  3 916 685 8 310 130 902
Iran  194 696  533 786  2 029 760 3 589 635 1744
Israel  479 507  1 082 998  1 935 235 2 391 148 399
Qatar  10 247  15 688  1 074 013  188 138 1736
Kuwait  89 379  165 941  493 035  297 207 233
Libya  95 195  254 741  1 074 288  747 629 685
Lebanon  156 128  148 126  665 055  718 257 360
Egypt  474 229  345 779  1 426 450 2 759 311 482
Pakistan  63 585  70 354  155 065  213 672 236
Sudan  34 147  63 791  234 223  243 723 614
Syria  309 044  410 755  1 115 013 1 609 861 421
Saudi Arabia  473 868  741 475  2 201 875 2 763 476 483
Tunisia  351 036  220 015  778 098  802 302 129
Oman  21 630  22 484  215 755  214 651 892
Jordan  141 495  149 618  460 738  506 839 258
Yemen  62 100  156 069  353 605  272 733 339

Even though Turkey had previously initiated more activism in the 
Middle East region before 2002, the concerns that sparked such 
an approach were based on security concerns that began in the 
post-Cold War 1990s environment and were quite different from 
the current situation of our day. With the intention of improving its 
safety in the Middle East, Turkey became involved in the restruc-
turing of Northern Iraq and began to have more communication 
with neighboring states in an effort to combat terrorism in the 
region (especially the PKK). In this light, Syria and Iran started to 
negotiate more with Turkey. But relations with immediate neigh-
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bors remained limited and were based on issues of safety and 
the Kurdish question. Simultaneously, relations with Israel were 
promoted, culminating in agreements covering the military, tour-
ism and economic interaction. 

With the intention of establishing economic dependency in the 
region after 2002, the AKP promoted economic relations and 
started to distance itself from military investments and collabora-

the West had destroyed historically, were emphasized. Most of 
these policies became policies aimed at achieving leadership in 

to linger, such as the territorial integrity of Iraq and a secret com-
petition with Iran for leadership in the region. Among the issues 
ongoing since the 1990s, has been the support for regional sta-
bility and a solution to bring peace to the Palestinian question.

Effects of the Anatolian Tigers

One of the most important factors that changed after the 
1980s in Turkey was domestic economic entrepreneurs. These 
entrepreneurs, consisting mainly of smaller investors and capital 
began to experience economic growth and later started investing 
in neighboring countries. This group, called the Anatolian Tigers, 
generally saw the Middle East as an appropriate market and felt 
comfortable doing trade with a region that was culturally and 
religiously similar to Anatolian Turkey. This cultural relationship 
between Turkey and the Middle East facilitated the access of 
the Anatolian Tigers into the region and helped them become 
economically successful. Unlike the large capital that had 
directed the Turkish economy prior to the 1990s, represented by 
institutions such as the Association of Turkish Industrialists and 
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of family corporations  T ey felt t emselves far removed from 

t e Turkis  onfederation of Businessmen and ndustrialists 
T  T e A  overnment  kno n to be business and 

capital friendly  supported small investors of t is kind and in fact 
ave preference to t em rat er t an lar e capital  ic  as 

mainly supported by t e more emalist and secular circles  T e 
A  aimed to secure economic collaboration from diplomatic 
visits by includin  businessmen on all trips to t e re ion

n is ork 
asserted t at Turkey ad been arded off or even alienated from 

in a state of confusion about its o n culture and t e culture of t e 
re ion and as unable to fully identify or even compre end t e 
balances of t e re ion  en t is confusion as combined it  
t e alienation of t e re ion promoted by t e est  a discrimina
tion a ainst t e Arab orld emer ed  Amon  t e obstacles pre

termined by t e est  or t is reason  boundaries visa re uire
ments  needed to be lifted and economic collaboration needed to 
be developed

A  leaders ere in an appropriate position to establis  

of t em ad some sort of slamic education or ork or life e
perience in t e re ion  T e A  leaders ere bot  close to t e 

iddle ast in terms of life style and t ey also ad t e cultural 
9

10
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capacity to easily plant the seeds of collaboration in the region.11

For the AKP administrators who were raised at a distance from 
Western culture, the Middle East became one of the central is-
sues of Turkish foreign policy when they came to power. Firstly 
came visits to the region, then bilateral relations were estab-
lished between the AKP leaders and the leaders in the area. 
Along with the lifting of visa requirements, tourism, investment 
and economic connections between Turkey and Middle East 
were strengthened. Simultaneously, embarking upon the role of 
negotiator, Turkey was trying to spearhead talks between Israel 
and Syria, Iran and the West. 

The AKP also started to change internal balances as part of the 
quest for European Union membership. They reorganized mili-
tary – civilian relations. The voice of the military, which had been 
the guardian of secularism since the foundation of the Kemalist 

been open to economic collaboration and investment since the 
activation of the Customs Union with the European Union in 1996, 
Turkey started to show a tendency towards economic collabora-
tion rather than security-based agreements. Moreover, new TV 
series, movies, music and other works of art proved that Turkey 
was also capable of wielding soft power as well.12 The cooling of 
relations with the European Union starting in 2006 was also an im-
portant factor in terms of the change in Turkish foreign policy. The 
Middle East became a new market and domain for Turkey whose 
relationships with the West had started to become distorted. 
11

academic career at the International Islamic University in Malaysia and eventually 
went on to establish its Political Science department between 1990-1993 and 

12
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Turkish Trade Relations*

Changes in the Turkish economy began in the 1980s. Aiming at 
liberalization and restructuring, Turgut Özal and the ANAP gov-
ernment moved towards an export-based model instead of the 
previous statist development models. Meanwhile, attempts were 
made to diversify the range of products produced in Turkey and 
a transition to producing manufactured goods was encouraged. 
The search for new markets stemming from this kind of produc-
tion resulted in entry to new markets apart from the West. For the 
Anatolian Tigers, who commenced production in the 1980s and 

created markets that were both geographically close and cultur-
ally easy for many small investors to establish themselves in. 
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members) were established in order to represent these small 
mostly family-run companies. These two institutions made quite 
a different impression, both in terms of administrative mentality 

(mostly in Istanbul with nearly 600 members) that was founded 
in 1971 to represent large capital and industrialists.13

Middle East reached almost $28 billion and increased sevenfold 
in terms of trade when compared to 2002.14 In 2011, exports to 
Iraq alone exceeded $8 billion. By the end of 2010, there were 
approximately 300 Turkish companies in Northern Iraq alone.15

Imports from the Middle East to Turkey were over $20 billion, 

imports were natural gas from Iran. In 2011, imports from Iran 
amounted to $12 billion, while exports amounted to only $3.5 bil-
lion. Trade with the Middle East also brought about the develop-

spectacular economic growth. Taking into account the Kurdish 
population of the region, some opportunities were created for 
these regions to develop in a different direction, moving away 
from their traditional association with unemployment and terror. 

13

14

15

link: http://www.ntvmsnbc.com/id/25144388/
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Table 2. Exports of Turkey’s Border Towns*

2002 2005 2008 2011
Increase 

(%) 
2002-2011

Adana 461 040 883 833 1 304 024 1 756 
356 281

8 097 22 207 59 103 61 223 656

3 153 28 219 50 687 77 697 2364

Bitlis 235 2 899 5 337 2 333 892

6 811 57 349 92 091 169 672 2391

Gaziantep 619 536 1 652 554 3 237 061 4 759 
952 668

Hakkari 4 850 42 752 203 373 339 112 6893

Hatay 349 548 745 358 1 762 181 2 050 
555 487

Mersin 319 972 620 739 1 075 867 1 339 
368 319

110 305 229 108 379 376 711 945 545

Mardin 23 405 171 436 434 210 804 233 3336

Siirt 360 5 785 914 8 242 2188

6 967 32 392 147 445 148 312 2029

Van 1 427 13 415 13 073 20 127 1310

Batman 600 44 434 12 737 52 291 8615

21 172 250 740 382 885 910 482 4200

Kilis 2 486 4 496 23 907 30 546 1129

Osmaniye 698 1 540 6 821 131 537 18739

The Middle East policies pioneered by the Anatolian Tigers and 

time. Among these, the most important was the establishment of 
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stronger ties, more open to dialogue, with neighbors, especially 
Syria, then Iran and Northern Iraq. A rise in tourism, coupled 
with the growth of economic relations and the lifting of visa 
requirements made Turkey the rising star in the Middle East. As 
the Arab world started to watch and listen, especially to Turkish 
TV series, music and other cultural productions, their interest in 
Turkey increased and the number of Arab tourists spending their 
vacations in Turkey increased. The proliferation of such intense 

since the First World War had a positive effect on the Arab view 
of Turkey.16 According to TESEV research published in January 
2012, 78 percent of Arabs had a favorable view of Turkey as a 
negotiator, many Arabs stated that they used Turkish products 
and watched Turkish TV series.17

The structural changes and international status of the Turkish 
economy, along with the revision of traditional Western-oriented 
policies which sprang from this new-market-seeking approach, 
made Turkey the 16th

of $736 billion, and the status of a regional power by the end of 
2010. Sixty percent of the exports of this developing economy 
were attributable to small- and medium-sized enterprises like the 
Anatolian Tigers.18

16

17

2011, TESEV, January 2012 
18
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The Development of Import – Export – Trading Volume in 
Turkey (Based on TUIK data)

Along with the development of trade came an increase in the 
number of tourists coming from Middle Eastern countries to 

of both Turkish TV series and Turkish products, the lifting of visa 
requirements with Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Libya brought 
about an increase in the number of tourists coming from these 
countries. In 2010, while 1.9 million tourists came from the Middle 
East, another 1.9 million tourists came from Iran. On the other 
hand, with the downturn of relations with Israel, the number of 
Israeli tourists coming to Turkey decreased from 550,000 in 2008 
to 100,000 in 2010.19

The AKP, with the intention of supporting Turkish companies in the 
Middle East, included businessmen in formal government trips to 
19
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the region, giving Turkish companies even more opportunities to 
promote their goods in the region. A good example of this is how 
the businessmen invited along on government trips to Qatar and 
Kuwait came home having struck deals worth $247 million.20

Exports to Middle Eastern Countries Bordering Turkey (ac-

The Effects of the Arab Spring on Turkish Foreign Policy

The Arab Spring that started in Tunisia towards the end of 2010 

relations with the Middle East in accordance with the existing old 
balances, the AKP was initially in a quandary as to how to act. 

20

ekonomi/16775021.asp
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the region, and he implied a return to a romanticized Ottoman 
past of peaceful co-existence, with Turks and Arabs as part of a 
big family, and the removal of the borders separating them. Within 
this process that started with economic integration, all the ob-
stacles preventing the societies from coming together were to be 

of the Ottoman Empire, had responsibilities in the region. In order 
to discharge these responsibilities, Turkey needed to establish 
peace in the area, starting in particular with its neighbors. With 

to resolve all problems with neighbours, including those with 
Armenia. As for the AKP policies, they were based on the pre-
Arab Spring Middle Eastern status quo. The AKP was not sure 
how to handle the newly-reorganized governments after the Arab 
Spring.21 The AKP, in trying to implement the “zero problems with 

because relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan were badly af-
fected by this attempt.22 While the revolutions in Egypt and Tuni-
sia were not much of a problem, the AKP was in a deadlock over 

-

after seeing that it was pursuing the opposite policy. As the num-
ber of refugees coming from Syria to Turkey and the news regar-
ding massacres in Syria increased, the AKP broke off ties with the 

been on the rise for several years, came to a halt. Furthermore, 

onwards, diplomatic and economic ties with Syria were com-
pletely severed. With the emergence of a discrepancy between 
21

22

Azerbaijan In the World, Vol. IV, No. 13, 1 July 2011
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the promises Turkey had given and was able to keep – such as 
humanitarian aid, the establishment of peace in the region, etc – 
the regional leadership position of Turkey came under question. 
Turkey not only experienced great economic loss in relation to the 
countries experiencing upheavals (the loss in Libya amounted to 
over $40 billion), but with the crisis in Syria Turkey also experi-

the downing of its jet aircraft by Syrian forces in June 2012. 

The most positive impact of the Arab Spring on Turkey was the 
way in which it made the West revise its point of view regarding 
Turkey. The warming of relations with Iran, the deterioration of 

and culminating in the Mavi Marmara issue in 2010 caused unease 
with Western countries and by 2010 questions regarding whether 
or not Turkey was still a member of the Western club began to 

23 With 
the Arab Spring, Turkey was again shown as a model for those 
countries experiencing the ouster of their authoritarian leaders 

the struggle with Iran for regional leadership was rekindled and 
ties with the Syria were severed. Currently Syria has become 
an issue testing the powers of Turkey. This issue is currently 
unresolved and seems to be set to continue to affect the future 
and the position of Turkey in the region. The effects on other 

also become an object of interest. 

Turkey as a Model

a model by the West four times: for the newly-decolonized coun-
23
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tries like India in the 1950s, for the Middle East and Azerbaijan 
after the Cold War, for the Middle East after 9/11 and now, for 
Arab countries contemplating reconstruction after of the ouster 
of their former leaders with the Arab Spring.24 Being a model 
for the Middle East countries struggling for democratization has 

-
lar Muslim country in his speech in Egypt right after the Arab 

countries.25 That particular speech came under attack by more 
26

But whether or not Turkey can be a model given that it is be-
ing criticized by the West for becoming increasingly authoritarian 

-
tion is still a matter of debate.27

for Arab states.28 If what matters is a Middle East that is allied 
with the West, democratized to a certain level and looking up to 

But do the Arabs see the Turks as a model? According to re-
search carried out by TESEV, 61 percent of Arabs see Turkey 
as a model and 22 percent believe the opposite. The question 
of why Turkey could be a model saw 32 percent of respondents 
saying that Turkey could be a model because of its democracy, 
24

Arslan for his comments regarding this point.
25
www.sabah.com.tr/Gundem/2011/09/13/erdogan-kahirede-konusuyor
26

Brief, October 2011
27   European Council statement about Turkey on 10 January 2012: https://wcd.
coe.int/com.instranet.InstraServlet?command=com.instranet.CmdBlobGet&Instr

28
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whereas 23 percent stated that Turkey could not be a model as it 
was not Muslim enough. 

Even if Turkey, as a non-Arab country, were to become a mo-
del for the Middle East seeking a new role model after the Arab 
Spring, to what extent this Turkish model could be accepted in 
this predominantly Arab region is still unknown. The AKP, experi-

region, came up with the solution of presenting itself again as a 
Western model and positioning itself in the region in collaboration 
with the West.29 Meanwhile, with the situation in Syria gradually 
becoming a civil war and question marks arising over the extent 
to which governments in the region will embrace democratiza-
tion, the future of the status quo-centered policies that the AKP 
has established over the last ten years is being questioned. 

29
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Tasansu Turker, 

TWO EMPIRES, TWO NATIONS:
TURKEY AND RUSSIA

The objective of this article is a comparison of the ideas of em-
th century up 

to the beginning of the 20th century, during a period when they 
were subject to modern politics, so that some inferences could 
be drawn regarding the current identity and democracy problems 
of both, each with its distinctive features. In a comparison focus-
ing primarily on the approach of both countries to the concepts of 
empire and nation, a one by one evaluation of each should prove 

will deepen the understanding of the subject of this study. 

Turkey

From the beginning of the 19th century, the Ottoman Empire had 
gone into a collapse period, and intellectuals, along with the elite 
governing the state, were aware of the situation. This awareness 
of the labefaction process motivated the basic dynamic of the 
primary reform attempts, remarkable in that these reforms had 
nothing to do with modernization or Westernization, but on the 
contrary, were carried out as a struggle with the West with a view 
to protect the state and . In fact, this state of affairs 
lasted almost until the end of the 19th century, with the only dif-
ference the acknowledgement of not only the technical but also 
the holistic superiority of the West and thus leading to broader 
reforms from the beginning of the 20th century1

their extent however, the original purpose of the reforms was 
protection of the state2.

Before examining the reforms, it is crucial that the process which 
required them is remembered. It was previously stated that this 
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process could be described as an imperial collapse, but when 
examining the elements of the collapse, one is confronted with the 
fact that the Ottoman Empire had reached its natural boundaries, 

North, Austria in the West, and Iran 
in the E
managing to set up a barricade against its imperial neighbor. 
Besides, in the South - the ocean, where new actors have already 

Mediterranean Sea. All of these factors can be regarded as main 
causes of the degeneration of the Ottoman Empire. 

It might be added here that maritime trading equilibrium in 
the Mediterranean was affected negatively by geographical 
discoveries, with disruption of the  in the economic commercial 
system, all of which contributed to the fall of the empire. 

Economic disruption should of course be regarded as a process 
expected to be followed by consequent disruption of the structure 
of the state. Provincial state organizations whose headquarters 
were unable to meet the requirements of the era, degenerated 
even more rapidly, leading to two consequences which in turn 

authority in imperial headquarters, and the rise of local powers in 
the provinces. In addition, the rise of competitors for centralization 
and autocracy in the centre brought about loss of power for the 
Sultanate—the local core of the traditional Ottoman system3.

The process of reforms began in accordance with this situation, 

of satisfying requirements, not related to extensive Westerniza-

referred to above. As late as the periods of Selim III and Mahmud 
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II, the reforms began to be put into practice extensively, and the 
-

terward, albeit somewhat timidly4.

whole aspect of the empire and society, the main impacts were 
actualized by the emergence of intellectuals acquainted with 
western culture. Foundation of the  (

 in 1821 is a turning point in that regard, with young 
people brought up in this chamber not only acquiring a solid 
grasp of foreign languages but also of Western culture. The 
process in which the reforms were co-opted from the state is the 
result of the efforts of those Ottoman intellectuals. 

to the process of national awakening. The stated nationalist 
awakening was primarily a movement instigated by Christian 
constituents, and later taken up by non-Turkish Muslim constitu-
ents. The Turkish constituent was mainly focused on the idea of 
saving the Empire. 

The concept of nationalism did not exist in the traditional struc-
ture of this empire, which was based on the millet system, with 
religious groups that spoke many different languages and con-
sisted of different ethnic groups with their own local administra-
tions under the umbrella of the central imperial power5. Within 
this system, the progress of the modern nationalist idea was a 
threatening event for not only the Ottoman administration but 
also for the leaderships of the religious communities. This state 
of consciousness grew at a fast pace during the 19th century and 
eventually subverted the Ottoman Empire. 
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In all this, the main concern of the Ottoman intellectuals concor-
dantly became opposed to nationalism, since the latter had to be 
abolished to save the Empire. Within this framework, Ottoman 
intellectuals were not only restricted to creating the ideology of 
Turkism, they also became the agents of the imperial structure 
against the nationalist process.

Examining the ideas of West and anti-West, it seems remark-
able that for the Ottoman intellectuals, the development of a 
systematic anti-Western ideal was ultimately late and weak. Be-
cause the idea of Westernization fell into a decline and the skep-
tical concept of Westernism, which was the essential feature of 
the reforms, hindered or at least lowered an anti-consciousness. 

Western val-
ues with the traditional structure, and thus preserve the Empire.

The ideology of Ottomanism should be evaluated in that sense6.
The Western notions of and patriotism with the tradi-
tional and  were brought together, in the attempt 
to form an Ottoman nation. The failure of this attempt cannot be 
explained solely by its lack of sophistication. It is clear that the 
power of the state is an extreme requirement with such a policy, 
but the Ottoman Empire no longer had that power in the 19th

century. Moreover, the nationalist consciousness was combined 
with external support, and the internal nationalist consciousness 
ceased to be the only concern—this along with intervention of 

The most important stage of Ottomanism was the era of the 
 reform pashas, with loyalty to the Sultan--the tradi-

tional focus of loyalty—eliminated by a bureaucratic elite, and 
the concept of loyalty replaced by the concept of  The 
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new Ottoman philosophy also added the concept of  to 
the concept of “equal and liberal citizenship“. Although the belief 
that participation in all elements of governance would also be 
attached to the state may appear as a simple-minded belief, this 

Another attribution of the new Ottoman philosophy regarded the 
anti-Westernism mentioned above. The new Ottoman mind which 
regarded (edict of reform, 1856) as a Western 

idea. But this antinomy should be interpreted as a demand for 

rather than being a so-called antinomy. This antinomy also 
formed a crack in Ottomanism. Within this scope, non-Muslim 
elements were perceived as a tool of Western intervention and 
the ideology of Ottomanism, again with an external intervention, 

As a result of the fact that the number of non-Muslim elements in 
the empire was decreasing, the imperial consciousness adopted 
Islam as a new identity for itself. This ideology, which is depicted 
as pan-Islamism, should be considered as an ultimately western 
ideology, because the process in which Islam began to depart 
from being a religion to constituting an identity reference of a 
modern ideology sprang from western values7.

What is remarkable even while defending pan-Islamism is 
that the ideology of Ottomanism is still argumentative and 

transformed into keeping what was left behind, with- on the one 
hand- the prominence of an Islamic identity and on the other 
hand, efforts made not to ostracize non-Muslim elements. This 
Islamic identity was anti-nationalist to an almost utopian degree. 
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The internationalism of Islamic elements was brought to the fore 
along with the assertion that emphasis of differences was against 
Islam. At the same time, Arab, and especially Albanian, national 
awareness processes developed and ultimately increased the 
power of the ideology of Turkism.

The use of the word  occurred long after the national 
awareness of each constituent in the Ottoman Empire8. The 

even World War I that this ideology began to receive general 

that , like 

attaching it to Westernization. Turkism and Westernism emerged 

of Turkism was eliminated at that point, and the idea of an equal 
and independent Turkish nation among the modern nations 
emerged, the ideology, as with former variants, claiming its impe-

-

the West, that wants to become Westernized but also wants to 
carry on the integrity of the state; that is related to Turkism but 
based on “citizenship“.
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Russia

Westernization progress beginning with the reforms of Peter I 
resulted in the increasing power of the Empire. The Ottoman 

looked East to a virgin area for expansion, which, along with 

th century, 

not involved9.

Once again-contrary to the situation in the Ottoman Empire-- 

of autocracy annihilated. Besides economic growth, striking 

establishment almost surpassed that of the West, not limited 
only to technical development, but an ultimately sophisticated 
level of improvement in social sciences was also achieved10.

While Ottoman intellectuals were deeply occupied with saving 

far more sophisticated issues. Another point is the aristocratic 

overwhelmingly of aristocratic origin11.
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When examining the reforms of Peter I, mentioned above, and 
in particular the period of Catherine II when those reforms were 

had arisen and been carried out in a very strict, systematic and 
decisive manner from the beginning as opposed to the 

 seen in the Ottoman Empire. 

antilogy, from the beginning of 19th century, was held to as 
harshly as the reforms themselves, something never to occur in 

-

naturally formed the content of “we“. The process which can be 

12.

On the other hand, the Westernist attitude seen in the same pe-

of the ideas that support the W
and desire for construction of a new social structure with West-
ern values. Taking these ideas into consideration, collaboration 

rising in the West stands out. When analyzed, the participative 
political claims in terms of our subject--a political claim which is 

emerges13. One can assert correctly the concept is similar to 
that of Ottomanism, since a Western model of organization and 
participative politics is constructed upon the concept of “home-
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This debate, which is formulated as the 
antilogy, reveals the fact that the Zapadniks maintained their 
early liberal claims, but in spite of this the early conservatism 

idea had become more systematic. What stands out here is that 

than a national identity. Besides being an ultimately systematic 
formulation, this is a national state of consciousness which is 
a stranger to the concept of boundary and includes imperial 

which includes a kind of liberation is that it is unable to adopt an 
attitude against autocracy and elevates political apathy14.

The changes in this attitude occurred due to the fact that aristo-
-

-
zen, a Zapadnik who announced the bankruptcy of the West, 

against the Western world15.

was achieved by combining German philosophy with French 

become a pioneer for Spengler and Toynbee, and formulated 
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Western civilization16.

Although this formulation mainly focuses on the theme of the 

most advanced power in this civilization, would be the center of 

than equal siblings), needs to establish this union and politicize 
as the new and superior civilization of the world. Western an-
tilogy is again the main factor here, and again the boundary 
concept is nowhere to be found in those debates. This ideo-

a world-renowned man of letters, to a warmonger, caused the 
state to adopt a far more aggressive foreign policy, this due to 
the pressure of public opinion it had created-- although it had 
never been entirely adopted by the state17

boundaries, too, and was in the position of demonstrating that. 

This aggressive policy stopped and turned inwards with the in-
ternal disturbances as late as the Aleksandr III period. Although 
the “

-

occurred in such a way that a quick policy coex-
isted18

empire, was slogging to hold the empire together during the era 
of nationalism.
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continued its existence in this era, it was then acknowledged 

sublimed by all. That is to say, the power of those who defended 
Western tone was broken. 

Against them, different ideas that generally emphasized the 
19.

of the last examples of imperial political mentality. Konstantin 
Leontiev stands for the imperial cosmopolitism over the tradition 

alternative against the West, and this would be Byzantine model. 
Leontiev also supports the idea of union of Slavs, not because 
he is in favor of the Slavs, but because it forms the basis of a 
new non-W
like Slavs, except for their Slav beings20. This civilization debate 

the anarchists. For example, Mikhail Bakunin asserted that 
socialism could only be established by the communities which 
were totally independent from Western civilization. 

that is organized in the framework of proletarian international-
ism as a far superior identity, and that promotes the union of 
nations21. With this ideology that acknowledges the right to self-

-
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as early liberalism in the beginning of 19th century as it stood, 
came true a century later--an era in which all the elements were 
connected to each other by the ideology of socialism and the 
bonds of citizenship, and were patronized by the Communist 

Conclusion

When comparing the two countries, the concepts of empire, 
modernization, homeland, reaction and nation emerge as 

empires, their difference in political power in the early 19th

century forms the basis of the difference between the two. While 
the Ottoman Empire lived through its classical period earlier 

during the process of modernization. While the Ottoman Empire 
lived through the process of modernization in a pragmatic 

manner. Anti-Western sentiment was, therefore, as weak in 

while the Ottoman Empire embraced the institution of empire, 
the nationalist state of consciousness improved far earlier in 

predominated in the Ottoman lands after the dismemberment of 

able to emerge with an alternative model.

It is necessary to make a temporal distinction; while the tradi-
tional imperial structure was maintained until 1839, 
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 (the imperial edict of Gulhane) in the Ottoman Empire; 
-

tion, the nationalist awakening in the intellectual environment 
-

the ideology of Ottomanism in the Ottoman Empire had been 
-

sia--within the scope of civilization concepts, national empire
started to become more prominent than the traditional empire. 
While the Ottoman Empire had been striving to resurrect the 
traditional imperial model within the framework of pan-Islamism 
until 1908, the traditional imperial model was defeated by the 

the state, Ottoman heritage formed a nation-state based upon 

with the scope of “citizenship“.

-

-
racy and the nature of relations with the West, but primarily with 
the connections that they will establish with the dynamics of 
their own past. 
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